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Zusammenfassung / Summary

Zusammenfassung
Die Bewegungen des Phospholipids Dimyristoylphosphatidylcholin wurden mit quasi-
elastischer Neutronenstreuung auf einer Zeitskala im Piko- bis Nanosekundenbereich
untersucht. Bis vor Kurzem war man der Meinung, dass die Moleküle bei diesen kurzen
Zeiten sich nur kleinräumig in einem Käfig, der von ihren Nachbarn gebildet wird, be-
wegen können. Ab und zu könnten die Moleküle aus diesem Käfig springen, wenn sich
durch thermische Fluktuationen eine Leerstelle darin auftäte. Molekulardynamiksimu-
lationen haben allerdings kürzlich ein anderes Bild gezeichnet: Die Moleküle springen
nicht aus ihrem Käfig, sondern bewegen sich vielmehr zusammen mit ihm in flussartigen
Strömungen.

Es war nun möglich, die quasielastischen Neutronenstreuungsdaten mit diesem Modell
auszuwerten. Die quantitative Übereinstimmung der extrahierten Flussgeschwindigkeiten
mit denen der Simulationen ist ein experimenteller Hinweis, dass die bisherige Vorstellung
von Sprüngen der Moleküle von Käfig zu Käfig nicht richtig sein kann.

Im Vergleich mit anderen dichten Flüssigkeiten wird klar, dass diese kollektiven Verschie-
bungen keine Besonderheit der Phospholipide sind sondern ein allgemeines Phänomen,
das schon in einer Vielzahl von Systemen beobachtet wurde und dort «dynamische Hete-
rogenitäten» genannt wird, weil es eine räumliche Trennung von schnellen und langsamen
Molekülen gibt.

In Natur und Anwendung kommen in den allermeisten Fällen keine reinen Phospho-
lipidsysteme vor, sondern Mischungen mit anderen Molekülen. Während in der Natur
Cholesterol eine der wichtigsten Komponenten ist, sind in der pharmazeutischen Anwen-
dung Kostabilisatoren wie Natriumglycocholat von Bedeutung. Diese Kostabilisatoren
werden gemeinsam mit dem Phospholipid als Emulgatoren in Nahrungsmitteln und
Medikamenten eingesetzt, um eine Entmischung der öligen und wässrigen Komponenten
zu verhindern.

Wegen dieser Relevanz von Mischsystemen wurde auch der Einfluss einiger reprä-
sentativer Zusätze auf die Phospholipiddynamik untersucht. Der von makroskopischen
Messungen bekannte verlangsamende Effekt von Cholesterol ist zwar auf einer Zeitskala
von 55 Pikosekunden noch nicht sehr ausgeprägt, hat aber nach 900 Pikosekunden schon
fast sein volles Ausmaß erreicht, das aus makroskopischen Messungen wohlbekannt ist.
Interpretiert man dieses Ergebnis im Rahmen der erwähnten Flussbewegungen, wird
nicht die Flussgeschwindigkeit, die bei kurzen Zeitskalen die Bewegung dominiert, durch
die Cholesterolmoleküle abgebremst, sondern vielmehr wird die Länge verringert, die ein
Phospholipidmolekül in solch einer Bewegung zurücklegt, bevor es die Richtung wechselt.
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Zusammenfassung / Summary

Im Gegensatz dazu ist die Beweglichkeit der Phospholipide in den pharmazeutisch
relevanten Systemen deutlich erhöht. In den Fällen, in denen das Phospholipid eine
ölige Phase stabilisiert, kann die Phospholipiddichte abgesenkt werden, was die erhöhte
Dynamik zur Folge hat. Ein zuvor vermuteter Zusammenhang zwischen der Molekülbe-
weglichkeit und der Stabilität der Proben kann indes ausgeschlossen werden.

Summary
The motions of the phospholipid dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine were studied on a pico-
to nanosecond time scale with quasielastic neutron scattering. Until a short while ago,
the opinion prevailed that the molecules can only perform small-scale motions in a cage
formed by their neighbours at these short times. Now and then, the molecules could
jump out of these cages when a vacancy happened to form in it. However, Molecular
Dynamics simulations have recently drawn another picture: the molecules do not escape
from their cage but rather move together with it in flow-like structures.

It was now possible to evaluate the quasielastic neutron scattering data with this model.
The quantitative agreement of the extracted flow velocities with the ones observed in
the simulation is experimental evidence that the hitherto existing picture of molecules
jumping from cage to cage cannot be correct.

The comparison with other dense liquids shows that these collective displacements are
not a peculiar property of the phospholipids but a universal phenomenon that has previ-
ously been observed in many systems where it was termed «dynamical heterogeneities»
because fast and slow molecules are spatially separated.

In nature and application, mixtures with other molecules are more frequent than pure
phospholipid systems. While cholesterol is one of th most important components in
nature, costabilizers like sodium glycocholate are important in pharmaceutical application.
These costabilizers are used in combination with phospholipids as emulsifier in nutritional
and pharmaceutical products to prevent demixing of oily and watery components.

Because of the relevance of mixed systems, the influence of some representatibe additives
was studied, as well. The slowing down effect of cholesterol known from macroscopic
measurements is not very pronounced on a time scale of 55 picoseconds but already
on a time scale of 900 picoseconds, it has nearly reached the value that is well known
from macroscopic measurements. Interpreting this result in the frame of the mentioned
flow-like motions, cholesterol does not decrease the flow velocity which dominates the
result on the short time scale but rather the length that a molecule covers in of the flow
events before changing direction.

In contrast, the mobility of the phospholipids is in the pharmaceutically relevant
systems drastically enhanced. In the cases where the phospholipid stabilizes an oily
phase, its density can be decreased which results in an enhanced dynamics. A previously
conjectured link between the molecular mobility and the stability of the samples can be
excluded.
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Chapter 1.

Introduction
Understanding the motions of phospholipid molecules on a molecular scale is very
important for both, basic biological questions and applied problems in pharmaceutical
and food industry. In this thesis, these motions are probed with quasielastic neutron
scattering on a pico- to nanosecond time scale. During these times, the molecules cover
distances in the same order of magnitude as the intermolecular distances. We probe
therefore the initial steps of the diffusion.

It was a lucky coincidence that the new neutron time-of-flight spectrometer TOFTOF
at the high-flux continuous neutron source Forschungs-Neutronenquelle Heinz Maier-
Leibnitz (FRM II) went into routine operation shortly before this thesis was started. The
variability and low background of this instrument make it one of the best of its kind
worldwide. It was this unique advantage that made it possible to advance our knowledge
of the phospholipid dynamics: the unprecedented quality of the data allowed to support
collective, flow-like motions as a novel view of the dynamics in phospholipid systems.

With the new generation of neutron scattering instruments, the data is not the limiting
factor for the data evaluation any more. It is necessary to enhance the further steps of
the extraction of physical information. This is reflected in this thesis: after a concise
description of the technique and spectrometer as well as the sample characteristics, a
focus will be on improved and new approaches to data reduction and evaluation.

The results are presented in full detail in several publications which originated during
the course of this thesis and can be found in the appendices [B–H]. For an in-depth
presentation and discussion of the results, the reader is referred to these publications. It
is shown there that the molecular motions of phospholipids resemble flow-like motions [B].
Although the corresponding data evaluation was partially influenced by fitting artifacts
which were discovered independently [C], it could be assured that this main result is
independent from several experimental difficulties [D]. Knowing the dynamics of the pure
phospholipid, it was possible to turn to the effects of additives [E] and finally to the
situation in pharmaceutically relevant systems [F]. Among the technical innovations that
laid the ground for these studies, the arguably most important one was the development
of a fit program [G] that is based on a novel algorithm to sample the parameter space [H].

The remainder of this thesis presents a coherent literature review, background in-
formation, a more detailed description of the sample preparation and measurements,
and a discussion of the different publications in a unified context. The importance of
phospholipid molecules in biological and pharmaceutical systems is presented in chapter 1,
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1.: Two-dimensional cuts through typical samples used in this thesis. The head
groups of the phospholipid molecules are drawn in violet, and their tail groups in
orange. Left: Multibilayers in the lamellar phase, the layers of water are shown in blue.
Middle: Single bilayer in a vesicle, the water in and around the vesicle is omitted from
the drawing. Right: Monolayer in an emulsion, the oil phase in the droplet is shown in
yellow, the water around the droplet is omitted from the drawing.

followed by an introduction to some concepts that are used to describe the dynamics in
glass forming systems and an overview how some of these concepts have been successfully
used to describe the dynamics in phospholipid membranes. Chapter 2 gives a concise
summary of the theory that is used to describe the molecular motions and shows how
quasielastic neutron scattering makes it possible to measure them. Having treated the
theory, practical aspects of sample preparation and neutron scattering measurements
are described in chapter 3. The data obtained in the measurements were treated and
evaluated as shown in chapter 4 which led to the results presented in chapter 5 where
the dynamics of the phospholipid DMPC is described in detail. Finally, chapter 6 gives
impulses in which directions the research presented in this thesis could be continued. In
the appendices [B–H], the aforementioned publications are included, appendix [I] gives
more details on the treatment of the data.

1.1. Phospholipids in Nature and Application
General Properties of Phospholipids. Phospholipid molecules are amphiphilic, con-
sisting of an hydrophilic head group and two lipophilic tail groups [8–10]. They form
lyotropic liquid crystals with water or oil. The most relevant lyotropic phase in the
current context is the lamellar phase where tail groups and head groups, respectively, face
each other. As sketched in figure 1.1, these stacks of many bilayers are separated by layers
of water between the head groups. They will be called multibilayers throughout this
thesis. At very large water contents, these stacks disassemble into hollow spheres of single

bilayers, so-called vesicles which are also sketched in figure 1.1. If the system contains
besides the phospholipid and water also an oil phase, a monolayer of the phospholipid
molecules can act as a stabilizer around oil droplets (cf. figure 1.1).

Within a given lyotropic phase (e. g. the lamellar phase), there are several phases at
different temperatures with different arrangements of the molecules within the lamellae.
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1.1. Phospholipids in Nature and Application

Figure 1.2.: The three phases within
the lyotropic lamellar phase of the
phospholipid molecules drawn af-
ter Sackmann and Merkel [10]: gel
phase Lβ, ripple phase Pβ, and
fluid phase Lα. The given temper-
atures are valid for the here-used
DMPC.

16 ℃←−−→ 24 ℃
←−−→

The three phases which are discussed in this thesis are sketched in figure 1.2, a more
detailed phase diagram is given in section 3.1. The head groups occupy a larger area
in the membrane plane than the tails, causing very large lateral pressures within the
membrane [11]. In order to achieve optimal packing for both parts of the molecule, the
molecules are tilted with respect to the surface normal by an angle γ in the two low
temperature phases as shown in figure 1.2 [10]. In the gel phase Lβ, the membrane
surface is smooth and the tails are tilted, being oriented parallel to each other, forming a
crystalline like lattice. In the ripple phase Pβ, the tails are all perpendicular to the average
membrane plane but the surface is forms zig-zag like ripples. At high temperatures, the
phospholipids are in the fluid phase Lα where the tail groups are called to be melted.
This is the biologically relevant phase and the one which has a significant amount of
lateral diffusion of the phospholipids, about two orders of magnitude more than the
low-temperature phases [12].

The class of phospholipid molecules contains several types, differing in the type of
head group and the backbone that links it to the tail groups. The current study uses
only phosphatidylcholine which contains a diglyceride backbone and after the linking
phosphate group a choline head group. The phosphatidylcholines in turn can carry a
variety of tail groups. In this thesis, only dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) was
used. As can be seen in figure 1.3, the two tail groups are in this case saturated fatty
acids, namely myristic acid.

Phospholipids in biology. The paramount importance of phospholipid bilayers for every
living being became apparent after the discovery of Gorter and Grendel that they are
the key component of cell membranes [13]. Due to this fundamental function, they are
actually the most abundant type of organic molecules by number in a human [14]: Given
the huge number of cells in our body, the total area of phospholipid membranes in one
person amounts to amazing 5 km2, about three to four times the area of the inner city of
Munich [15].

Figure 1.3.: Structural formula of the phos-
pholipid dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine
(DMPC). The tail groups contain a fully
saturated C14 hydrocarbon chain, the
head group is zwitterionic.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

In most cases, the phospholipid molecules do not exhibit biological functionality
themselves but they constitute the barriers of the cell that make it possible to maintain
gradients of molecule concentrations. Further, they host membrane proteins [16] which
are responsible for a wide variety of functionalities, from molecular transport over
messaging to propulsion. These membrane proteins are so densely packed that there
are often only a few phospholipid molecules between two of them, not only separating
them but also transmitting interactions between them [17, 18]. For these proteins, it
is of essential importance to be mobile within the membrane and to be able to change
conformation [19]. The membrane proteins even diffuse as dynamic complexes together
with the phospholipid molecules [20]. One example for the influence of the mobility on
the protein functionality is an enhanced sensitivity of receptors on the cell surface as
compared to a static setup [21].

Another important component of the cell membrane is cholesterol. It has a rigid sterol
backbone and is mainly located in the lipophilic core of the membrane, its molecular
structure is shown later in chapter 3. The probably main biological function is the
reduction of the fluidity and permeability of the membrane [22]. In certain mixing ratios,
cholesterol is also known to induce a micro phase separation between cholesterol rich and
cholesterol poor areas. It is speculated that this mechanism induces the formation of
so-called rafts in the membrane [23]. With a size of as small as 20 nm [24], they would
provide a platform for membrane proteins which profit from a clustering with other
proteins in the same raft.

Another possibility of the cell to influence the mobility of the proteins that should be
mentioned but will not be discussed in this thesis is the interaction of the cytoskeleton
with the membrane [25, 26].

Phospholipids in industry. Phospholipids are not only omnipresent in biology but have
also an important place in pharmaceutical and nutritional applications. This is also the
area where they receive most public attention. However, this attention usually boils
down to the question «What is soy lecithin and why is it in my chocolate?»1

This application is a rather basic one that simply prevents the segregation of the
lipophilic from the hydrophilic parts. In the last years there was also a lot of development
of more complex applications such as functional food [27]. In this case, emulsifiers like
phospholipids are used for example to increase the bioavailability of lipophilic nutrients
by forming emulsions [28].

The same is important for peroral (i. e. through the mouth) drug delivery of lipophilic
components and other molecules that are not adsorbed when taken without an appropriate
drug delivery system [29–31]. Phospholipids are here one of the many possible choices [32–
34] for this task which is of increasing concern: the number of pharmaceutically relevant
molecules that are not water soluble – and therefore basically not applicable – is increasing
as can be seen in figure 1.4.

Another approach for the delivery of sensitive drugs is to circumvent the digestive
tract and choose a parenteral administration. Liposomes, i. e. phospholipid vesicles,

1http://www.highonhealth.org/what-is-soy-lecithin-and-why-is-it-in-my-chocolate/
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1.1. Phospholipids in Nature and Application
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Figure 1.4.: Number of pharmaceutically relevant molecules (from research phase to
marketed) in water solubility categories of the United States Pharmacopeia. Although
the number of discovered molecules increased in each category during the past three
years, only the «very slightly soluble» and «practically insoluble» molecules had also a
percentile increase.

can for example be used as carrier for hemoglobin [35], anti-inflammatory drugs [36],
or chemotherapeutica for cancer therapy [37]. When combined with fibrin scaffolds,
they are also promising candidates for gene delivery systems [38]. For lipophilic drugs,
nanoemulsions and nanosuspensions are an option. In these cases, the drug is incorporated
into a lipophilic matrix and stabilized with a monolayer of amphiphilic molecules, for
example phospholipids [39, 40].

These drug delivery systems consisting of a lipid core covered with a phospholipid
monolayer shell are still matter of active research because they have serious problems:
On the one hand, if the lipid core is liquid, the contained drug is released too quickly.
On the other hand, if a solid lipid is chosen in the nanoparticle, it forms often a single
crystal without the drug molecules which are then located at the rim of the particle and
are also released too quickly [41–43].

Due to these problems, alternative drug delivery systems are needed. Polymers are
one option for the dispersed phase [44, 45] which can even offer a response to external
stimuli and are therefore a step in the direction of targeted drug delivery [46, 47]. Also
mesoporous silica nanoparticles, possibly coated with phospholipids [48], can be used for
a temperature controlled drug release [49].

The adequacy of phospholipids as stabilizing agent is therefore somewhat independent
of the choice of the dispersed phase. The stabilizer layer plays a key role for the
properties of the drug delivery system: It determines the long-term stability against

7



Chapter 1. Introduction

chemical degradation [50], the bioavailability [51, 52], and can be used to control the
release rate of the drug [53].

These properties can be influenced by adding co-surfactants to the phospholipid. For
example, a mixture of phospholipid and bile salt has been shown to be more potent than
each of them alone [54] and is even capable of keeping a dispersion of a lipid phase stable
while the lipid crystallizes [55, 56]. Such a phase transition of the dispersed phase is
an especially challenging task for the stabilizer because it is accompanied by a drastic
change of the shape of the particles from droplet-like to disk-like. The stabilizer has to
cover the freshly created surfaces before the particles aggregate. The co-surfactants that
can cover these surfaces quickly enough were therefore termed fast.

That the mobility of the phospholipid molecules plays an essential role in the stabilizing
properties can also be inferred from the fact that the stabilization properties change
at the main phase transition of the phospholipids [57, 58]: One of the main changes
at the main phase transition seen from the outside is the mobility of the phospholipid
molecules. It has also been suggested that the distribution of vesicles in the blood stream
is influenced by the phase of the phospholipid molecules [59].

Concluding, phospholipids and their dynamics in particular are a worthwhile subject
matter. As will be discussed later, this dynamics can be described using the concepts
developed for glassy systems. Therefore, an overview of these concepts is given in the
following.

1.2. Some Concepts of Glassy Dynamics
On first sight, there seems to be little connection between glasses (disordered materi-
als that lack the periodicity of crystals but behave mechanically like solids [60]) and
phospholipids which have a distinct first order phase transition between a fluid and
a crystalline state. However, the basic concepts of glass physics have been shown to
explain features observed in many soft materials with strongly interacting particles [61].
Biopolymer networks [62] and phospholipid membranes [63] are only some examples.

As a liquid is cooled, it eventually passes its melting temperature Tm where most
substances crystallize. It is however possible to avoid crystallization, for example by
external measures like confinement, the absence of any crystallization nuclei, or simply by
sufficiently high cooling rates. In these cases, the substance becomes a supercooled liquid

in which the molecular motions slow down as the temperature is decreased. Arbitrary
definitions call the substance finally to be in a glassy state when the viscosity reaches
1013 Poise or the relaxation time 100 seconds. The corresponding temperature is quoted
as the glass transition temperature Tg which usually occurs around 2

3 Tm [60, 64].
Whereas a liquid can change configurations very quickly, the glassy system is basically

trapped in one conformation on the experimental time scale due to the long relaxation time.
Looking at the energy landscape in the configuration space of the system, this confinement
usually means that the system cannot relax to the thermodynamic equilibrium any more
on the experimental time scale [60]. This experimental time scale can be much shorter
than the 100 seconds quoted before. For example the neutron scattering experiments used

8



1.2. Some Concepts of Glassy Dynamics

in this thesis have observation times between about one picosecond and one nanosecond.
If the relaxation time of a system is one or two orders of magnitude above these
values, it appears already frozen in the neutron scattering experiment. This microscopic
manifestation of the glass transition can happen at temperatures far above Tg [C].

There are strong parallels between the dynamics of different glass-forming substances,
above as well as below Tg. This dynamics is often termed glassy dynamics and will be
presented in the following. The discussion in this thesis will stick to phenomenological
descriptions of the systems and touch the theoretical frameworks that aim to explain
the observations only as far as necessary. The main aim of this thesis was to determine
how the phospholipid molecules move in membranes with and without additives, in
multibilayers and single bilayers, in vesicles and emulsions. As it could be shown that
recent concepts from glass physics can help to describe these motions, closer links to the
theories of glass physics should be established in future works. A worthwhile starting
point for this description could be the probably best known theory of motions in glass-
forming systems, the mode-coupling theory [65]. It was indeed already used to describe
the motions of phospholipid molecules [63]. Although it has been shown that there are
systems where the theory fails [66], it has received renewed attention as it was embedded
in the bigger framework of the random first-order transition theory [67] and was extended
so that it could also describe the dynamical heterogeneities which will be presented in
the following [68, 69].

Glassy dynamics seen from the liquid side. There is no evidence for a qualitative
change of the dynamics anywhere near Tm [65, 70]. The dynamics in supercooled melts
show, however, some peculiarities that are not seen in the «normal» behaviour of liquids
at high temperatures. Of these, the ones which are important in the current context
are: (i) the correlation functions of the system become stretched over a wider time range
which can be interpreted as an increasing distribution of the relaxation times and (ii) the
average relaxation time of so-called fragile glass forming systems varies more strongly
with temperature than the Arrhenius dependence predicts.

The main reason for these differences between the dynamics at high and at low
temperature is that two-body correlations determine the dynamics at high temperatures
whereas many-body correlations become important at the high densities near the glass
transition [71]. In other words, every particle experiences a cage of its neighbours as
depicted in figure 1.5 [65].

Following the motions of a particle over time, several regimes can be observed: At
very short times, the particle does not experience any interaction with its neighbours.
It moves in a free flight with a velocity according to a velocity distribution determined
by the thermal energy [72]. This motion will not be covered in this thesis because it is
not relevant for biological and pharmaceutical systems. Because these motions are on a
femtosecond time scale, they are not observed by QENS.

Looking on a long time scale, it becomes clear that this initial motion can persist
only until the particle interacts with its neighbours which constitute a cage for the
particle. For a true long-range motion, the particle has to escape from this cage of

9



Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.5.: A dense two-dimensional packing of discs. It
is clear that a long-range motion of any particle depends
on the motions of the surrounding particles, the so-
called cage of neighbours. The main difference between
alternative visions of the dynamics is the behaviour of
these neighbours: while the free volume theory acts
on the assumption that the central particle escapes
from the cage through an opening, other approaches
are based on collective rearrangements of the central
particle together with its neighbours.

neighbours at some point [73]. While the motion of the particles can be described by
relatively simple formulae at very much longer time scales, intricate phenomena arise at
this intermediate time scale where the cage of neighbours governs the motions [74, 75].
In the case of the phospholipid molecules, this intermediate time scale is on the order of
pico- to nanoseconds and therefore perfectly accessible with QENS.

The picture of Cohen and Turnbull, the free volume theory [76–78], explains the
slowing down of the dynamics upon cooling with this escape step: as the temperature
is lowered, the density increases and free volume decreases – it is less likely that the
neighbours open up a void that is big enough for the central particle to hop in and
escape from the cage. The model has often been criticized being unable to explain several
measured quantities [79] and it was recently shown by comparing isothermal and isobaric
density changes that the free volume cannot be the only parameter determining the
dynamics [80, 81].

An alternative model was developed by Adam and Gibbs, explaining the same phe-
nomenon with an increasing cooperativity [82]. As the sample is cooled down, more and
more particles move collectively together in transient clusters, so-called cooperatively

rearranging regions. Also this approach has problems [83] but it proved in the last years
to be a very stimulating picture.

In recent years, dynamical heterogeneities, a clustering of velocities in a sample that
yields a separation of regions with large dynamics from ones with slow dynamics as
shown in figure 1.6, were observed in a variety of dense systems, moving passively [84–87]
as well as actively [88–91]. The dynamical heterogeneities, mostly studied very close
to the glass transition, were also observed far above this temperature [92, 93]. They
were even seen in the liquid phase of systems that cannot be supercooled because they
crystallize [94, 95]. These dynamical heterogeneities were identified as the source of the
non-Gaussian part of the correlation functions [85, 94, 96] that are well-known to be
observed for dense liquids [74, 75].

At long times, these heterogeneities will average out: the fast particles will become
slow, the slow particles will become fast; a particle will participate first in a cluster
moving in some direction and later in another cluster moving in another direction. These
are the steps of a random walk so that a homogeneous isotropic long-range diffusive
motion is restored on long time scales. Increasing the temperature will shift the transition
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1.2. Some Concepts of Glassy Dynamics

Figure 1.6.: An example of dynamical heterogeneities [E]:
The arrows show the displacement of the particles in
a fixed time interval. It can be seen that different
particles have different velocities and that regions with
fast particles are spatially separated from regions with
slow particles. A jump-like escape of a particle of its
cage of neighbours is not observed, the central particle
rather performs a flow-like motion together with its
cage. Over longer times, the velocities of the particles
change and the picture is homogeneous. 0
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from the heterogeneous to the homogeneous regime to shorter times [97].
Although the identification of dynamical heterogeneities with cooperatively rearranging

regions is tempting, the relation between the two is not clarified to date [98]. It is a
matter of active debate if there are any structural signatures that could be connected to
the dynamical heterogeneities. Recently, medium-range crystalline ordering, temporarily
ordered domains attracted attention [99–101]. The change in local order was shown to be
completely independent of the local free volume but might indeed be the structural cause
of dynamical heterogeneities [102, 103]. These ordered regions have a finite life time and
occur also in systems that do not crystallize, in contrast to crystal nuclei. However, the
medium-range crystalline ordered domains are speculated to be precursors of crystal
nuclei, providing an environment in which the nuclei can form [100].

In any case, a growing length scale of the correlations of the dynamics could explain the
temperature dependence of the correlation times [60]: Strong glass formers which show
an Arrhenius temperature dependence are assumed to break and form bonds between
neighbouring atoms at all temperatures. The activation energy is therefore independent
of the temperature. Fragile glass formers which show a super-Arrhenius temperature
dependence are assumed to break and form interactions between growing clusters of
particles. In this case, a decrease of the temperature causes an increase of the number
of bonds that has to be broken and formed for a rearrangement. The activation energy
increases therefore with decreasing temperature and the correlation times increase faster
than with an Arrhenius temperature dependence.

It was shown that the interactions between the particles influence the temperature de-
pendence of the relaxation times – the softer the interactions, the larger the fragility [104].
There were also studies which found a fragile-to-strong transition of water [105] that
was then related to underlying thermodynamical effects. This connection is currently
under scrutiny [C] and [106–113] and there is even an ongoing discussion whether one can
observe a transition from a fragile to a strong behaviour at all or if the observed effects
are not merely fit artifacts [C, D].

Glassy dynamics seen from the solid side. In disordered solids, the low-frequency
(soft) modes are enhanced over the expectations from the Debye theory valid in normal
crystals and show correlations of the velocities of the particles over large distances [114–
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116]. The disorder of these systems can be manifested either in the structure or in the
interactions of the system which means that even samples with a crystalline structure
can exhibit these excess modes [117, 118].

It was found that these soft modes are connected to irreversible reorganizations of the
particles [119] whereas neither free volume [120] nor potential energy [121] are. The energy
of these surplus modes is correlated with the packing density: as the packing is loosened,
the surplus modes are shifted to even lower frequency and become quasilocalized [122].

Depicting the situation, the particles in the disordered solid do not exhibit a long-range
mobility when looking on a long time scale. However, when looking only for a short
time, one can see that the particles are displaced driven by the soft modes. As these
are localized, no regular patterns become apparent but the particles are displaced in
some regions more than in others. Apart from the effect that the particles will be pulled
back to their original place by the restoring forces, this picture resembles very much the
dynamical heterogeneities.

Although it is not yet clear how these two effects are linked, there is increasing
consensus that they are [95, 96, 123–126]. It has also become clear that these modes vary
continuously, even through the solidification – which can be a crystallization [95, 127].
This might be connected to the increasing occurrence of the medium-range crystalline
ordering that was observed in the liquid state and can be seen as precursors of freezing
in simple two dimensional liquids [128].

In summary, the main control parameter that makes a system glassy is the tight
packing, i. e. the stereotactic hindrance. As the phospholipids are very tightly packed in
the region of the head groups [11], they can be expected to follow the same principles.
As will be recapitulated in the following, this close relationship has been used very
successfully in the past [129] to describe phospholipid dynamics. It will be proposed in
this thesis that the new concepts which have been developed since then in glass physics
need to find their way into the description of the phospholipids today.

1.3. Dynamics of Phospholipids
One can distinguish three main contributions to the molecular motions of the phospholipid
molecules: the motions of the head groups, the ones of the tail groups, and the motion
of the whole molecule as indicated in figure 1.7. The molecules can also change from
one leaflet to the other but this process has time constants in the minute regime and is
therefore so slow that it will be neglected in the following. The localized motions of the
head and the tail groups will be treated less intensively than the long-range motion of
the whole molecule because the long-range motion is expected to have more impact on
the biologically and pharmaceutically relevant properties of the phospholipid molecules.

The free volume theory for phospholipid systems. The long-range motion of phos-
pholipid molecules is since a long time subject matter of intense research with different
techniques that cover different time and length scales: From fluorescence recovery after
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Figure 1.7.: Possible motions in a phospho-
lipid membrane sketched after Cevc [9].
Intramolecularly, one can distinguish
small-scale, rapid motions of the head
groups from slower and larger motions
of the tail groups. Above the main
phase transition, the molecules have
also a long-range mobility within the
membrane.

photobleaching (FRAP) [130, 131] on a time scale of about 10 seconds over nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR) [132] or single molecule tracking [133] on a time scale of about
100 milliseconds and over fluorescence correlation spectroscopy [134, 135] on a time scale
of about 10 milliseconds to neutron scattering studies [136, 137] on time scales in the
pico- to nanosecond regime. Neutron scattering has not only the advantage to probe the
time scale on which the phospholipids explore their immediate neighbourhood but also
allows to follow these motions without introducing a marker into the system that might
distort the dynamics.

In order to explain the results of diffusion measurements of hydrophobic probe molecules
in phospholipid membranes, Galla et al. [129] had the seminal idea to use the free volume
theory of Cohen and Turnbull that had been developed for glassy systems [76]. The
appeal of this description lies in the simple description of the measurements with basically
only one main parameter: the free volume.

This idea was therefore after its formulation in 1979 the predominant theory for roughly
30 years, only slightly refined to take the viscosities of the surrounding solvent into
account [138, 139]. Its biggest success was probably the description of seemingly contra-
dicting results obtained by different measurement techniques: the diffusion coefficients
determined by quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS) [136, 140] were about two orders
of magnitude higher than the ones determined with the macroscopic techniques.

This could be effortlessly explained in the frame of the free volume theory: Because
QENS measures on a picosecond time scale, it is sensitive to the rattling of the phospholipid
molecules in the cage of their neighbours. This motion does not directly contribute to
the long-range motion. Only from time to time, a void opens up in the surrounding
cage and the molecule can perform a jump out of the cage which was assumed to be the
fundamental step of the long-range diffusion [141].

Collective motions call for a new description. Only a few years ago, molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations became capable of describing the molecular dynamics well
enough and on sufficiently long time scales that it could contribute to the quest of the
diffusion mechanism of phospholipids. The concept of the free volume was questioned
as it became clear that the membrane is not adequately described as a two dimensional
liquid of hard disks and, in fact, the free volume is ill defined in the membrane [142–144].
It was concluded that the fits of the theory to the data had a high quality but the
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extracted parameter values did not have a clear relationship with the quantities they
were supposed to represent [145].

Additionally to those fundamental points of critique, there were more and more hints
from simulation [146–148] and experiment [137, 149] that the motions of the phospholipid
molecules were correlated over nanometer distances – an observation that the free volume
theory cannot account for. In some of these MD simulations, also structural order
was observed in transiently ordered domains [147] which resemble the medium-range
crystalline ordering that had been observed in glassy systems.

A break-through was achieved when Falck et al. [150] demonstrated in an MD simulation
that those molecules in their simulation that moved the largest distances in a given time
range take the cage of neighbours with them rather than escaping from it. The key idea
in this simulation was to connect the position of the phospholipids at the beginning and
the end of a given time interval with vectors so that a two-dimensional flow pattern
became visible. Before, only the mean-square displacement had been evaluated. This
observable is dominated by the motions of the tails at short times [151] which obfuscate
the flow motions.

With quasielastic neutron scattering, it is possible to observe motions on the pico- to
nanosecond time scale on which these flow-like motions prevail. Further, it is possible to
construct models of the molecular motions that distinguish between the localized motions
of the tails and the long-range component of the whole molecule. It was therefore obvious
to ask [B]

Can this novel view of flow-like motions of the phospholipids on a
nanosecond time scale be supported by experimental data?

The visualization of these transiently formed clusters of molecules is remarkably similar
to the one of dynamical heterogeneities shown in figure 1.6. The next question was
thus [D–F]

Is it possible to interpret these motions in the picture of dynamical
heterogeneities?

To answer these questions, different models of the motion of the phospholipid molecules
had to be evaluated against the data. In order to distinguish which of the models can
describe the data best, a focus of this thesis were data evaluation methods [C, D, G, H].

From pure DMPC to more complex systems. Independent from the exact mechanism
of the molecular motions and accordingly more unambiguously determinable is the impact
of environmental changes on the phospholipid mobility.

One parameter that has previously been extensively studied and is therefore kept
constant in the present contribution is the hydration of the phospholipids. Decreasing
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the hydration of the phospholipids gives certainly interesting insights but drives the
system of pure DMPC even further away from systems that can be used in a biological or
pharmaceutical application. All measurements for this thesis are therefore performed in
the biologically relevant fully hydrated state. Nevertheless, the most relevant results of
hydration-dependent studies are summarized in the following paragraph.

It is known from QENS measurements that a decrease of the hydration lowers the molec-
ular mobility [152, 153]. Also the direct comparability of QENS measurements with MD
simulations was demonstrated [154] which revealed that the dynamics of the head groups
varies continuously over the main phase transition. The head group was also studied
with dielectric spectroscopy [155]. With rising hydration, the temperature dependence
became increasingly Arrhenius-like, i. e. strong – similar to colloidal suspensions where
the interactions are softened [104]. Also these results were interpreted in terms of slow
cooperative motions, involving several lipid molecules.

Instead of going into the direction of this somewhat artificial state, in this work
an attempt is made to understand the change of dynamics when going from the pure
DMPC multibilayers to systems which are closer to biologically and pharmaceutically
relevant systems. A first step into this direction is the use of additives because neither in
biological nor in pharmaceutical systems contain only DMPC. Cholesterol was chosen as
a representative of the additives that are important in biology. It is of major relevance
in cell membranes and has therefore also been previously studied. In some of those
studies, it was found that the collectivity of the phospholipid motions is influenced
by cholesterol [146, 156]. As a substance that is used in pharmaceutical applications,
sodium glycocholate was studied. It is an important co-surfactant for drug delivery
systems [55, 56], but had not previously been studied with QENS. Consequently, it was
studied on the pico- to nanosecond time scale accessible with QENS [E]

How is the mobility of the phospholipids altered by additives?

From mixed DMPC– sodium glycocholate samples, the next step towards drug delivery
systems is the change from bilayers to monolayers. This is not a trivial change: monolayers
can behave very differently from bilayers, for example does the long-range mobility not
show any abrupt change when lowering the temperature [157] whereas bilayers of DMPC
undergo a phase transition where the long-range mobility changes by at least an order of
magnitude. These monolayers are studied on an oil-water interface which entails that the
phospholipid density can actively be changed. An increase of the mobility with increasing
area per molecule was observed on the macroscopic scale [158]. However, up to date
measurements of the mobility in phospholipid monolayers on a molecular scale are still
scare. QENS measurements were hence also performed to clarify [F]

How does the mobility of the phospholipids in monolayers differ from
the one in bilayers?
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Due to the small fractions of as little as 1% of phospholipid in the sample, these
measurements are challenging for both, the measurements and the data evaluation
procedures. It is only owed to the very low experimental background of the neutron
scattering spectrometer TOFTOF that it was possible to evaluate the contribution of the
DMPC. In addition, a focus of this thesis were the data reduction procedures [D, F].

In the next chapter, the theoretical tools to describe molecular motions will be
introduced and it will be shown how these quantities can in principle be measured with
neutron scattering. The following chapters will present the practical aspects of these
measurements as well as their results.
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Chapter 2.

Theoretical Principles
A very concise summary of the most important formulae for the description of the
molecular structure and dynamics will be given, followed by an equally short description
of how these are linked to the quantities measured by neutron scattering. For a more
in-depth treatment, the reader is referred to the extensive literature, e. g. [75, 159–164].

2.1. Molecular Structure and Dynamics are Described
by Correlation Functions

The definitions of the correlation functions. Introduced by van Hove [165], correlation
functions became soon the common way to describe molecular motions. As will be
discussed later, one of their big advantages is that they can be accessed by scattering
methods. In the following, it will be used that the systems do not exhibit quantum effects,
that the various particles are statistically equivalent, and that the system is ergodic.

The pair correlation function Gpair(r, t) is then defined as

Gpair(r, t) =
N∑

j=1
⟨δ [r − (Rj(t0 + t)−Rk(t0))]⟩ (2.1)

with the number of particles N and the position Rl(t) of particle l at time t. The angular
brackets ⟨ ⟩ denote an ensemble average over all particles k and origins of time t0. As
the system is ergodic, this is equivalent to average over all possible initial states of the
system weighed with their probability. When multiplied with dr, it gives the probability
to find a particle at time t in the volume dr at position r if some particle was at time
t = 0 in the volume dr at position r = 0.

This information is a rather complicated one as it gives access to correlations between
particles – in space and time. From the pair correlation function, only the structural
correlations encoded in Gpair(r, t = 0) will be used in this thesis, the dynamical properties
of the pair correlations. The dynamics will rather be extracted from the self correlation

function or auto correlation function Gself(r, t) which does not carry any information
about the structural arrangement of different particles with respect to each other. It is
defined as

Gself(r, t) = ⟨δ [r − (Rk(t0 + t)−Rk(t0))]⟩ (2.2)
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where the ensemble average can be calculated in an ergodic system over all particles k
and the origins of time t0. Gself dr gives the probability to find a particle at time t in the
volume dr at position r if this particle was at time t = 0 in the volume dr at position
r = 0.

It is interesting to note that G(r, t) treats time and space differently: it has the
unit (volume)-1 but not (time)-1. This can be understood from the interpretation as a
probability density: A given particle has to be at some point in space at every instant,
therefore the integral over the whole space at any randomly chosen time must be unity.
However, the particle will not necessarily visit every point in space at some instant,
the integral over all times at a randomly chosen point in space can therefore have any
non-negative value.

Using Fourier transforms, it is possible to express the same information in different
representations. The three important ones are:

1. The correlation function G(r, t) with the dimension (volume)-1 – because G(r, t) dr
is a dimensionless probability, discussed above.

2. The intermediate scattering function I(Q, t) is the Fourier transform of G(r, t) with
respect to r. The part corresponding to the self correlation, the self intermediate
scattering function, can be written as

Iself(Q, t) = ⟨exp [iQ · (Rk(t0 + t)−Rk(t0))]⟩ (2.3)

which is dimensionless. The imaginary part of this function averages to zero as
long as the atomic displacements do not show a preferential direction.

3. The scattering function S(Q, ω) is the Fourier transform of I(Q, t) with respect
to the time t and has the dimension [ω]-1 where [ω] denotes the unit of ω. In this
thesis, ω will be measured in units of energy. Also this function is real due to the
time reversal invariance of the dynamics in the studied samples.

Returning for a second to the structural information Gpair(r, t = 0), it is now clear that
this quantity transforms to Ipair(Q, t = 0) and correspondingly to the static structure

factor Spair(Q) =
∫∞

−∞ dω Spair(Q, ω). The self correlation function does not carry
structural information and is therefore unity, Gself(r, t = 0) = 1, which gives Iself(Q, t =
0) = 1 and

∫∞
−∞ dω Sself(Q, ω) = 1.

None of the samples studied in this thesis has any preferential orientation throughout
the whole sample volume, i. e. they are all so-called powder samples. Because the recorded
scattering signal is an average over all orientations, the absolute values r and Q will be
used instead of the vectors r and Q.

In section 2.2, it will be shown that the scattering functions discussed above can be
measured by neutron scattering. In order to evaluate the neutron scattering data, the
scattering functions of models for molecular motions will be compared to the data. In
the following, four different models for molecular motions will be presented together with
their corresponding scattering functions: localized periodic and aperiodic motions as well
as long-range diffusive and flow motions.
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Localized periodic motions. In perfect crystals, vibrations of the molecules or atoms
around their average lattice site can be described by phonons. Roughly speaking,
incoherent scattering is caused by single nuclei and every phonon will eventually pass over
every nucleus. Therefore, all phonons are visible at all measured Q and Sinelastic(Q, ω)
measures the density of states. A sound derivation of this fact can be found in neutron
scattering text books [160, 163]. At small energy transfers, only the acoustic phonons
are visible. If Q ≪ π/a where a is the lattice spacing of the crystal, the phonon
density of states is in first approximation proportional to ω2 which results into an
energy-independent contribution to the scattering function [159, 166, 167].

With rising Q, an increasing amount of neutrons is scattered with the creation or anni-
hilation of a phonon, given by the Debye-Waller factor which describes the distribution
of neutron intensity between elastic and inelastic scattering,

S(Q, ω) = exp
[
−1

3Q2⟨u2⟩
]
· δ(ω) + Sinelastic(Q, ω) , (2.4)

where u is the displacement vector of the nuclei from their equilibrium position. This
formula holds strictly for a cubic crystal where ⟨u2

x⟩ = ⟨u2
y⟩ = ⟨u2

z⟩ = 1
3⟨u

2⟩ but it is still
approximately correct in other cases [160].

In the case of incoherent scattering,
∫∞

−∞ dω S(Q, ω) = 1 holds for all Q as stated
before. It follows that

∞∫
−∞

dω Sinelastic(Q, ω) = 1− exp
[
−1

3Q2⟨u2⟩
]

. (2.5)

Developing the exponential in equation 2.5 into its Taylor series, it can be seen that the
lattice vibrations contribute a signal to the inelastic scattering that is roughly constant
in ω and has an intensity that increases proportional to Q2.

Localized aperiodic motions. For a confined or localized motion, the probability to
find a particle at the origin develops in the following manner: at time zero, it starts at
unity and decays from this value because the particle can explore its cage. The shape of
this decay depends on the properties of the motion of the particle in the cage. At long
times, the probability to find the particle at the origin does not decay to zero because of
the confinement. Fourier transformation of such a correlation function results in a sum
of two components: a δ-function in energy space which corresponds to the non-vanishing
probability at long times and a broadened component which is the Fourier transform of
the initial decay [168]. This combination of a δ and a broadened component is common
to all confined motions.

Using an exponential decay as a simple model for the initially decreasing probability
to find the particle, one arrives at the scattering function

S(Q, ω) = A0(Q) · δ(ω) + (1− A0(Q)) · 1
π

Γ
ω2 + Γ2 . (2.6)
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A0(Q) is called Elastic Incoherent Structure Factor (EISF). Its Q-dependence is determined
by the geometry of the motion (two sites jump, diffusion inside a hollow sphere, . . . ) and
the amplitude of the motions [159, 168].

A special case for a confined motion is a particle diffusing in a harmonic potential,
a so-called Brownian oscillator. Despite the simplicity and physical relevance of this
model, it is not often used by the neutron scattering community.

Its equation of motion can be set up as [169]

d2x

dt2 + β · dx

dt
= −ω2 · x + F (t) (2.7)

where x is the displacement of the particle from the minimum of the potential at time
t, β is the friction coefficient, ω the eigenfrequency of the particle in the potential, and
F (t) a randomly fluctuating force.

For t≫ 1/β, the mean-square displacement can be calculated to

⟨x2⟩ = ϵ2 · (1− exp [−Γt]) t→∞−−−→ ϵ2 (2.8)

with
ϵ2 = kBT

mω2 and Γ = 2ω2

β
. (2.9)

Using the so-called Gaussian approximation, this mean-square displacement can be
translated into the intermediate scattering function [170–173]

I(Q, t) = exp
[
−Q2 · ⟨x2⟩

]
= exp

[
−Q2 · ϵ2 · (1− exp [−Γt])

]
.

(2.10)

This expression can be Fourier transformed into the scattering function when expanding
one of the exponential functions into its Taylor series,

I(Q, t) = exp
[
−Q2ϵ2

]
· exp

[
Q2ϵ2 exp [−Γt]

]
= exp

[
−Q2ϵ2

]
·

∞∑
n=0

(Q2ϵ2 exp [−Γt])n

n!

= exp
[
−Q2ϵ2

]
·

∞∑
n=0

Q2nϵ2n

n! · exp [−n · Γt] ,

(2.11)

which becomes after Fourier transform

S(Q, ω) = exp
[
−Q2ϵ2

]
·

∞∑
n=0

Q2nϵ2n

n! · 1
π

n · Γ
(n · Γ)2 + ω2 (2.12)

where the n = 0 term has to be understood as a δ function in energy. This term gives
the elastic incoherent structure factor

A0(Q) = exp
[
−Q2ϵ2

]
. (2.13)
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Long-range diffusive motions. Diffusion results from a random walk of the particles.
It is especially important for processes in the «micron world» [174] but random walk
motions can be found on vastly different time and length scales: on the nanoscopic
scale for molecular motions, the microscopic scale for the so-called Brownian motion of
suspended colloids [175, 176], or the metre scale for the motion of falling snow flakes –
this last example will be discussed in an instant. The correlation function is in all cases
derived as [75]

Space-time correlation function G(r, t) = (4πDt)− 3
2 exp

[
− r2

4Dt

]
(2.14)

with its Fourier transforms

Intermediate scattering function I(Q, t) = exp
[
−DQ2t

]
and (2.15)

Scattering function S(Q, ω) = 1
π

DQ2

ω2 + DQ2 . (2.16)

As mentioned above, these formulae can also describe the random walk of snow flakes.
They fall in the gravitational field of the earth in z direction, turbulences in the air
make them move randomly in the (x, y)-plane. The time-evolution of the position of a
snowflake in this plane is resolved by its fall. The Gaussian space-time auto-correlation
function 2.14 gives the probability of a snow flake to move a certain distance in the
(x, y)-plane after some time t or equivalently after some height loss. The height h of a
snow pile under a roof with a point-like hole would have a Gaussian shape. Having not
a hole but a semi-infinite plane (an intact roof with an end) gives the integral over all
Gaussians with their starting points (centres) from −∞ to 0 (the eaves, cf. figure 2.1).
This yields for the height of the snow pile h in the direction x

h(x) =
0∫

−∞

dx′(4πDt)− 1
2 exp

[
−(x− x′)2

4Dt

]
= 1

2

(
1− erf

[
x√
4Dt

])
(2.17)

where D is the diffusion coefficient of the snow flakes and t the time it took the snow
flakes to fall from the height of the roof onto the balustrade. It can be seen in figure 2.1
that this functional dependence can reproduce the shape of the snow pile very well.

Going back to the formulae describing the random walk, it can be seen that the full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Lorentzian scattering function 2.16 is 2Γ = 2DQ2

with the diffusion coefficient D. It is important to note that the model of Fickean
Diffusion does not only comprise the Lorentzian form of the scattering function but
necessarily also this quadratic Q-dependence of the line width.

A simple quadratic dependence of the line width on Q is hardly ever observed. Some
common cases and their explanations are:

The line width is too small at intermediate values of Q where structure factor
maxima result in a large amount of coherent scattering. This is normally assigned
to the so-called de Gennes narrowing [177, 178].
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Figure 2.1.: Photograph of fresh snow pil-
ing on a balustrade. The roof of the
house shields the right part – if snow
was falling like rain, the wetness would
have a step-like distribution. Due to
the random walk of the snow flakes
during their fall, the step function is
smeared out. Also shown is a fit of
equation 2.17, demonstrating that this
description agrees very well with the
observation.

The line width is too large at small Q. This is often interpreted as sign of multiple
scattering in the sample [179]. It could however be shown in the frame of this thesis
that this is not a necessary consequence of multiple scattering [D].

The line width is too small at large Q. This is often interpreted as a stop-and-go
motion [180]. It was however found for the spectra evaluated in this thesis that
such a behaviour is also observed when a wrong model is used to fit the data [B].

Long-range flow motions. A type of motion that we are more used to in daily life are
flow motions, for example in a river. The particles do not change direction all the time as
in the random walk but keep going in the same direction with a constant velocity until it
is reflected by an obstacle. The velocity vector has three independent components that
give the total velocity according to v2

x + v2
y + v2

z = v2. Assuming that each of the three
components has a Gaussian probability distribution around the most probable speed v0,
the probability density function (PDF) for the speed

PDF(v) =
 1√

πv2
0

3

exp
[
−v2

v2
0

]
(2.18)

results [181]. This is the well-known Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution that is for instance
found for the velocity distribution of the particles of an ideal gas. In this case of the ideal
gas, the most probable speed is v0 =

√
2kBT/m where m is the mass of the particles, kB

the Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature.
In the phospholipid samples, the molecules are not expected to move completely

independent from each other like in an ideal gas but rather collectively. These collective
flow motions are confined to the plane of the membrane. However, also in these samples
molecules move in all directions of space because the many membranes in the sample are
randomly oriented with respect to each other. Even if the molecules are all moving in the
same directions in a small volume of the sample, they will move in any other direction in
some other part of the sample. The fact that the directions are spatially separated in
this case and not in the ideal gas does not change the ensemble averaged correlation and
scattering functions which are given in the following.
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2.1. Molecular Structure and Dynamics are Described by Correlation Functions

The probability to find a particle which moved the distance r =
√

x2 + y2 + z2 from
the origin during the time t after some arbitrarily chosen origin of time can be calculated.
One obtains the space-time correlation function

G(r, t) =
∫

d3v PDF(v) · δ(r − tv)

=
∫

d3v

 1√
πv2

0

3

exp
[
−v2

v2
0

] (1
t

)3
δ
(1

t
r − v

)

=
 1√

πv2
0t2

3

·
∫

dx dy dz exp
[
−v2

x

v2
0

]
exp

[
−

v2
y

v2
0

]
exp

[
−v2

z

v2
0

]

· δ(x/t− vx) · δ(y/t− vy) · δ(z/t− vz)

= (πv2
0t2)− 3

2 exp
[
−
(

r

v0t

)2
]

(2.19)

with its Fourier transforms

Intermediate scattering function I(Q, t) = exp
[
−1

2(Qv0t)2
]

and (2.20)

Scattering function S(Q, ω) = 1
Qv0
√

2π
exp

−1
2

(
ω

Qv0

)2
 . (2.21)

Combining different motions. It is very useful to see the complicated trajectory of
the particles in the sample as a superposition of trajectories that can be described by
mathematical models. In the case of the auto correlation functions, this superposition is
easily performed:

If one particle participates in several independent motions (a, b, . . . ) the different
correlation and scattering functions are composed as

Gone(r, t) = Ga(r, t) ·Gb(r, t) · · · · (2.22)
Ione(Q, t) = Ia(Q, t) · Ib(Q, t) · · · · (2.23)

Sone(Q, ω) = Sa(Q, ω)⊗ Sb(Q, ω)⊗ · · · (2.24)

where ⊗ denotes a convolution in ω space.
If several groups of particles in the observed system (1, 2, . . . ) perform their motions

simultaneously and independently, the correlation and scattering functions are added,
weighed with the fraction c1, c2, etc. with which they contribute to the scattering signal.
How this fraction is determined in practice is discussed in section 4.1.

Gmany(r, t) = c1 ·G1(r, t) + c2 ·G2(r, t) + · · · (2.25)
Imany(Q, t) = c1 · I1(Q, t) + c2 · I2(Q, t) + · · · (2.26)

Smany(Q, ω) = c1 · S1(Q, ω) + c2 · S2(Q, ω) + · · · . (2.27)
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Chapter 2. Theoretical Principles

Of course, each of the G1, G2, etc. can be a compound Gone, Gtwo etc. as defined above.
In the special case where only a fraction f of the scatterers participates in a confined

motion and the other, (1− f), does not, the scattering function becomes, denoting the
Lorentzian with L,

S(Q, ω) = f · [A0 · δ + (1− A0) · L] + (1− f) · δ
= (1− f + fA0) · δ + (f − fA0) · L
= B0 · δ + (1−B0) · L with B0 = 1− f + f · A0 .

(2.28)

2.2. Measuring the Correlation Functions with Neutron
Scattering

There are different methods to measure the correlation functions which operate on very
different time and length scales. Optical microscopy measurements are currently limited
to sizes above 100 nm [182, 183]. With pulsed field gradient nuclear magnetic resonance,
the length scale is very comparable [184]. In contrast to those, neutron and x-ray
scattering operate on an Ångström to nanometre scale and have proven to be very useful
for the study of phospholipid membranes [185]. X-ray scattering is very a very powerful
tool for structural studies. As far as the dynamics is concerned, one can either access
the sub-picosecond time scale with inelastic x-ray scattering [186, 187] or the millisecond
range with coherent x-ray photon correlation spectroscopy [188]. Neutron scattering
gives also access to the dynamics of the samples on a pico- to nanosecond time scale.
This is the same time scale that can nowadays be covered with MD simulations. Because
of this overlap, MD simulations and scattering methods can be used complementary to
validate complex physical models.

Scattering cross sections. It will be outlined in the following how the measured
neutron scattering signal is connected to the correlation functions treated previously.
The neutrons are assumed to have an exactly known initial energy Ei and a common
wave vector ki, i. e. a monoenergetic and collimated beam. Counting the neutrons which
are scattered into a solid angle element dΩ around a final wave vector kf and with a
final energy between Ef and Ef + dEf amounts to measuring(

d2σ

dΩ dEf

)
dΩ dEf (2.29)

which is the number of scattered neutrons in a certain time divided by the number of
incident neutrons during the same time. The quantity d2σ/(dΩ dEf ) is called the double

differential cross section.
A qualitative understanding of the reasons behind the redistribution of the neutron

intensity into different final energies and directions of the wave vector can be obtained
easily: Structures in the sample with sizes on the same order of magnitude as the
wavelength of the incident neutrons cause a change of the direction of the neutron,
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2.2. Measuring the Correlation Functions with Neutron Scattering

reminding of diffraction of light at a slit. Motions in the sample can be created or
annihilated by the neutrons which correspondingly lose or gain energy from the sample.

If these motions are not of interest, the energy dependence of the neutron signal can
be integrated out, resulting in the differential cross section

dσ

dΩ =
∫

dEf
d2σ

dΩ dEf

. (2.30)

This quantity has the advantage that it is relatively easy to measure by detecting the
scattered neutrons without an analysis of their final energy. However, it will become
clear in the following that this is not the static structure factor S(Q) mentioned above.

It is further interesting to notice that the integral of the differential cross section over
the whole solid angle is not any special quantity and does not have to be preserved: In
particular, this is not the bound scattering cross section that is a tabulated property of
the nuclei [189]. As a consequence, the absolute number of neutrons which are scattered
by a sample increases with increasing temperature of the sample. The reason for this
behaviour will be discussed below. The only conserved quantity is the differential cross
section in the limit of forward scattering for which one obtains

lim
kf →ki

(
dσ

dΩ

)
= σb

4π
(2.31)

where σb is the bound scattering cross section of the nucleus.

From scattering cross sections to correlation functions. The double differential cross
section can be calculated from properties of the system, assuming that each neutron was
scattered only once. It is essentially the transition rate of the neutrons to go from their
initial to the final state. This transition is caused by the interaction with the sample
which is seen as a time-dependent perturbation, related to the time-dependent position of
the point-like nuclei. As the molecules used in the present study do not have significant
magnetic moments, only nuclear scattering is considered.

The incident neutron beam is not spin polarized and the polarization of the neutrons
is also not analysed after the scattering event. Using that the systems can be described
without quantum effects and with the approximation that the spin, isotope, and element
of the scattering nuclei are completely uncorrelated with their positions, one obtains for
the double differential cross section

d2σ

dΩdEf

= 1
~

d2σ

dΩdω
=

1
~

1
2π

kf

ki

∑
j,k

bjbk

∞∫
−∞

dt e−iωt
〈

exp [iQ · (Rj(t0 + t)−Rk(t0))]
〉

. (2.32)

In this equation, ki and kf are the moduli of the wave vectors of the neutron before
and after the scattering event, respectively, and Q = kf − ki. The scattering length of
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nucleus l is bl, the bar over the scattering lengths denotes an average over all possible
nuclear spin orientations and isotope types, and the angular brackets ⟨ ⟩ are an ensemble
average over all t0 for the presented ergodic systems.

The average of the product of the scattering lengths is decomposed into the average
value of all scattering lengths and a variation thereof, called coherent and incoherent

scattering lengths, respectively. This can be visualized by a lattice of scatterers, all with
the same scattering length. They will scatter the neutron beam as a whole, collective
properties will be important and there will be a pattern in Q-space due to the pattern
in real space. This is the coherent scattering. In contrast, a large cloud of nuclei which
are randomly distributed and non of them close to each other will scatter incoherently:
there results no pattern in Q-space as no interference of the scattered neutron waves is
possible. The nuclei scatter neutrons as if they were alone.

This reformulation allows to extract the scattering lengths from the sum and split the
total double differential cross section into a sum of a coherent and an incoherent part. A
comparison of equation 2.32 and equation 2.3 shows that the two summands contain the
Fourier transform of the pair (coherent) and self (incoherent) scattering function:

d2σ

dΩdω
= kf

ki

N

4π

(
σincSself(Q, ω) + σcohSpair(Q, ω)

)
(2.33)

where N is the number of scattering nuclei.
This function shows again that the double integral of the double differential cross section

is not a conserved quantity: Taking again the example of increasing the temperature of
the sample, the Sself(Q, ω) will increasingly cause an energy gain of the neutrons (large
kf). As the integral of Sself(Q, ω) over all energies is a constant [160], this means that
the number of neutrons scattered with a smaller kf decreases. This simple redistribution
in S(Q, ω) is weighed with a factor kf to get the double differential cross section – which
therefore increases with increasing temperature.

So far, the energy change of the neutron was denoted by ~ω = Ef −Ei. As is a sloppy
habit in neutron scattering, the ~ is often suppressed in this thesis, resulting in a quantity
called ω which is an energy.

That, at least, is the theory. As mentioned above, quite some assumptions are used
which will hardly ever be met in any experiment. The three most important of these are:

It was assumed that the incident neutrons had all the same energy Ei and wave
vector ki, i. e. a collimated, monoenergetic beam. In reality, both quantities are
distributed. As the superposition principle holds, the final neutron distributions
are a convolution of the initial neutron distribution and the response of the sample.
Its influence is discussed in section 3.2 and the corresponding publication [D].

The recorded signal was assumed to be determined only by a single scattering event
in the sample. However, also the geometry and scattering properties of the sample
influences the measured neutron signal: The extension of the sample can introduce
additional time-of-flight differences, the neutron can be absorbed or scattered a
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2.2. Measuring the Correlation Functions with Neutron Scattering

second time on its way through the sample. Effects caused by the geometry of the
sample and the absorption of neutrons in the sample are discussed in section 3.3,
multiple scattering is discussed in the corresponding publication [D].

The scattering cross sections of the nuclei were assumed to be uncorrelated with
the positions of the nuclei in the sample. Although this is clearly not the case for a
biomolecule which is functional only because the atoms are always on the same
spots, it is a quite good approximation because by far the largest contribution to
the scattered intensity is due to the incoherent scattering of hydrogen – which is
due to the spin alignments between neutron and proton and is therefore really not
correlated with the position in the molecule.

The details on how the measurements were performed and how these experimental
deviations from the theory are visible in the measurements is presented in the following
chapter. In the next but one, it will be shown how the data evaluation took these effects
into account.
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Chapter 3.

Materials and Methods
The preparation of the samples and some of their basic properties are described in
this chapter, followed by a description of the neutron spectrometer TOFTOF where the
measurements of the systems were performed. Finally, a few examples are given how the
obtained spectra are influenced by the set-up of the instrument and how the corresponding
settings were chosen for the measurements presented in this thesis.

3.1. Preparation and Characteristics of the Phospholipid
Samples

The dynamics of the phospholipid was first studied in multibilayers of only DMPC and
D2O [B, D]. The advantage of this system is that it has only two components and a large
signal-to-background ratio which makes it possible to study the motions in detail. Some
background information about the hydration water, which is also an interesting subject
matter on its own right [C], is given in this section, followed by the description of the
preparation of the multibilayers. It is followed by the description of multibilayers of
DMPC mixed with additives [E] and the one of single bilayers of pure DMPC [F] which
lead to the preparation of monolayers of DMPC mixed with additives on both, emulsions
and suspensions [F]. This stepwise increase of the complexity of the systems will make it
possible to distinguish the influences of different factors on the phospholipid dynamics.

Hydration water. All systems discussed in this thesis contain hydration water. While
it is the main topic of one study [C], it is a nuisance contribution in the case of the
phospholipid samples [B, D–F] and will not be evaluated in these cases.

Briefly following the course of the hydration of DMPC, one water molecule per phos-
pholipid molecule corresponds to a mass fraction cw of roughly 2.5% [8] (cf. figure 3.1).
A single layer of water on the phospholipids is reached at 5-6 mol H2O / mol DMPC [190],
corresponding to 0.13 g H2O / g DMPC or a cw of about 12%.

This hydration range is interesting for studies of water because the first layer of water
adsorbed on surfaces usually does not freeze, making measurements of the water dynamics
at low temperatures in the amorphous state possible [105, 155]. However, the interactions
between the water molecules and the substrate influence the dynamics of the molecules.
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Figure 3.1.: Phase diagram of diacyl-phosphatidylcholines in water [8, 9], the temperature
axis refers to DPPC. The main phase transition of DMPC is 8 ℃ below the one of DPPC,
namely at 24 ℃. The continuous lines show phase boundaries between the crystalline
Lc, gel Lβ, ripple Pβ, and fluid Lα phase. The broken lines show special hydration
values: The long dashed line corresponds to one water molecule per phospholipid
molecule, the short dashed line shows the maximal water uptake from the vapour
phase, and the dotted line the maximal water uptake from the liquid phase. The
crystalline phase Lc is formed only when the sample is stored over several days at
4 ℃ [9] and is not covered in the measurements presented here.

It is therefore questionable if the hydration water is a suitable model system for bulk
water [C].

For the study of phospholipids in the fully hydrated state, the hydration was increased
to much higher values. Full hydration is reached at a cw of about 40% (cf. figure 3.1),
therefore many previous studies had aimed to reach exactly this value. However, neutron
diffraction on these samples showed long-standing inconsistencies. It was finally found
that already very small temperature gradients between the wall of the sample container
and the sample are sufficient to decrease the relative humidity from the supposed 100%,
resulting in a lower hydration of the sample [191].

As a decrease in hydration was found to influence the dynamics [153], it is necessary
to ensure the full hydration of the sample. Therefore, all phospholipid samples were
produced with surplus D2O. The resulting mixture is not homogeneous – areas with fully
hydrated phospholipid alternate with bubbles of D2O. As will be discussed in section 4.1,
this does not pose a problem for the data analysis because the corresponding signal of
D2O can be subtracted when the composition of the sample is known.

However, this subtraction necessarily assumes that the reference measurement of a
bulk D2O sample yields the same spectrum as the D2O in the mixture. The before
mentioned interaction between the water and the biomolecules was also observed in water
layers adsorbed on phospholipids together with a reduced mobility [192]. These effects
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are pronounced in weakly hydrated membranes [193] but hardly visible in fully hydrated
membranes because it was shown that only the dynamics of the first layer of water was
observably affected on a picosecond time scale [190, 194]. Therefore, the vast majority of
the D2O in the fully hydrated samples can be expected in good approximation to have
bulk-like properties and a subtraction of its contribution is thus well justified.

Multibilayers of pure DMPC. The phospholipid DMPC was obtained as dry powder
from Lipoid GmbH, Ludwigshafen, Germany, and used as received. The common start
of many preparation procedures described in the literature to dissolve the phospholipid
in chloroform was purposefully avoided in order to exclude the possibility of any residual
chloroform in the samples. The omission of this step did not impede the hydration
because the phospholipid was obtained as a very fine powder.

Another difference to the commonly used preparation procedures for neutron scattering
measurements [137, 153, 156, 195–200] was the omission of a solid support of the
membranes. This brings the disadvantage that the phospholipid layers cannot be aligned
with respect to the scattering vector and the measured signal is therefore always a powder
average. However, the big advantage is that any distortion of the dynamics by the solid
support can be excluded and no misleading signal from the supporting material can
possibly be observed.

It is known that a solid support interacts with the phospholipids [201] which sets limits
to the similarity between supported lipid bilayers and biologically relevant systems [202].
In fact, some of the measurements presented here [B] have been compared with similar
ones which were performed on samples with a solid support [203] where a different
dynamical behaviour was observed. It can be speculated that this difference is caused by
the interaction with the solid support.

The only step for the preparation of the multibilayers is to hydrate the dry phospholipid
powder. To avoid a rapid uncontrolled formation of phospholipid vesicles and nanotubes
and other non liquid crystalline phases [204, 205], the first part of the hydration was
performed via the vapour phase: A small jar containing the phospholipid was placed in a
bigger bottle which could be sealed and contained about 5 ml of D2O. This assembly
was placed in a constant temperature environment at 40 ℃ (above the main phase
transition of the phospholipid, see below) for 24 hours or more. Under these conditions,
the phospholipid hydration from the vapour phase reaches about 20% as depicted from
the phase diagram displayed in figure 3.1. In a second step, liquid D2O was added with
a pipette up to an amount of at least 50 mass % and the mixture was stirred gently.

Multibilayers of DMPC and additives. The sample preparation was very similar to the
one of the pure DMPC multibilayers, the only difference was that one of the additives
myristic acid, farnesol, cholesterol, or sodium glycocholate was mixed with the phospho-
lipid powder before the hydration. The compositions of the samples are listed in detail
in the corresponding publication [E].

These additives can change the phase transition temperatures and induce even new
phases. For example, when adding cholesterol, there is a micro phase separation into
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a cholesterol-rich and a cholesterol-poor phase [131]. However, on the time- and length
scales covered in the presented measurements, the structure and dynamics changed only
gradually. This is covered in detail in the corresponding publication [E] and can also be
seen exemplarily in figure 3.2. In this figure, the pronounced structure factor maximum
in the diffraction patterns at 1.5 Å-1 is shown which is caused by the regular arrangement
of the acyl chains [156, 206]. It can be seen that the feature is much more pronounced
at low temperatures below the main phase transition but not heavily influenced by the
additives.

Single bilayers in vesicles. Single bilayers were studied without any solid support in
vesicles which are unilamellar hollow spheres with a diameter of about 130 nm that
contain the phospholipid only in the outer shell with 5 nm thickness. This diameter was
chosen to be in the same order of magnitude as in drug delivery systems. For those, the
particles must have a diameter between 10 and 200 nm [44]: smaller particles are filtered
out by the kidney and larger particles are sequestrated by the spleen and liver, also the
uptake by cells depends on the size. Compared to a cell, these vesicles are therefore
rather small as can be seen in figure 3.3. The small size of the vesicles results in an
increased curvature of the phospholipid bilayer.

For vesicles with a diameter of about 100 nm, the main phase transition is slightly
broadened but still at the same temperature as found for multibilayer samples. Signifi-

Red Blood Cell

≈
25

00
nm

≈
15

00
nm

≈ 7500 nm

Nanodroplet, ∅ ≈ 130 nm

Figure 3.3.: Comparison of the cross-section of
a vesicle or nanodroplet and a red blood cell.
It can readily be seen that the curvature of
the surface is much stronger in the case of
the vesicles or nanodroplets as compared to
the one of the cell.
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cantly smaller vesicles exhibit a very broad transition that is shifted to lower temperatures
by several degrees [207].

Most of the vesicle samples consists of the aqueous phase: for vesicles with a diameter
of 130 nm, the mass fraction of DMPC in the sample is limited to only approx. 12% at
close-packing (volume fraction φ = π/3/

√
2 ≈ 0.740) or approx. 10% at the maximally

random jammed state (φ ≈ 0.64) [208].
The vesicles were produced using two techniques: sonication and extrusion. With

sonication, the vesicles are produced using ultrasound waves while with extrusion, the
mixture of phospholipids and D2O is pressed through a plastic membrane that contains
holes of a well-defined diameter. While the former can produce smaller vesicles, the
latter is more gentle to the molecules, the resulting vesicles exhibit less polydispersity,
multilamellar vesicles, and chemical degeneration of the phospholipids.

Sonication was performed with a Bandelin Sonopuls UW 2070 ultrasound generator
with a tip diameter of 3 mm (MS73), Bandelin electronic, Berlin, Germany. The device
uses a frequency of 20 kHz with an output power of up to 70 W. The preparation
procedures can be found in table 3.1.

For the extrusion, a commercially available extrusion device [210] was heated together
with the syringes and the suspension of the swollen DMPC to 40 ℃. The suspension was
passed 21 times through a membrane with 100 nm pore size, keeping the equipment all
the time close to 40 ℃, i. e. above the main phase transition of the phospholipid.

Monolayers in emulsions. Phospholipid monolayers in emulsions were prepared using
sonication. Attempts to produce emulsions also by extrusion have not been successful.
Extrusion would have offered an opportunity to treat the stabilizer molecules with less
stress and potentially also obtain a less polydisperse size distribution of the emulsion
droplets.

The monolayers consisted either of pure DMPC or mixed with sodium glycocholate
(abbreviated as NaGC or SGC). The sonication procedures can be found in table 3.1,
the exact compositions of the samples are listed in the corresponding publication [F].

As in the case of the vesicles, the amount of phospholipid in these samples is very
limited. The maximally achievable mass fraction of about 10% obtained there reduces
in the case of the emulsions even to half of this value, i. e. 5%, because vesicles contain
bilayers and emulsions only monolayers.

Monolayers in suspensions. Phospholipid monolayers in suspensions were prepared
using high-pressure homogenization. In these suspensions, the aqueous phase was D2O
and the stabilizer DMPC and NaGC. As dispersed phases, either protonated tripalmitin
or perdeuterated tetracosane were used. The suspensions were produced from mixtures
of the following compositions:

8.46% protonated tripalmitin, 2.13% DMPC, 0.34% NaGC, 89.07% D2O

10.30% perdeuterated tetracosane, 1.19% DMPC, 0.12% NaGC, 88.39% D2O1

1Prepared by Martin Schmiele, Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg
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name time (min) cycle power (%) ∅ (nm) PDI

vS 2 × 5 3 10
2 × 5 3 20 430 0.31
4 × 5 3 20 131 0.28

eD23N00 5 × 1 1 10
1 × 10 3 10 180 0.18
1 × 5 3 10 154 0.19
1 × 5 3 10 144 0.21
1 × 5 3 10 132 0.21

eD13N00 10 × 1 1 10 300
10 × 1 1 10
1 × 10 1 10
1 × 10 3 10 175
1 × 10 3 20 136 0.13

eD11N02 2 × 5 3 10
2 × 5 3 20 218 0.17
4 × 5 3 20 174 0.15
4 × 5 3 20 134 0.14

eD11N01 5 × 1 3 10 220 0.16
5 × 1 3 10 200 0.12
1 × 5 1 20 180 0.19
1 × 5 3 20 168 0.15
2 × 5 3 20 124 0.14

eD09N02 1 × 10 3 10 179 0.13
2 × 5 3 20 154 0.14
2 × 5 3 20 133 0.13

Table 3.1.: Production procedures of the samples that were produced by sonication. The
naming follows the same convention as in the corresponding publication [F]: v denotes
vesicles, e emulsions. S stands for sonicated, Dxx and Nxx are the mass fractions xx
(in %�) of DMPC and NaGC, respectively. «cycle» indicates how many tenths of each
second are spent in the active interval, no ultrasound radiation is produced during
the remainder of each second. The z-averaged diameter of the particles ∅ and the
polydispersity index PDI are obtained from a cumulant analysis of photocorrelation
spectroscopy (PCS) data [209].
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3.11% perdeuterated tetracosane, 0.92% DMPC, 0.10% NaGC, 95.87% D2O1

Predispersions of these mixtures were prepared 20 ℃ above the melting temperature
of the lipid dispersed phase using high-speed stirring with an IKA UltraTurrax and
subsequent high-pressure homogenization using an APV-2000 (APV Deutschland GmbH,
Unna, Germany) thermostatted at the same temperature for 2 min at approx. 1.2 kbar.
The size of the recrystallized particles was determined by dynamic light scattering (photon
correlation spectroscopy, PCS).

It should be noted that the production of the suspensions involves minor uncontrolled
losses of material, e. g. evaporation of D2O, residual material at the UltraTurrax or
inside the high-pressure homogenizer. The final composition of the samples will therefore
slightly deviate from the original sample weights given here.

3.2. Description of the Neutron time-of-flight
Spectrometer TOFTOF

The neutron time-of-flight spectrometer TOFTOF at the Forschungs-Neutronenquelle Heinz
Maier-Leibnitz (FRM II) [211, 212] is sketched in figure 3.4. It measures the energy of the
neutrons before and after the sample by determining their velocity via their time-of-flight
(tof). This takes place in both the primary part of the spectrometer where the neutron
beam is prepared by tof monochromatization (TOF-) and in the secondary part where
tof is used to measure the energy transfer from or to the sample (-TOF). Hence the name
of the instrument: TOFTOF.

The primary spectrometer. The white continuous beam of neutrons from the cold
source of the FRM II gets chopped into short bunches of polyenergetic neutrons by a first
pair of choppers (see figures 3.4 and 3.5). After a certain distance, this bunch will have
broadened due to the different energies and therefore velocities of the neutrons. Then,
another chopper pair at the end of the primary spectrometer, (numbers 6 & 7) transmits
only a fraction of this bunch. As it took the neutrons in this fraction approximately the
same time to travel the distance between the two chopper pairs, they have about the
same velocity. The ones that are too fast or too slow are absorbed in the boron coating
of the chopper.

To ensure that only neutrons with the wanted velocity can pass the chopper system,
two more higher order choppers (numbers 3 & 4) are positioned in between. They suppress
the transmission of neutrons which have higher order wavelengths.

Chopper 5, the frame overlap chopper, completes the setup. It rotates at a fraction of
the speed of the others and opens therefore only for every nth pulse, where n is called
the frame overlap ratio. This prolongs the time that neutrons have after the scattering
event to get detected before the fastest neutrons of a new pulse arrive. The maximal
neutron energy loss that can be measured before the next pulse reaches the sample will
be calculated in section 3.3.
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Beam stopSample
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Monitor

Detectors

2θ = 7.6°

2θ = 140.2°

Figure 3.4.: Schematic drawing of TOFTOF. Following the neutron guide, first are choppers
1 & 2 which work together with 6 & 7 as velocity selector. Choppers 3 & 4 remove higher
orders, 5 is the frame overlap chopper. The time needed for the neutrons to get from
the sample to the detectors encodes their energy. The detectors on the other side
of the beam stop are not shown, also the visible ones are only representative for the
densely-packed array. One detector covers an angular range of about 0.5°.

The primary spectrometer can be used in many configurations, in some of which it
is the main source of uncertainties for the determination of the energy and direction of
the neutrons. The energy resolution is given by the precision with which the energy of
the transmitted neutrons is determined and can therefore be improved by increasing the
chopper rotation speed or by using neutrons with a lower incident energy. The divergence
of the neutron beam is given by the neutron guide system and the wavelength of the
neutrons, it can be influenced by choosing a smaller neutron wavelength. Both, the
energy and momentum transfer resolution, can be calculated and are a function of energy
and momentum transfer, respectively. They will be presented in the following.

The energy resolution of the time-of-flight spectrometer decreases with increasing energy
transfer. It can be calculated, the published formulae differ from each other [211–214].
The formula used for the conception of the spectrometer [213] is used in this thesis because
it reproduces the measurement quite well. This formula is slightly differently formulated
in another discussion of the instrumental resolution [214]. Only one characterisation of
the spectrometer [211, 212] contains an error in the definition of the opening time of
the first chopper pair tp and the opening time of the last chopper pair tm. The correct
definitions are

tp = ap

360 · νc · 2
(3.1)

tm = am

360 · νc · 2
, (3.2)

where the quantities are defined as in table 1 of the corresponding publication [211]: ap
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Figure 3.5.: A chopper pair of TOFTOF (the
pair 1 & 2) upside-down during mainte-
nance. The discs are made of carbon fi-
bres and coated with boron. The slits in
the chopper discs are visible. Due to the
high rotation speed of the discs, they are
operated in an evacuated environment.

and am are the opening angle of the first and the last chopper pair, respectively, and νc

is the rotation speed of the choppers measured in rounds per second. The factor 2 in the
formula is due to the opening time reduction caused by the counter rotating chopper
pair. It can be speculated that a wrong reduction of this factor led to the formula given
in the aforementioned publication [211, 212]. The resulting energy transfer dependent
instrumental energy resolution is shown in figure 3.6 for the set-ups used in this thesis.

The momentum transfer resolution ∆Q is mainly given by the divergence determined
by the last part of the neutron guide which has m = 3.6 where m is defined as the ratio
of the critical angle of total reflection of the neutron guide compared to an hypothetical
neutron guide coated with natural nickel. It roughly means that the neutron guide
reflects neutrons with an incident angle (measured in degrees) of up to m · λ where λ is
the wavelength of the neutrons measured in nanometres. The obtained results, shown in
figure 3.6, are in good agreement with Monte Carlo simulations of the instrument [213].
This part of the resolution is hardly affected by the wavelength of the neutrons which
can be seen from the calculation

∆Q = Qmax −Qmin = 4π

λ
sin

(
2θ + m · λ

2
π

180

)
− 4π

λ
sin

(
2θ −m · λ

2
π

180

)

≈ 4π2

180λ
·
(

2θ + m · λ
2 − 2θ −m · λ

2

)
= π2

45 ·m (3.3)

which is – in this approximation – completely independent of the wavelength.
For the evaluation of the measurements, the limited resolution in Q is neglected. This

can be justified because the energy-dependence of the incoherent scattering is evaluated,
not the Q dependence of the coherent scattering. This necessitates that the limited
resolution of the energy transfer between neutron and sample must be considered. For this
purpose, the resolution is measured using a sample that does not show any quasielastic
broadening. This can be either the sample at low temperatures or some other solid
substance. In the present studies, most of the samples show strong coherent peaks of
the formed D2O ice. Therefore, the second option was used and a vanadium sample was
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Figure 3.6.: The uncertainty of the determination of energy transfer (left) and momentum
transfer (right), shown as a function of the energy transfer and momentum transfer,
respectively. The two setups shown are the ones used in this thesis: chopper rotation
speed 12000 rpm with incident neutron wavelength of 6 Å as well as 16000 rpm with
14 Å. The uncertainty of the energy transfer determination is shown as the full width
at half maximum (FWHM) of the quasi-Gaussian resolution. For better visibility, the
high-resolution setup is shown also after magnification of both, energy transfer and
FWHM, by a factor 10.

employed for the determination of the resolution.

The secondary spectrometer. The detectors at TOFTOF make use of a nuclear reaction
of the neutrons with 3He nuclei to register them. When the neutron is captured by such
a nucleus, the compound decays first to an excited state of 4He which has spin zero. This
intermediate step causes the extreme sensitivity of the 3He nuclei to the relative spin
orientation of the neutron with respect to its own nuclear spin which makes for example
spin filters possible. The intermediate state decays into an unbound state of a proton
and a tritium which scatter apart and produce a detectable current pulse.

The neutron detection events are binned into time-of-flight channels. The number of
channels in a frame can be chosen by the user, it defaults to 1024. Due to a CPU speed of
20 MHz, the width of one channel is always a multiple of 50 ns. As the frame length can
be chosen completely arbitrarily by the user (see section 3.3), it follows that it happens

3He+n

4He*, Jπ=0+

p+T

20.6 MeV

20.2 MeV

19.8 MeV

Figure 3.7.: The part of the energy level diagram of
4He which is relevant for the detection of the neu-
trons (n) [215–217]. The difficulty for neutron detec-
tion is the charge neutrality of the neutron. There-
fore, the nuclear reaction with 3He is used to gen-
erate charged particles (proton, p, and tritium, T)
which are then detected.
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channel

dE = 0

0 n 0

Figure 3.8.: Time-of-flight channel structure of the experiment. A frame starts with
time channel 0 when the neutrons are at the sample position. After some time, the
elastically scattered neutrons arrive. The next neutron pulse arrives at the sample
during the filling of channel n. Because the spectrometer advances immediately to the
next frame, the time spent in channel n might be shorter than in the other channels.
The intensity peak of elastically scattered neutrons is sketched and labelled with
dE = 0.

quite regularly that a new frame starts while not all of the 1024 channels are filled yet.
In fact, the new frame will normally start not even after completely filling a channel but
at an arbitrary time in between, cf. figure 3.8.

3.3. Choice of Measurement Parameters
Several parameters of the measurements can be adjusted at TOFTOF. In the following,
the influence of some of them are described in detail: the dynamic range of momentum
and energy transfers accessible to the neutrons, the observation time during which the
neutrons can follow the motions of the molecules in the sample, as well as the distribution
of the available time between several measurements, the amount and geometry of the
sample.

Neutron wavelength and frame length determine the dynamic range. The theoret-
ically accessible window in Q-ω-space is determined by the wavelength of the incoming
neutrons. Neutrons can be scattered with scattering angles 2θ between 0° and 180°.

TOFTOF adds two restrictions to that: first, it does not measure the neutrons which
are scattered with 2θ below 7.4° or above 140.4° and second, it does not wait an infinite
amount of time after a neutron pulse. The latter means that neutrons which have a very
low velocity after the interaction with the sample are counted in the next frame as energy
gain neutrons.

The ratio of neutron pulses let through by the frame overlap chopper has to be
determined by trading off the accessible energy loss range versus flux. Knowing the time
between pulses, determined by chopper speed and ratio, it is possible to calculate the
minimal speed of a neutron before the fastest neutrons of the next pulse arrive at the
detectors. As a worst case scenario, the fastest neutrons are assumed to have an infinite
velocity after the sample. This conservative estimate makes sure that no neutron of this
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pulse that went through the sample can arrive at the detectors before time zero.
Typical operating conditions were a chopper rotation speed of 12000 rpm, λ = 6 Å, and

ratio 4. The initial energy of the neutrons Ei was therefore

Ei = p2

2m
= (h/λ)2

2mn

≈ 81.81
(λ[Å])2

≈
here

2.27 meV (3.4)

The largest accessible neutron energy loss in the frame is calculated via the minimal
energy that neutrons may have after the scattering process Ef and still arrive at the
detectors before the next pulse. This in turn is determined by the time between two
pulses which amounts (with two slits per chopper disc and ratio 4) to

12000 rpm · 2pulses
round ·

1
60

minute
second /4 = 100 pulses

second ⇒ 0.01second
pulse . (3.5)

The neutrons have at most 0.01 second to travel the 4 m from the sample to the detectors
before the next pulse arrives. This corresponds to a final energy after the interaction of

Ef = 1
2mnv2 = 1

2mn

(
4 m

t [second]

)2

≈
here

0.84 meV (3.6)

The energy a neutron can transfer to the sample while still being detected before the
next pulse is consequently

Emax = Ef − Ei ≈here
−1.43 meV . (3.7)

This is also visible in figure 3.9: there is a sharp cut-off on the neutron energy loss side.
This cut-off can be shifted by increasing the frame overlap ratio or by shuffling channels
from the beginning of the frame to its end. This procedure relies on the fact that only
few neutrons gained very large amounts of energy.

The measurements presented in this thesis were performed either with the afore
mentioned 12000 rpm, λ = 6 Å, ratio 4 resulting in 55 µeV instrumental energy resolution
or with 16000 rpm, λ = 14 Å, ratio 8 for an instrumental energy resolution of 4 µeV.

The uncertainty of the energy determination causes an effective observation time.
The instrumental energy resolution is mainly determined by the precision with which the
primary part of the spectrometer selects monoenergetic neutrons. Two parameters can
be used to change this resolution: the chopper speed and the selected wavelength of the
incoming neutrons. As described by Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, a more precise
selection of the incident neutron energy yields longer neutron wave trains. The wave of
one neutron will therefore run longer over the sample, will be influenced by the motions
of the nuclei during a longer observation time.

The observation times that can be realized at TOFTOF are roughly in the range of 1 ps
to 1 ns [218]. These values correspond to the times at which the spectrometer detects
a decay of the correlation function of a static scatterer (the vanadium standard) to
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Figure 3.9.: The dynamical range that can
be reached with neutron scattering at
the typical incident neutron wavelength
of 6 Å is compared with the one that
can actually be accessed at TOFTOF with
the conditions given in the figure. The
parts missing at small and large Q are
due to the incomplete coverage of 2θ
values with detectors, the one missing
at large neutron energy loss (here on
the left) is caused by the neutron pulse
repetition rate. It can be changed by
shifting neutrons from the end of the
frame with the danger of mixing neutron
energy gain and loss.
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0.1. Experience has shown that the correlation functions of samples could be evaluated
without problems up to this value. In the measurements presented in this thesis, the two
employed instrumental energy resolutions of 55 µeV and 4 µeV correspond to observation
times of about 60 picoseconds and 900 picoseconds, respectively.

Measurements at different observation times can give very different results. When
using the models introduced in section 2.1 to evaluate the data, it is important to keep
in mind that this description is only valid on the given time scale.

One macroscopic example where a model is valid only for a given amount of time is
water flowing in a river. If one looks at the motion only for a fraction of a second, the
water seems to flow in a certain direction. It is however clear that the direction of the
flow changes completely if one follows the water over several days and many loops of the
river. The model of a flow in a constant direction is therefore valid at short time scales
but does not describe the system on long time scales.

Another macroscopic example demonstrates that the distinction between localized and
long-range motions in section 2.1 is also only valid on the specified time scale: A closed
bottle is half-filled with water and shaken up and down. On a time scale of a fraction of
a second, the water is flowing through the bottle – already on a second scale it becomes
clear that it is actually only moving back and forth.

Adequate distribution of the measurement time can decrease the resulting error
bar. Given the limited time available for a series of measurements, it is necessary to
budget the time spent for a specific measurement. There are several opinions on how
to distribute the time between the samples, the most common option is to spend the
same time on every measurement. It will be shown in the following that this rule can be
optimized for the samples measured for this thesis.

In the present case, there is typically a sample measurement and a background
measurement, for example pure D2O. If the sample contains a D2O volume fraction φ
and scatters with a rate Rs neutrons per second while the D2O background scatters with
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a rate Rb, the quantity that has to be evaluated is

R = Rs − φRb . (3.8)

The aim of distributing the beam time is to minimize the relative error ∆R/R.
The total time t is spent for ts on the sample and for tb on the background measurement

with ts + tb = t. The respective counts are Ns in the sample and Nb in the background
measurement. Assuming a reasonably large number of counts, Gaussian statistics can
be used and the statistical error bars of the rates are ∆Rs = ∆Ns/ts =

√
Ns/ts and

∆Rb = ∆Nb/tb =
√

Nb/tb. When calculating equation 3.8, these add up quadratically:

∆R2 = ∆R2
s + φ2 ·∆R2

b = Ns/t2
s + φ2 ·Nb/t2

b . (3.9)

For the determination of the time distribution at which the total relative error becomes
minimal, the derivative of (∆R/R)2 with respect to ts has to be zero. Assuming that
Rs − φRb ̸= 0, i. e. assuming that the sample scatters some intensity in addition to the
background, this leads to

ts = 1
φ

√
Rs

Rb
tb . (3.10)

As an example, in a typical sample that consists of 50% protonated DMPC with
50% D2O, the time of the D2O background measurement can be less than a fourth of
the one of the sample according to this calculation.

The rule oversimplifies the problem because the spectra of the sample and the back-
ground have a different energy- and Q-dependence so that the ratio between the signals
is a function of these variables and not a single number. This can be considered by
calculating the time ratio of the measurements using those points in the evaluated part
of the spectra where the signals of the sample and the background are the closest to
each other. For the measurements presented in this thesis, this happens at large energy
transfers.

The measurement time of the vanadium standard has to be adjusted to the purpose
of the measurement. If it is used only for the calibration of the detector intensities,
a relatively short measurement is sufficient. However, if it is used to determine the
instrumental resolution of the spectrometer and is numerically convolved with the
theoretical function fitted to the data, its error bars can be the limiting factor for the
precision of the fit results. This problem is discussed in more detail in section 4.2. Special
care was taken in the presented data sets to obtain a high quality of this measurement.

The amount of sample can be optimized. Due to the weak interaction with the
sample, most neutrons fly straight through the sample and are absorbed in the beam
stop. Some neutrons are absorbed by the sample, others are scattered. The amount of
sample is normally chosen with three opposing requirements in mind: If there is too little
sample in the beam, very few neutrons will be scattered and the resulting bad statistics
of the data will impede a detailed analysis. If there is too much sample, neutrons will
are more likely to be absorbed within the sample which brings about that the number of
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scattered neutrons is not proportional to the amount of sample and makes the background
subtraction more challenging. Also in the case of too much sample, neutrons might
undergo more than one scattering event. As the theory that is used to evaluate the data
assumes that the momentum- and energy-transfer which a neutron experiences is caused
by only one scattering event, an occurrence of multiple scattering will impede a detailed
analysis, as well.

A common rule of thumb is therefore to use samples with transmission values of about
90% and all the samples studied in this thesis had transmission values in this order
of magnitude. The absorption of neutrons in the samples was in most cases found to
be of minor importance but will be discussed in the frame of the choice of the sample
geometry again. Regarding multiple scattering, it was possible to show in the frame of
this thesis [D] that the long-range motional component can be reliably extracted even
from samples with a much lower transmission.

Different sample geometries have different advantages. In the present case, the
samples were contained either in hollow cylindrical or flat aluminium sample containers.
The flat sample containers were oriented with their surface normal towards a scattering
angle of 135° in the direction of the detectors.

One difference between the two is that the hollow cylindrical sample containers have
the advantage that the absorption of neutrons in the sample depends hardly on the
scattering angle [219, 220]. In the case of flat sample containers, neutrons which are
scattered into the direction of the plane of the sample have to cover a large distance
within the sample. On this way, they are very likely to get scattered again or be absorbed
– hardly any of them arrives in a detector in this direction. This effect can clearly be
seen in figure 3.10.

From this point of view, hollow cylindrical sample holders such as the one shown in
figure 3.11 are clearly favourable and were used for all measurements with an instrumental
resolution of 55 µeV in this thesis. It will, however, become clear in the following that
they are not suitable for high-resolution measurements at TOFTOF for which the flat
sample containers were used, accepting their shadowing effects.

This is due to the other difference between flat and hollow cylindrical sample holders:
the distribution of the flight paths. Seen from large scattering angles of about 135°, the
distance between the sample in flat sample holder and the detectors is always the same.
In contrast, the neutrons can be scattered by the back wall of the hollow cylinder or
transverse the hollow cylinder, get scattered by the front wall, and transverse the hollow
cylinder again. On a time-of-flight instrument, the energy transfer between the neutron
and the sample is calculated from the time the neutrons need from the last chopper via
the sample to the detectors. However, this time-of-flight does not only depend on the
velocity of the neutrons but also on the length of their flight path. Therefore, such a
distribution of flight paths appears as a distribution of energy transfers.

This effect can be nicely seen in figure 3.12 where a hollow cylindrical sample shows
two peaks – corresponding to scattering from the front wall and from the back wall. This
effect is hardly visible at small scattering angles, i. e. small Q, because the neutrons have
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Figure 3.10.: Diffraction patterns of the sample at 10 ℃ (orange), vanadium (green), and
D2O at 10 ℃ (blue). The two graphs show the same data on different y scales. The
measurement set-up was the one for 4 µeV measurements. The coherent scattering
of the sample can be seen at low Q, the dip shortly before Q = 0.4 Å-1 is caused by
the shadowing of the sample container towards scattering angles of 45°. The slowly
decreasing intensity at the highest values of Q is because the neutrons which are
scattered from regions far away from the beam centre are not transmitted by the radial
collimator.

to travel through the sample either before or after the scattering event. In contrast, it is
strongly visible at large scattering angles, i. e. large Q, where one neutron does not have
to travel through the sample at all while the other has to do so two times.

In principle, it would be possible to account for this effect with a measurement of
the instrumental resolution – as it is done for example for the geometrical inaccuracies
of the detectors. However, if vanadium has to be used for this measurement, the high
absorption cross section of vanadium makes this impossible: As can be seen in figure 3.12,
the double peak is not symmetric. The component on the neutron energy loss side has
a lower intensity than the other one. This is the peak caused by neutrons which had
to travel for a longer time, i. e. the one of the back wall. Neutrons scattered here have
to pass two times through the front wall where they can be absorbed. As the intensity
loss depends on the absorption properties of the sample, they will be different for the
sample and vanadium. The unsymmetrical measurement is therefore not a suitable
representation of the instrumental resolution.

The high-resolution measurements presented in this thesis are therefore performed with
flat sample holders which are oriented with their surface normal towards a scattering
angle of 135° in the direction of the detectors. In this configuration, the neutrons which
are emitted into the direction of large scattering angles have all very similar lengths
to travel, making a high energy resolution with a symmetric resolution function of the
spectrometer possible. The drawback of this configuration is that the long path of the
neutrons through the sample towards a scattering angle of 45° causes a shadowing in
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Figure 3.11.: The type of sample cells that were used for the measurement in hollow
cylindrical sample containers in this thesis. Left: Three-dimensional technical drawing
of the hollow cylindrical sample cells (drawn by Ph. Jüttner, FRM II). Middle: Two-
dimensional cut through the sample holder; the sample is only in a thin layer at the
outside of the container (drawn by Ph. Jüttner, FRM II). Right: A neutron radiography
(kindly provided by Johannes Brunner from ANTARES at the FRM II) of a hollow
cylindrical sample container filled with H2O. The support on which the container
was measured is also visible at the bottom. On the top, the two thick aluminium
plates which contain the screws are visible along with the Teflon seal. In the middle, a
bulging is visible which makes the amount of sample in the beam not proportional to
the amount of sample in the sample cell because only the middle part of the sample
cell is normally hit by the neutron beam.

Figure 3.12.: Measurement of the vana-
dium hollow cylindrical standard at
TOFTOF with an incoming neutron wave-
length of 10 Å, chopper rotation speed
16000 rpm, and frame overlap ratio 8,
resulting in an instrumental resolution of
about 10 µeV. At large scattering angles,
a double peak becomes visible which
is caused by scattering of neutrons on
the front and back wall of the sample
container. The peaks are not of equal
height because of neutron adsorption in
the front wall.
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this direction as can be seen in figure 3.10.
A completely different problem is also visible in the radiography of a filled sample

container shown in figure 3.11: The sample is not uniformly distributed over the whole
can but bulging can occur. Additionally to the uncertainties of the layer thickness due to
bulging, there is also the uncertainty of the manufacturing process. Given a sample layer
thickness of 0.1 mm and a typical precision of the manufacturing process of 1/100 mm,
there is an intrinsic variation of about 10% between sample containers. Also the walls
of the containers have varying thicknesses within the same precision. This becomes
problematic because the neutron beam does not cover the whole sample container in
the vertical direction but only a part in the middle of the container with about three
quarters of its height: the uncertainties of the thicknesses of sample layer and container in
this area cause directly proportional uncertainties of their contributions to the scattered
signal. It will be discussed in section 4.1 how the subtraction of background contributions
can absorb these uncertainties and a proposal will be presented in section 6.1 how they
could be avoided by using a different design of the sample containers.
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Data Reduction and Analysis
The measured systems consist of mixtures of several components. Of these components,
only the phospholipid is of interest in this thesis. Therefore, the contributions of the
other substances to the scattering signal have to be subtracted. Given that the fraction
of phospholipid in the samples can be as low as 1%, this is a delicate task and will be
described in this chapter.

Also two approaches to evaluate the information that is contained in the spectra will
be discussed in detail:

The first one is to create a model of the molecular motions. It is required that this
model agrees with previously known facts, e. g. the molecular structure, and with the
data measured in the course of this thesis. While the previous knowledge has to be taken
into account for creating the model, the compatibility with the data has to be determined
from a fit. If this is given, the parameters of the best fit of the model can be extracted –
which obviously depend on the choice of the model.

The second, model-free, approach to extract information from the data aims in the
opposite direction: By extracting only very few quantities from the data without fitting
any model, only a small fraction of the information contained in the spectra is evaluated.
The resulting quantities do not have a similarly well-defined meaning as the parameters
used in a model. However, they can be extracted very reliably and comparisons between
series of similar systems give access to the evaluation of the dynamics upon the change
of a control parameter.

Both approaches have been used in the present work: The fit of a model was used to
determine the mechanism of the diffusion of the phospholipid molecules. As the results of
the fit depend also on the fit procedure, special attention was paid to the fitting process
itself. Independently of these results, the evaluation of the structure and dynamics was
followed when varying temperature, lateral pressure, and composition by a model-free
approach.

4.1. Extracting the Scattering Function from the
Scattered Intensities

General data treatment. The scattering functions can be calculated from the measured
data in several steps which are given in detail in appendix [I] and are summarized in the
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following. Depending on the specifics of the sample compositions and the requirements of
the data evaluation, not all of these steps have been performed in each of the presented
studies. The concrete data reduction steps are given in the respective publications [B–F].

Generally, the data were converted to be a function of neutron energy transfer, the
energy-dependent detector efficiency was corrected, and the detector sensitivity was
normalized using the scattering of a vanadium standard. The obtained scattering
function S(2θ, ω) was corrected for absorption effects.

These absorption effects can be explained with a simple hypothetical example: if the
emulsions consisted of a normally-scattering oil phase dispersed in an imaginary water
phase that would absorb all neutrons, the signal of the mixture (no scattered neutron) is
not equal to the sum of the two single signals (no neutrons from the pure water phase
and some neutrons from the pure dispersed phase). This phenomenon is well-known
in scattering techniques and is usually corrected with the algorithm of Paalman and
Pings [221]. It takes the scattering and absorption cross section of the respective samples
and returns scattering angle and energy transfer dependent correction factors that can
be used to scale the measurements.

Finally, the data were grouped into spectra at constant Q, resulting in the scattering
functions S(Q, ω) of the whole system in the beam. From this quantity, the contribution
of the phospholipid molecules has to be extracted by subtracting the background contri-
butions. Before the methods for the background subtraction for the different samples
are discussed in detail, it should be mentioned that the obtained Smeasured(Q, ω) is not
exactly equal to the S(Q, ω) defined in chapter 2: Whereas the theoretical definition
is symmetrical with respect to neutron energy loss and energy gain, the occupation of
excited states in the real system is governed by the Boltzmann-factor. This causes that
it is less likely that the sample transfers energy to the neutron than that the neutron
transfers energy to the sample which results in

Smeasured(Q,−ω) = exp
(

~ω

kBT

)
· Smeasured(Q, ω) (4.1)

where ω > 0 denotes a neutron energy gain scattering event. This is known as the
principle of detailed balance. It was found for the data presented in this thesis that a
correction for this factor did not give better results. The detailed balance was therefore
not corrected. This can be justified because the detailed balance factor is approximately
constant at the high temperatures of the samples and the low evaluated energy transfers.
Furthermore, the signals of some samples were weak so that contributions which do not
follow the principle of detailed balance (e. g. the instrumental background) could have
had a distorting effect when multiplied with the correction factor.

Background subtraction from the data of multibilayer samples using the respective
volume fractions. In the case of the multibilayer samples [B, D, E], the background
contributions are at least one order of magnitude below the signal of the phospholipid.
In these cases, it was found sufficient to subtract the spectra of the aluminium can and
the D2O weighed with their respective volume fractions. The volume fractions have to
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be used because the measurement is always done on the same volume in the beam, not
the same mass.

Background subtraction from the data of vesicles and emulsions using the diffrac-
tion patterns. For the samples of single bilayers and monolayers [F], there is much less
phospholipid in the sample and it was found in these cases that this procedure is not
accurate enough to ensure that the background contributions are much smaller than the
one of the phospholipid. Reasons for this inaccuracy can be the uncertainties regarding
sample composition and volume that have been discussed in sections 3.1 and 3.3, respec-
tively. Also the employed absorption correction is not accurate because it does considers
neutrons after a second scattering process as absorbed. In the present samples where a
second scattering process is much more probable than absorption, a thorough treatment
of multiple scattering effects would be necessary which is not available.

An alternative approach is to use features in the data themselves to determine the
contributions of the different components to the total scattering signal [222]. The
diffraction patterns of the vesicles and emulsions show very clearly the peaks contributed
by the DMPC at 1.5 Å-1, the D2O at 2.0 Å-1, and of the perdeuterated hexadecane (dHD)
at 1.4 Å-1. It was therefore possible to use the diffraction patterns in order to determine
how much of the D2O and dHD signals had to be subtracted in order to remove the
corresponding peaks from the diffraction pattern [F].

This method is based on the assumption that the scattering patterns are added without
regarding interference effects. This is true in the high Q regime above about 1 Å-1 where
typical distances below 1 nanometre are probed but it clearly fails at low Q where
the layering of DMPC and water molecules and eventually also the droplets as a whole
contribute to the coherent scattering signal as becomes visible in the large coherent
structure factor maxima at Q values of about 0.1 and 0.2 Å-1 (cf. for example figure 3.10).

In order to use this procedure to produce more than only qualitatively correct results,
also a target scattering pattern has to exist which is used to fit the coefficients of the
subtraction. In the current cases, the scattering pattern of fully hydrated DMPC was
used after pro-rata subtraction of the D2O signal as described before.

Background subtraction from the data of the suspensions currently not possible.
For this procedure to work, it is also necessary that the scattering patterns and therefore
the structure of the substances must be the same in the bulk and in the emulsion.
Although this cannot be assumed for the hexadecane and water molecules close to the
phospholipid molecules, most of them are far enough away from the interface to exhibit
bulk properties as discussed in section 3.1. However, this requirement turns out to be the
main problem for the treatment of the suspension sample data because the scattering
patterns of the employed solid fat phases, protonated tripalmitin and perdeuterated
tetracosane, are different in the bulk and the nanoparticular state as can be seen in
figure 4.1. Therefore, it is not possible to subtract the signal of the bulk material from
the one of the nanoparticle system. For this reason, the spectra of the suspension samples
were not evaluated in this thesis.
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Figure 4.1.: Diffraction patterns of perdeuterated tetracosane (dTC, left) and protonated
tripalmitin (pTP, right) as bulk samples (orange) and in nanoparticles (blue). It is
obvious that the diffraction patterns of the bulk samples are different from the ones of
the nanoparticles.

4.2. Finding the Mechanism of Diffusion with a Fit
Assumptions of fits. It is important to remember that the parameter values with their
error bars that are extracted from a fit of a model to the data are necessarily based on

the assumptions

the data are correct

the data error bars are correct

the model is correct

the difference between the model and the data can be expressed by a cost function
such as χ2

the fit algorithm finds the absolute minimum of this cost function for the determi-
nation of the parameter values

the fit algorithm determines the shape of the minimum of the cost function correctly
for the determination of the parameter value error bars.

If any of these requirements is not met, the obtained results might not have anything
to do with the description of the system or have a completely different value in reality.
This uncertainty is not expressed in the error bars of the parameters which are defined
only on grounds of the above assumptions [G, H].

In the following, each of these requirements will be discussed critically. Also the
differences between the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm and a Monte Carlo (MC)
approach to perform the fit [G, H] will be discussed. Both of these algorithms aim to
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find the minimum of the cost function. In the applications presented in this thesis, the
quantity

χ2 =
N∑

i=1

(
fn − dn

∆dn

)2

(4.2)

was used as cost function. In this equation, the distance between N data points dn and
the function values of the model fn are added quadratically, weighed with the error bars
of the data points ∆dn. This is a very common cost function which assumes that only
the data have error bars – and only in the direction of the dependent variable. The
validity of these will be discussed later.

Both, the LM and the MC algorithm, work on one solution candidate in parameter
space in this thesis. Further developments like genetic or swarm algorithms which move
a whole population of solution candidates simultaneously [223] were not used. These
algorithms can provide advantages when searching for optimal values in very rugged cost
function hypersurfaces but are not promising be superior to the versions working with
only one solution candidate in the cases presented here.

The construction of the model makes assumptions about the data points. When
a model function is created, several things are necessarily assumed: For example what
the data actually measure or the energy transfer range in which the model is valid. That
the data are not simply representing the scattering function of the substance under study
can for example be due to multiple scattering [D] or an insufficient background treatment
(cf. section 4.1).

In cases where the spectra of samples at low temperatures were evaluated in a large
energy range (data not covered in this thesis), it was also observed that the correction of
the detailed balance factor as described in section 4.1 has hardly any influence on the line
shape and is basically invisible when looking only at the FWHM of the data. However, if
the data are evaluated with a fit of the sum of a broad and a narrow Lorentzian, the
small change in the wings of the data results in a different best fit of the broad Lorentzian
which in turn can change the width of the narrow Lorentzian completely.

The choice of the fit range can influence the fitted results in surprising places: again
first shifting some broad component of the fit, the results for the narrow component can
be distorted, as well. For this reason, care was taken to use consistent fitting ranges for
the fits presented this thesis and to mention them in the corresponding publications [B, D]
to ensure reproducibility.

The error bars of the data have to be correct. In most cases, the samples scatter
strongly enough to legitimate Gaussian error bars [G]. The error propagation through
the data processing procedures is mostly straightforward – only during the re-binning
into slices of constant Q differences between different computer programs are observed
as discussed in appendix [I].

Using a least squares algorithm to maximize the likelihood that the fit represents the
data implies that measurement errors occur only in the dependent variable [224]. Also in
the evaluations presented in this thesis are the error bars in the direction of the energy
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transfer ω and of the momentum transfer Q not taken into account. A way to consider
these error bars of the independent variables ∆xi is to translate them into an error
bar in the direction of the dependent variable ∆y with the so-called effective variance

technique [224–227],

∆y =

√√√√∆d2 +
∑

i

(
∂f

∂xi

∆xi

)2

, (4.3)

where ∆d is the error bar of the measured point in the direction of the dependent variable
and f is the fit function. Although it is known that the correct treatment of these errors
is more intricate than this simple redefinition of the error bar, this formula is a good
estimate of the result [228]. In the presented measurements, the additional contributions
to the error bar were kept as small as possible: In the direction of the energy transfer
ω, the spectra are sampled in very narrow intervals so that the corresponding ∆xω is
small. In the direction of the momentum transfer Q, the fit function does not exhibit big
changes, i. e. ∂f/∂xQ is small. These circumstances made it possible to use the statistical
error bar of the data points ∆d as a measure of the overall error and to use the standard
fitting algorithms.

The «error bars of the model» have to be correct. Using a χ2 minimization algorithm
for the determination of the best fit to the data assumes that the fit function does not
carry any statistical error bars. While this is certainly true for the model itself which is a
mathematical function, it does not hold any more for the fit function after the numerical
convolution of the theoretical scattering function with a vanadium measurement to
account for the instrumental resolution: This step introduces the error bars of the
vanadium measurement to the calculated curve. To the best knowledge of the author,
these error bars are never regarded when fitting quasielastic neutron scattering data. In
the following, a procedure is proposed which would allow to take the error bars of the
model function into account. For the data evaluation used in this thesis, the standard
approach was used which neglects these error bars. It is therefore also demonstrated
that the error bars of the vanadium measurements used in this thesis are small enough
to justify this approximation.

The probability that a data point dn measured on some x scale with a Gaussian
probability distribution function with standard deviation (error bar) ∆dn is correctly
described by a value of a theoretical function fn that has no error bar, i. e. that is a δ
function, is given by [G, H]

P(dn | fn) =
∞∫

−∞

dx δ(x− fn) · 1
∆dn

√
2π

exp
−1

2

(
x− dn

∆dn

)2
 =

1
∆dn

√
2π

exp
−1

2

(
fn − dn

∆dn

)2
 . (4.4)

In the case that N data points should be described by the theory, one can extract the
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quantity

χ2 =
N∑

n=1

(
fn − dn

∆dn

)2

(4.5)

which is minimized during a fit.
However, the value of the fit function is in the presented cases not the theoretical

one but its convolution with the vanadium measurement and it therefore has an error
bar, as well. The numerical convolution of the theoretical function and the vanadium
measurement is performed according to

gn = (f ⊗ v)n =
N∑

m=1
fm · vn−m (4.6)

where N is the total number of measured points and fn and vn are the values of the
theoretical function (without error) and of the vanadium measurement (with error bar
∆vn), respectively [D]. Using Gaussian error propagation, this results in a Gaussian
probability density function for the point gn with a standard deviation (error bar) of

∆gn = ∆(f ⊗ v)n =

√√√√ N∑
m=1

(fm ·∆vn−m)2 . (4.7)

The χ2 is now somewhat half-heartedly redefined, taking into account that the fit
values of the function changed but neglecting that also the error bars changed (from no
error bar to some error bar) as

χ2 =
N∑

n=1

(
gn − dn

∆dn

)2

. (4.8)

This definition is implemented in the standard data evaluation programs and was also
used throughout this thesis.

A possibility to include the error bars of the fit function follows from the probability
definition as in equation 4.4, exchanging the δ function of the theoretical value with the
Gaussian distribution of the value of the fit function. Assuming that the data and the fit
function have the same sign (usually they are both positive), one arrives at

P(dn | fn) =
∞∫

−∞

dx
1

∆gn

√
2π

exp
−1

2

(
x− gn

∆gn

)2
 · 1

∆dn

√
2π

exp
−1

2

(
x− dn

∆dn

)2
 =

1
(∆g2

n + ∆d2
n)
√

2π
exp

[
−1

2
(gn − dn)2

∆g2
n + ∆d2

n

]
. (4.9)

The cost function that the fit has to minimize is therefore

χ2 =
N∑

n=1

(
(gn − dn)2

∆g2
n + ∆d2

n

)
. (4.10)
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Figure 4.2.: Comparison of the χ2 land-
scape in the direction of the line width
Γ when fitting a single Lorentzian with
fixed amplitude and centre position to
toy data. It can be seen that the value
of Γ where χ2 reaches its minimal value
varies by less than 1%�.

In order to demonstrate the difference between the two different definitions of χ2 given
in equations 4.8 and 4.10, a toy example was constructed by convolving one Lorentzian
with a vanadium measurement and adding random noise as a «data set». The amplitude
of the Lorentzian was chosen such that the signal-to-noise ratio was the same as in the
case of the real measurements, the half width at half maximum was set to Γ = 50 µeV.
In a next step, the two χ2 were calculated for the convolution of a Lorentzian with
varying line width and the vanadium measurement. The result, shown in figure 4.2,
shows that the best fit, i. e. the minimal χ2 is achieved at very similar values of Γ. It can
be concluded that the good statistical quality of the vanadium measurements makes the
conventional approach to calculate χ2 a valid approximation.

Is the model correct? This somewhat ill-posed question can be either expressed by
saying «all models are wrong but some are useful» [229] or «models are never wrong,
they are just more or less appropriate» [230].

Regardless of the formulation, a model has to reproduce the scattering function at
every value of Q and the Q-dependence of its parameters has to follow the theoretical
prediction (linear, quadratic, . . . ). In some cases, it is completely obvious that one model
fits the data better than another [F] but generally it is not straight-forward to decide if
the fit reproduces the data – due to the error bars of the data (and the fit, as discussed
above).

It is therefore necessary to define a quality criterion that makes it possible to judge
the quality of the fit – and to compare different fit functions. χ2, the sum of the squared
distances between the data and the fitted function as shown in equation 4.5, is minimized
during the fitting process. A smaller χ2 designates a closer agreement between data and
fit. It is however obvious that this quantity cannot be a valid base for comparison of two
models with a different number of parameters.

In the spirit of Ockham’s razor, this is avoided by either taking the reduced χ2, χ2

divided by the numbers of degrees of freedom (which equals number of data points
minus the number of parameters) in the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) approach – or by
the explicit sampling of the χ2 hypersurface in the Monte Carlo (MC) approach, as will
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Figure 4.3.: An example for model selection. Left: A polynomial with powers of x 0, 2,
and 4, evaluated at 201 points. Gaussian distributed noise (centered around zero) was
added, the width of the Gaussian was given by √y as in a counting experiment. Right:
The comparison of two possible fit functions: the first with powers of x 0, 2, and 4;
the second with 0, 2, 4, and 6. The minimal χ2 of the model with more parameters is
somewhat lower but the maximum and the mean of the probability density function
(PDF) is clearly at higher χ2, showing that the additional parameter is not supported
by the data.

be discussed in detail later. Introducing a new parameter into a model will necessarily
decrease the minimum χ2 – but only if it also decreases the mean χ2 or the one with the
maximum probability, this parameter is considered to be justified by the data.

An example of such a model selection is shown in figure 4.3, using a simple polynomial.
Synthetic data were produced by evaluating the polynomial, adding a Gaussian distributed
noise as if the data were obtained in a counting measurement, and setting the data error
bars accordingly. This approach was also used for the comparison of different models for
the long-range motion of phospholipid molecules [B].

Does the cost function χ2 represent the model accurately? One difficulty can arise
from fitting the histogram S(Q, ω) with a function as it is normally done. As the data
are binned into intervals of Q and ω, it can happen that very narrow components of
the fit function disappear between two data points. This is for example the case for a δ
function in energy – if it is not positioned at the same place as a data point, it is invisible
in the cost function. The normal solution for this problem is to distribute the δ function
on the two neighbouring channels.

Errors can also occur when convolving the theoretical model with the instrumental
resolution before fitting it to the data [C, D]. One problem is the shortcoming of the
vanadium measurement to represent the instrumental resolution. The measurement
does not capture the dependence of the resolution on the energy transfer and there
is experimental background in the measurement, partially caused by phonons in the
vanadium, which is not part of the instrumental resolution. While these points were found
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to have only little impact on the evaluation of the data presented in this thesis, there is
also a very intricate effect which is caused by the discrete sampling of the theoretical
function at the points where the instrumental resolution is determined. As this effect
has a visible effect on the data evaluation, it is introduced in the following.

The numerical convolution of the fit function with the vanadium measurement according
to equation 4.6 brings about that the fit function is only evaluated at the sampling points
of the vanadium measurement. This is unproblematic as long as the value of the function
at this point is representative for the whole bin. If the curvature of the fit function is very
large, this requirement is no longer fulfilled. A rule of thumb for Lorentzian fit functions
was found in the frame of this thesis [D]: the convolution produces erroneous results if the
model function has a FWHM below the distance between two points. This was discovered
when evaluating very slow motions of protein hydration water [C] which had previously
been found to exhibit a line width that narrows drastically with decreasing temperature
at high temperatures and then apparently changes to a nearly temperature independent
width at low temperatures [105].

Does the fit algorithm find the absolute minimum of the χ2 hypersurface? Finding
the absolute minimum of the χ2 hypersurface corresponds to finding the optimal parameter
values [G, H]. An analogue physical system would be a melt of a somewhat complicated
substance that is cooled. The absolute minimum of the energy hypersurface corresponds
to the single crystalline state, many local minima around correspond for example to
amorphous or polycrystalline structures.

The LM algorithm will only find the bottom of the χ2 valley in which it was initialized
because its steps can lead only downhill in the χ2 hypersurface. This means that the
fitted solution can be very far off the best fit if the initialization values are poorly chosen.
The physical analogue is to quench the melt to zero temperature – often, the system will
get stuck in an amorphous state and not form a single crystal. This problem is mostly
circumvented by human guidance of the LM fit by choosing suitable parameter values or
by using a more advanced algorithm.

Of these, MC algorithms provide an elegant solution: They explore the parameter
space and can also go uphill in the χ2 hypersurface. Therefore, they can easily include
the possibility to jump from one valley to the next, eventually ending up in the global
minimum, even if initialized far away. The physical analogue here is to cool the melt
slowly to facilitate crystallisation.

Does the fit algorithm determine the shape of the minimum of the χ2 hypersurface
correctly? The second drawback of LM algorithms is on first sight a smaller one but
turns out to be the relevant in the present case: they assume that the parameters are
not correlated and the χ2 depends quadratically on all parameters near the best fit. This
assumed quadratic dependence corresponds to a Gaussian probability distribution of the
parameter around its best fit value. While this does not influence the parameter values
of the best fit, it gives wrong – usually too small – parameter error bars [G, H].

Error bars given by LM algorithms are the standard deviation σ of the assumed
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Gaussian distribution of the fitted around the true value. Due to the direct sampling
of the parameter space in the MC approach, the results are rather given as explicit
probability distribution functions (PDF). From these, it is then possible to extract an
error bar which also reflects correlations between the parameters, for example by taking
the interval of the PDF which encloses 68% of its area which would be the normal
definition in the case of a Gaussian PDF. These error bars can also be asymmetric, in
contrast to the ones obtained with LM.

4.3. Model-free Determination of the Mobility
The motions of the molecules cause a re-distribution of the scattered intensity of neutrons
with respect to the energy transfer: Whereas a static sample scatters neutrons only
elastically, periodic motions decrease the elastically scattered intensity in favour of rising
inelastic bands and aperiodic motions cause a broadening of the elastic line.

Simply looking at these features and comparing them between different samples or
different temperatures can give valuable information. This has been successfully done
by measuring the full width at half maximum (FWHM): a smaller FWHM corresponds
to a smaller mobility of the molecules. This type of data evaluation does not allow the
validation of a special molecular model of the molecular motions but gives a reliable
characteristic of the spectrum, corresponding to the general mobility of the molecules.

Even if the amount of sample is too small to allow the exact determination of the
line shape, it is often still possible to extract the FWHM. Therefore, this method was
used to evaluate the dynamics of the monolayers on emulsion droplets which could be
measured only with poor statistics because of the small fraction of the signal intensity
that is caused by the phospholipid molecules.

Evaluating the Q-dependence of the scattered intensity. When the scattered neutron
intensity is low, either due to the neutron flux or the amount of sample, so-called elastic

scans are often used [231–233]. In these, the line shape in energy direction is not resolved
but only those neutrons are counted that are scattered within an energy transfer that
cannot be distinguished from zero within the instrumental resolution. It is then possible
to compare the Q-dependence of this intensity as a function of the temperature or between
different samples. Without any model for the motions, it can be stated that a stronger
Q-dependence corresponds to a bigger mobility of the scatterers on the observation time
scale. It is also possible to introduce a model for the motions and extract the mean-square
displacement of the scatterers.

This procedure was extended and an explicit detection of the time evolution was
introduced by combining measurements with different energy resolutions, corresponding
to different observation times [234].

The point measured at zero energy transfer contains always contributions from neutrons
which have been scattered with energy transfers within the instrumental resolution. It is
therefore also possible to work with a fixed resolution and integrate the scattering signal
afterwards over varying energy transfers. Due to the Gaussian shape of the resolution
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function, this integration could be called an «error function transform» which is very
similar to the normal cosine transform used in Fourier transforms. The error function
and the cosine are in fact very similar to each other, up to only a few percent in the
relevant range.

It was however concluded that this method to evaluate the molecular mobility is not
suited for the samples used in this thesis. The first reason is that although they share the
problem of a low amount of the substance of interest in the beam with other studies [234–
236], these previous samples were pure substances and were therefore evaluated without
any major background subtraction. In contrast, for the composite samples used in this
thesis, subtraction is of major importance. It is clear that a method which relies solely
on the intensity in a single point is especially sensitive to uncertainties in the background
subtraction.

The second reason applies also to the multibilayer samples where the background
subtraction is less important: The phospholipid samples studied here do not always
have the same structure. Not only the phase transitions but also the additives change
the molecular arrangements. As the coherent scattering is sensitive to changes in the
structure of the molecules, this can result in intensity shifts (cf. section 3.1). Such an
effect would wrongly be attributed to changes of molecular motions.

Evaluating the ω-dependence of the scattered intensity. The line shape of the
scattering function carries much more information about the motion of the scatterers
than only its highest point. A model-free characterization of the line shape can be
attempted by two approaches: The first one is to calculate the Fourier transform of
the sample spectra and the instrumental resolution, eliminating resolution effects by
dividing the Fourier transform of the data by the one of the instrumental resolution, and
evaluating the resulting intermediate scattering function. While this is the method of
choice for the direct comparison of molecular dynamics simulations and experiments [154],
it did not show any practical advantage in the present data evaluation.

Therefore, the second approach was employed: extracting the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the sample and the vanadium measurement, subtracting the width
of the instrumental resolution from the one of the sample data, and using the remaining
broadening as a measure of the dynamics in the sample.

Background contributions which have a sharp peak at zero energy transfer can distort
the FWHM as shown in figure 4.4 because they decrease the value of the maximum but
not of the points at half height. These contributions can be caused by solid substances.
In contrast, a flat background of the same height disturbs the signal much less. In the
case of multibilayer samples, vesicles, and emulsions, the FWHM is therefore only possibly
distorted by an incorrect subtraction of the empty can as it is the only solid component
in the system. The other components of the samples, liquid hexadecane and D2O, are
much less problematic because their spectra are broad lines with respect to the energy
transfer. Due to the variances in the sample composition discussed in section 3.1, the
contributions of hexadecane and D2O are less well known than the one of the aluminium
can. It is therefore advantageous that these uncertainties do not influence the result very
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Figure 4.4.: The FWHM of a measurement
of D2O before and after the subtraction
of the scattering function of the empty
aluminum hollow cylinder (EC), together
with the FWHM of the measurement of
the vanadium standard for the deter-
mination of the instrumental resolution.
Also shown is the intensity scattered by
the EC. It can be seen that the three (for-
bidden) Bragg peaks of the aluminium,
albeit small, leave a characteristic trace
in the FWHM.
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much.
The interesting quantity is the FWHM of the scattering function S(Q, ω) of the sample.

However, this is always measured convolved with the instrumental resolution which can be
measured separately using a vanadium standard. Unfortunately, a direct deconvolution
of the data to access the scattering function is not applicable with standard methods
because the level of noise becomes very high after the deconvolution. This might change
in the future with more advanced deconvolution techniques [237].

Therefore, the following procedure was applied: The FWHM of the vanadium measure-
ment and the FWHM of the sample measurement were extracted. In order to see how
much the sample signal broadens the measured line on top of the instrumental resolution,
the FWHM of the vanadium measurement was subtracted from the one of the sample
measurement.

In order to check if this procedure can measure the width of the broadening, a toy
example was evaluated: A Gaussian with width σ was convolved with Lorentzians with
half widths at half maximum Γ between 10-1σ and 101σ. It can be seen in figure 4.5 that
the result of the subtraction method is nearly proportional to the true value of Γ and
does never deviate more than a factor 2. The real spectra that were evaluated with this
method have full widths at half maximum of 2σ or less [E, F]. It can be concluded that
the observed widths are about a factor 2 smaller than the real values and that there is a
small distortion because this effect gets weaker as Γ increases.

These systematic errors introduced by the evaluation method were eliminated by
normalizing the extracted widths to the one of a standard, the width of pure DMPC,
which was obtained with the same method. These data points were then averaged over
all values of Q which resulted in a quantity that was termed the relative mobility.

Limits of the model-free approach. As noted before, the approach to extract the
FWHM works more reliably than to fit a model with several components to the data.
However, it fails if the spectra contain sharp peaks in the energy direction, caused by
solid substances in the beam, as is also visible in figure 4.4. This is the case for the
suspensions because the dispersed fatty phase is solid. The contribution of this solid
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Figure 4.5.: A Gaussian with a standard
deviation of σ was convolved with a
Lorentzian with different half widths at
half maximum Γ. The FWHM of the re-
sulting profile was determined and the
FWHM of the Gaussian was subtracted.
Also shown are a solid line for the case
that the result of the subtraction is equal
to Γ and a dotted line if the result is
equal to Γ/2.

substance is practically impossible to determine and can not be subtracted reliably as
described in section 4.1. Therefore, the dynamics of the phospholipid in the suspension
samples cannot be evaluated with this method.

The thought behind the model-free evaluation of the data is partially that it should
be possible to characterize the mobility of the particles without knowing their exact
mechanism of motion, e. g. without knowing if the particles are performing flow-like
motions or diffusion. However, it is not possible to link the FWHM ∆ω with a simple
quantity like the mean-square displacement independent of the type of motion of the
particle because the distance a particle covers during t = 1/∆ω depends on that type of
motion: A particle diffusing with diffusion coefficient D would escape from a sphere with
radius r

∆ω = 2D ·Q2 = 6D

r2 ⇒
√

r2 =
√

3
Q

(4.11)

whereas a particle flowing with velocity v would escape from a sphere with radius r

∆ω = 2v
√

2 ln 2 ·Q ⇒ r = tv = v

∆ω
= 1

2
√

2 ln 2 ·Q
. (4.12)

The corresponding formulae that determine the two FWHM are given in section 4.2.
This brings about that a change of the mechanism of the motion (for example from

a flow motion to a diffusive motion) can be misinterpreted by this simple method as a
change of mobility, even if the particles would take the same time before and after to
escape from a sphere with the same radius.

In the following chapter, the results that were obtained with these data evaluation
procedures are presented and discussed. The chapter after that one will then propose
how the data evaluation techniques could be further improved in the future.
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Chapter 5.

Results and Discussion
After describing some methodical studies and enhancements that lay the base for the
data evaluation in this thesis, the dynamics of the phospholipid molecules studied with
quasielastic neutron scattering will be presented in this chapter in several stages: first,
the motions in pure DMPC systems are evaluated in detail so that an in-depth model
of the motions can be obtained. Then the influences of several additives are studied,
among them the biologically important cholesterol and sodium glycocholate which is
used in pharmaceutically relevant systems. Knowing the influence of the additives on
bilayers of DMPC, the last step is to compare this behaviour to the one in monolayers of
the stabilizer situated on an emulsion droplet.

Following the change in mobility from the pure DMPC over the mixed state with
additives to the emulsion systems is possible in a model-free data evaluation without any
assumptions. These results are therefore valid independently from the intricate analysis
of the motions of the pure phospholipid.

5.1. Methodical Enhancements
The study of the phospholipid motions over the full pico- to nanosecond regime presented
in this thesis is challenging for both, the instrument and the data evaluation. In the
following, four methodical points are presented where contributions to the state of the
art could be made.

High-resolution measurements are possible with time-of-flight spectroscopy. In
order to study the long-range motion of phospholipid molecules on a nanosecond time
scale, the energy resolution of the neutron scattering spectrometer has to be on the
order of few µeV. It was possible to push the length of the observation times at TOFTOF
up to the territory of other high-resolution neutron spectroscopy methods, especially
backscattering spectroscopy. In the frame of this thesis, the probably best-resolved
measurement on a neutron time-of-flight spectrometer has been performed, with an
instrumental resolution of only 2 µeV (FWHM) as shown in figure 5.1. The instrumental
settings were an incident neutron wavelength of 18 Å, chopper rotation speed 16000 rpm,
and frame overlap ratio 10. The measurement time was 20 hours; the data evaluation
was performed with the program Frida 1.
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Figure 5.1.: The first measurement with an instrumental resolution of only 2 µeV at
TOFTOF. Left: The spectrum of a vanadium sample at Q = 0.1 Å-1 with the FWHM
shown in the figure. The signal-to-background ratio is about 100:1. Right: the
corresponding dynamical range of TOFTOF (orange), compared to the one of the
backscattering spectrometer SPHERES at the FRM II (blue).

With this measurement, it has been demonstrated that the long-existing gap of about
one order of magnitude between the energy resolution of backscattering and time-of-flight
spectroscopy is now closed. The two techniques feature complementary advantages: The
backscattering spectrometer can measure to higher Q. However, at Q below approx.
0.6 Å-1 where the resolution of the backscattering spectrometer is reduced, the time-of-
flight instrument can extend the dynamical range to much higher energy transfers. This
range of small Q is especially interesting for the study of long-range motions because
small values of Q correspond to large distances in real space.

Measurements used in this thesis were routinely performed with a slightly relaxed
energy resolution of 4 µeV in order to obtain shorter measurement times. It should also
be noted that the instrumental settings used for the 2 µeV measurements were not within
the specifications of the spectrometer. Further validation of this high-resolution mode is
therefore needed in order to exclude the possibility that an error in the data analysis
program accidentally produces the expected result.

The width of the time-of-flight bins must be adjusted to the expected line broad-
ening. While the instrumental resolution gives the width of an elastic line, e. g. 4 µeV,
the choice of the length of the time bins determines the distance between the points at
which this line is sampled. It is clear that this sampling must be finer than the resolution
to resolve this line – a common rule of thumb is to have around 10 points over the elastic
line.

If the sample is static, the measured signal has the width of the instrumental resolu-
tion. If there are motions in the sample, the measured signal is the convolution of the
instrumental resolution with the line shape of the sample, i. e. it is broader than the
resolution. As the physical information is contained only in the additional broadening
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Figure 5.2.: The width of the narrow of two
Lorentzians fitted to spectra of H2O with
different thicknesses as indicated in the fig-
ure [D], compared to the width of the nar-
rowest of four Lorentzian lines taken from
the literature [238] – all at 20 ℃.
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originating from the sample, the fit function is also convolved with the instrumental
resolution before the result is fitted to the data as discussed in section 4.2.

For this convolution, the instrumental resolution has to be determined. This is normally
done by the measurement of a static sample – either the sample at low temperature or
vanadium. The theoretical fit function can then be either convolved with this measurement
directly or with an analytic approximation of it. In the fits presented in this thesis, the
theoretical functions were numerically convolved with the vanadium measurement itself.

It was demonstrated in the frame of this thesis [C, D] that the numerical convolution
makes it necessary to adjust the choice of the bin width not to measured data or the
instrumental resolution but to the theoretical fit function. If the distance between two
points is not smaller than about half the width of the narrowest component of the
theoretical fit function, this width is systematically distorted towards too large values.

Multiple scattering does not necessarily distort the line width of quasielastic neu-
tron scattering spectra. For the measurements of pure DMPC in multibilayers, a very
detailed line shape analysis was performed. In order to evaluate how multiple scattering
of the neutrons can distort the spectra, a dedicated measurement of H2O, a very strong
scatterer, was performed. By varying the thickness of the sample, the amount of multiple
scattering could be changed and its influence on the results of the data evaluation could
be determined. As is shown in the corresponding publication [D], multiple scattering has
hardly any influence on the evaluation of the long-range motion. This fact is also visible
in figure 5.2 where the line width of the long-range motional component is plotted versus
momentum transfer Q for different thicknesses of H2O. It can be seen that all points
basically superimpose on each other.

Another observation can be made in figure 5.2 by comparing the data points measured
for this thesis with data from the literature [238]: In their evaluation, the authors used a
model of the scattering function with one Lorentzian component more than in the present
case [D]. The extracted widths show a weaker Q dependence than the data presented here
which follow a Q2 behaviour rather well [D]. It is not surprising that different models of
the scattering function lead to different parameter values but it is interesting that a less
detailed model of the scattering function tends to have a width that is closer to a Q2
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dependence. This trend can also be seen in previous measurements of the phospholipid
dynamics: When the data quality did not allow a detailed line shape analysis [140],
the line width was found to be proportional to Q2. As different components could
be identified in the scattering function, a more intricate model did not show this Q2

behaviour any more [152].

Monte Carlo fitting techniques can give additional information. The assessment
which of two models is a better representation of the data was an important factor
for the determination of the mechanism of diffusion in phospholipid multibilayers [B].
Although it is also possible to get a measure for the quality of the fit from the «normal»
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm via the reduced χ2, this procedure gives only correct
results if the minimum of the χ2 hypersurface is parabolic in all parameter directions
and the parameters are not correlated. The Monte Carlo approach [G, H] used in the
presented data evaluation [B] does not rely on any assumption because it samples the χ2

hypersurface explicitly.
Furthermore, the results are not given as parameters with symmetric error bars

(a consequence of Levenberg-Marquardt’s assumption of a parabolic shape of the χ2

hypersurface minimum) but as probability distribution functions. It is therefore also
possible to see for example if the data determine only an upper limit to the line width.

The advantages of this approach in the current context were therefore the possibility
of a model comparison without making any assumptions on the χ2 hypersurface as well
as determining the upper and lower limits of the parameter error bars explicitly.

5.2. Molecular Dynamics in Pure Phospholipid
Multibilayers

The question «how does the phospholipid molecules move in the membrane?» became
relevant again after MD simulations observed flow-like motions of transient clusters of
molecules [150]. As the time scale of these simulations was on the same order of magnitude
as the observation time of neutron scattering measurements, this observation should also
give a ground that makes it possible to explain the neutron spectra consistently.

Whereas a simulation makes it easy to extract very special quantities, e. g. only the
motion of the centres of mass, neutron spectra carry the averaged information of all
scattering nuclei. In order to extract the long-range motion of the whole molecule, it
is necessary to make a model that includes both, this long-range motion and restricted
motions of the different parts of the molecule that are mobile but cannot move arbitrarily
far away from the other parts.

It was attempted to describe the restricted motions of the phospholipid molecules
by the models given in chapter 2.1 and all possible combinations thereof: Brownian
oscillators with varying radii for the motions of the protons in the head and tail groups
together with a background caused by vibrational modes with low energy. Although not
statistically relevant, the fits including the vibrational background exhibited throughout
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systematic deviations from the data and were in that regard inferior to the ones using
only Brownian oscillators. In all cases, the extracted parameters for the mean-square
displacement of the Brownian oscillator and for the level of vibrational background
increased at low values of Q.

One could argue that a strict Q2 dependence of the vibrational background can only
be expected in perfect cubic crystals. The surplus contributions at low Q observed in the
presented measurements caused by an increased amount of long wavelength vibrational
modes which is a well-known feature in disordered systems. However, the deviations in
the description of the restricted diffusive motions cannot be explained as appealingly.

This suggested that both effects are actually not physically motivated but rather an
artefact. In a dedicated study, it could be shown that multiple scattering is indeed a
plausible cause since it redistributes the intensity from the quasi-elastic region to a broad
background, in first approximation independently of Q [D].

The corresponding decrease of elastically scattered intensity decreases the elastic
incoherent structure factor (EISF) which directly translates into an increased mean-square
displacement of the Brownian oscillator, cf. equation 2.13. The intensity of the signal
caused by multiple scattering is roughly independent of Q but all influences of the sample
on the spectra vanish as Q→ 0. Therefore, the influence of multiple scattering is mainly
visible at small Q.

Therefore, the decrease of the EISF caused by the multiple scattering had to be
accounted for. Using the fact that it is hardly dependent on Q, this can be achieved by
introducing an overall scaling factor. However, this additional parameter is correlated
with the parameters of the models.

For this reason, the confined motions were evaluated with the approximation that their
scattering function is a sum of a δ function and only one Lorentzian, an approximation
which was shown previously to be a very good description [239]. A more detailed
evaluation requires the correction of multiple scattering effects.

The confined motions could now be described with two components: The head groups
are assumed to perform a fast small motion in the very dense neighbourhood of the other
head groups while the tail groups perform a slower and more extended motion in the
hydrophobic core of the membrane [B].

In the following, the change of motions will be traced from very high temperatures
downwards, also crossing the phase transitions.

Simple diffusive behaviour at high temperatures. At temperatures of up to 80 ℃,
i. e. far above the main phase transition, the spectra with an observation time of 55 ps can
be described very well assuming that the head and tail groups perform their restricted
motions while they diffuse with the whole molecule along the membrane [F]. This
behaviour is expected and known from many liquids, e. g. alkanes [239].

As the temperature is lowered, the evolution of the dynamics can be followed via
measures extracted indirectly via the fit of a model or directly from the data. Both
methods show that the dynamics slows down as the temperature is lowered, exhibiting
the expected Arrhenius behaviour [F]. The same behaviour has been previously observed
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with the same technique in other liquids [239, 240] as well as with other techniques in
the same system [131, 132, 143–145].

However, there are also differences to the macroscopic measurements [131, 132]: neutron
scattering shows a lower activation energy of the long-range motion and a larger velocity.
This was observed already before [136] and is due to probing vastly different time- and
length scales. It had been explained with the free volume theory [129, 131] which assumes
that the phospholipid molecules rattle in a cage of their neighbouring molecules from
which they hop out from time to time. While QENS detects the fast rattling motion, the
hopping events are the basic steps of the long-range diffusion which is then measured
with macroscopic techniques.

The invalidity of these assumptions was shown by MD simulations [142–145, 150] which
could be supported with the QENS measurements presented here. It should be noted that
these neutron scattering measurements alone would be a weak base to formulate the new
view of phospholipid motions that is presented in the following – however, they are in
perfect agreement with the observations made in the simulations.

As the temperature is lowered towards the main phase transition, the motions
become flow-like. The MD simulations had observed correlated, flow-like motions of
the phospholipid molecules [150]. In these «flows», the single molecules do not diffuse
independently from each other by a hopping mechanism out of the local cage but rather
move together with the neighbours in a certain direction. Regions of flowing and resting
molecules were spatially separated.

Exactly the same becomes visible in the neutron scattering data when the temperature
is lowered towards the main phase transition (which is at 24 ℃): the long-range motion
can no longer be explained with the assumption of a simple diffusive motion but rather
by flow-like motions [F]. This transition occurs at a certain time (about the persistence
time of the flow events) which decreases with increasing temperature of the system.
This explains the above mentioned transition of the spectra from diffusive to flow-like
at a constant observation time of 55 ps when the temperature was lowered: While
the persistence time of the flows was much shorter than the observation time at high
temperatures, it increased as the temperature was lowered and the flows became visible
in the spectra.

If the velocity of these flow motions is extracted from the measurements [B] and
compared with the ones observed in the simulations, an astonishing agreement is found
as shown in figure 5.3. This result is clear experimental support for the simulations.

Why was this behaviour not observed before in phospholipid membranes? There
are several different answers to this question for the different techniques. From the
experimental side, most measurements were performed on a much larger time- and length
scale [129, 131, 132, 241] where the single flow events have averaged out: the mean-square
displacement is the one of a random walk. Without direct evidence, the elementary
steps of this process had been identified as the hopping of the molecules. Replacing this
assumption with the novel view of small-scale flow-like events as the elementary step
poses no inconsistency.
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Figure 5.3.: The most probable flow veloc-
ity as a function of time. Shown are the
results of an MD simulation [150] (black)
and the here presented neutron scatter-
ing measurements [B] (blue). The er-
ror bars of the simulation values denote
the velocity distribution in the sample
whereas the ones of the measurement
show the experimental uncertainty – the
width of the corresponding Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution is directly given
by the value of the most probable flow
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Previous neutron scattering experiments [136, 140] had already found that the motions

on a short time scale are different from the ones observed macroscopically but the data
quality two decades ago was not sufficiently good to resolve the details of the long range
motion. What appeared as a single Lorentzian in one study or as a combination of a
δ function with Lorentzian wings in the other can now be recognized as a broadened
function with Lorentzian wings [B]. Also in this case the previous data do not contradict
the present interpretation.

One neutron scattering experiment has been set out to check if these flow-like motions
are also visible in solid-supported single bilayers [203]. Direct evidence for the motions
has not been found in these systems but it was also not possible to perform a consistent
data analysis with another model. This is probably due to the very large background
contribution of the solid support.

As far as the MD simulations are concerned, most studies concentrated on the mean-
square displacement [63, 242] which is however known to be dominated by the restricted
motions, especially of the flexible tails of the molecule [151]. Those studies which looked
for a correlation of the motions between molecules also found it [137, 148] but the
emerging flow patterns became obvious only by the «trick» to show the displacement of
the molecules over a certain amount of time which emphasises the long-range motion [150].
This method had been well-known in the analysis of colloidal systems [243, 244] but was
not previously used on phospholipid simulations.

It were also colloidal systems in which very similar effects had been observed before [84,
94, 243, 244] which have been termed dynamical heterogeneities. These flow-like motions
where slow and fast regions are spatially separated in the sample have since then been
observed in many systems, including normal liquids above their melting transition [93].
As the density of these systems increases (usually with decreasing temperature), the life
times of the dynamical heterogeneities are found to increase.

Considering the phospholipid layer as a quasi two dimensional liquid, it is therefore
by no means surprising to find the dynamical heterogeneities also here [E]. The densely
packed head groups [11] are the limiting factors that determine the behaviour of the
system. Comparing the change of area per molecule in the phospholipid membrane across
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the main phase transition to the one of many elements (random close packing) [245],
a very similar value is obtained. The density is therefore not exceptionally high which
explains why the dynamical heterogeneities can be seen only on the microscopic scale. It
is however impressive how close the flow patterns seen in molecular dynamics simulations
of phospholipids [150] resemble the ones in two dimensional Lennard-Jones systems [246,
247] which indeed suggests that these flow patterns can be identified with dynamical
heterogeneities [E].

As a last question, one can ask why the free volume theory was successful in describing
the link between diffusion in phospholipid membranes with the free volume even when
its basic assumptions are not met [142–144]. As a side note, concerns about the literal
validity of these assumptions have been raised already in some of the pioneering works
about the free volume theory applied to phospholipid membranes [131]. It is clear that a
less densely packed membrane allows for more motion. Although the free volume is not
spatially correlated with the mobility [120], it is needed to allow the collective particle
motion [103]. While the precise connection between the amount of free volume and the
collective motions is a matter of active research, it seems clear that there is a positive
correlation between the two. So the free volume does not connect to the long-range
diffusion by facilitating single particle jumps but by facilitating flow-like events. One
could imagine that this erroneous assignment is the underlying reason for the discrepancy
between the parameters of the free volume theory and the extraction of the quantities
that these parameters are supposed to represent from other methods [145].

It is known that true two dimensional systems have a so-called hexatic phase between
the solid and the liquid phase [248]. The particle trajectories in this hexatic phase remind
of dynamical heterogeneities [243]. This poses the question if it has to be considered
in the description of the phospholipid membranes, as well. However, dedicated studies
found no evidence for a hexatic phase in phospholipid systems [249], in agreement
with the observation that this phase appears only in nearly perfectly two dimensional
systems [250] for which the phospholipid bilayers do not qualify.

Soft modes preserve limited local mobility below the main phase transition. Upon
further lowering of the temperature, a clear first order phase transition is crossed at
24 ℃ [F] caused by the freezing of the chain groups into a crystalline order. At 16 ℃, it
is followed by another first order phase transition where the liquid crystalline structure
changes [9].

The fast periodic vibrational motions visible in the inelastic part of the spectrum react
as expected: The occupation of the relatively slow vibrational modes around 0.5 THz
(2 meV) decreases upon solidification and approximately one order of magnitude faster
modes (5 THz or 20 meV) are populated as can be seen in figure 5.4.

This part of the spectrum has been studied in detail before on oriented chain-deuterated
DMPC [195]. That neither the there-found non-dispersive (optical) mode at about 14 meV
nor the dispersive mode around 4 to 5 meV correspond to maxima in χ′′ observed here is
probably due to the different systems. However, also attempts with the same system as
the original study could not reproduce these results due to background contributions to
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Figure 5.4.: The inelastic spectrum of fully hydrated DMPC. Shown are temperatures
between 5 ℃ and 40 ℃ in steps of 5 ℃. The scattering function was summed over all
scattering angles and transformed to the imaginary part of the dynamic susceptibility
χ′′, dividing by the thermal Boltzmann occupation factor [D]. The main phase transition
is clearly visible, in contrast to the pretransition. Upon melting, the membrane softens
and the inelastic features move to substantially smaller energies.

the scattering signal that could be assigned to silicon phonons.1
Also the very slow aperiodic long-range motion seen with an observation time of 900 ps

is influenced by the phase transition as expected: While there is long-range motion in
the liquid state above the phase transition, it is frozen below the phase transition [B].
Following the motion of the phospholipids over 900 ps, one realizes that they are bound
to their lattice position and cannot move arbitrarily far away from it, in agreement with
macroscopic measurements [251].

Only the motion that is seen as the aperiodic long-range motion on the 55 ps time scale
shows surprisingly little change when passing through the phase transition. Although
there is a decrease of the velocity of the flow-like motions [B], they persist and show
no signs of confinement on this time scale [D] – although such a feature was discussed
to be visible in the first analysis [B], further investigation showed that it was only a fit
artifact [C, D].

Also this feature is well-known from colloidal systems: In the crystalline state, they
show very low energetic compressive modes, similar to longitudinal acoustic waves, which
resemble the dynamical heterogeneities to a stunning degree on short time scales [116,
118, 243]. It was shown that the colloidal particles move with amplitudes that are about
as big as the lattice spacing collectively with their neighbours before the restoring force
brings all of them them back to their original positions – the motion of the particles
relative to the cage of neighbours is rather small [243]. Given the short observation time
of 55 ps and the small corresponding displacements of about an order of magnitude less
than the lattice spacing, it is understandable that the confinement of the molecules is
not yet visible [D].

1Marcus Trapp, Institut Laue-Langevin, private communication
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5.3. Multibilayers of DMPC with Additives
After the motions of the pure phospholipid have been characterised, it was possible to
study the influence of additives on the dynamics of the phospholipids. This is a first
step towards biologically and pharmaceutically relevant systems. The characterization
of these systems has purposefully been based on a much simpler and robust model-free
data evaluation method than the one of pure DMPC multibilayers. The main reason for
taking this approach is to make a subsequent comparison with the monolayer samples
possible. The data quality of the phospholipid monolayers is not sufficient for a reliable
fit of the model that was used to describe the pure DMPC multibilayers. An additional
benefit of this model-free approach is that these results are valid independently of the
correctness of the model used for the pure DMPC.

The influence of several additives on the mobility was extracted from the comparison
of the FWHM of the samples with the ones of pure DMPC [E]. Of the studied additives,
cholesterol, farnesol, myristic acid, and sodium glycocholate, cholesterol had the largest
influence, decreasing the dynamics of the phospholipid molecules. The good miscibility of
phospholipid and cholesterol made it possible to use much larger amounts of cholesterol
than of the other substances, impeding a direct comparison of the influence of the
additives at very high concentrations. The relative decrease of the phospholipid mobility
was on the nanosecond time scale already about as large as on the millisecond time scale
probed with other techniques [132]. The phospholipid molecules do not move very far
during the short times observed in the present study, in particular only very few of them
had the opportunity to interact with the cholesterol molecules directly.

The decrease of mobility can however be explained seamlessly in the picture of flow-like
motions. If one regards the flow events in which the particles participate as the elemental
steps of a random walk, one can connect the two by assuming either that the cholesterol
decreases the speed of the flow events but leaves the length of such a flow event unchanged
or that it decreases the length of a flow event while not changing the speed of the flow
motion – or a combination of the two scenarios.

The mean-square displacement ⟨r2⟩ of a particle performing a random walk as a
function of the time t depends on both, the time for a single step δt and the length of
the step b as

⟨r2⟩(t) t≫δt−−→ t

δt
· b2 = t · v · b (5.1)

where v = b/δt is the velocity of the particle during a step. The two scenarios (decreasing
v at constant b or constant v with a decreasing b) are therefore in the long time limit
equivalent.

They are, however, different on a time scale that is shorter than the length of a flow
event δt: If the flow velocity is decreased, the effect is also visible at short times; if
the flow length is decreased, the effect should be less visible as the observation time is
decreased.

The measurements of mixtures of DMPC with cholesterol show that the influence on
the mobility is only a minor effect on the time scale of 55 ps while it is very visible on the
900 ps scale. In fact, the relative decrease of mobility compared to the case of pure DMPC
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is on the 900 ps scale already nearly as large as on macroscopic time and length scales [E].
It can be concluded that the influence of cholesterol on the phospholipid dynamics is
already nearly fully established on the 900 ps time scale.

In the picture of flow-like motions, this influence consists mainly of decreasing the
persistence time of the flow events while not changing the flow velocities very much. This
decrease is a smooth function of the cholesterol content, in contrast to early macroscopic
measurements [131] but in agreement with subsequent macroscopic measurements [132]
and MD simulations [142–144].

Comparing again with the dynamical heterogeneities found in other systems, exactly
the opposite behaviour would be expected: an increase of the density results in an increase
of the persistence time of the flow motions with a decrease of the flow velocity. That this
is not the case here can be understood from the structure of the membrane: while the
head group region of the phospholipids is the dense structure that governs the behaviour
of the flows in the pure membrane, the cholesterol is mainly incorporated into the tail
region of the phospholipids. This brings about that the density in the head group region
is only little influenced. It also lets only a very thin part of the cholesterol molecule be
present in the head group layer, hereby increasing the polydispersity here. An increase in
dispersity was found to decrease the persistence length of dynamical heterogeneities [99]
– this connection merits closer investigation in the future.

However, it should be noted that this model-based interpretation is taken from a data
evaluation that was model-free on purpose. It should therefore in future works be backed
up with a detailed analysis of MD simulations that can be validated with the neutron
scattering data.

Of the other additives, sodium glycocholate is the most interesting in the current
context because it is also used in drug delivery systems. It was found to slightly increase
the dynamics of the phospholipids at a temperature of 20 ℃ and reversing this effect to
a slight decrease at the studied temperatures of 30 ℃ and 40 ℃ [E].

5.4. Single Bilayers and Monolayers
The data of single bilayers and monolayers were evaluated with the same model-free
approach as the multibilayers of DMPC with additives introduced before.

Vesicles are hollow spheres of single bilayers. The big difference to the multibilayer
samples is that they are more or less strongly curved – the curvature has been found to
play a role for vesicles with a diameter of less than about 100 nm [252]. The mobility of
the molecules increases slightly with increasing curvature [F] which can be attributed to
the increasing packing frustration in the bilayer.

The dynamics of the phospholipids in the pharmaceutically relevant systems is not
only of importance for the drug release properties but also for the storage stability,
e. g. the stability of the emulsion droplets against coagulation. One prominent example
is the production of suspensions via melt extrusion: During the production at high
temperatures, the fatty phase is liquid and the particle a spherical droplet. At low
temperatures, the fat crystallizes and changes its form drastically to a platelet. While
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pure DMPC is not capable of keeping the particles from coagulating during this transition,
a mixture of DMPC and sodium glycocholate can [55, 56].

The important length and time scale for such a collision of two particles can be
estimated on the example of emulsions with a volume fraction of the dispersed phase of
typically 10%. With a droplet diameter of 130 nm, the mean surface to surface distance
is very close to 100 nm. The droplets diffuse in the water and collide – the time scale
between two collisions can be estimated with

⟨r2⟩(t) = 6 kBT

6πηR
t (5.2)

to the order of 1 ms. In this light, measuring the dynamics on a sub-nanosecond scale
might seem not directly relevant. In the case of cholesterol, the relative slow-down
observed on this short time scale was already very similar to the one on a macroscopic
scale which was only slightly more pronounced.

The mobility of the phospholipids on the emulsion droplets was found to be faster than
in the multibilayer samples. It increases as the density of the phospholipid molecules
decreases [F]. This can be intuitively understood because the molecules can move more
freely with less hindering by their neighbours. On this example, it becomes clear that
there is no direct correlation between the mobility of the stabilizer and the stability of
the emulsion: Samples with little stabilizer are less stable than samples with a large
amount of stabilizer – which is also intuitively expected because the coverage of the
droplets is better with more stabilizer.

Adding sodium glycocholate results in about the same increase of phospholipid mobility
at 20 ℃ in multibilayers and in the monolayers around emulsion droplets. Having added
sodium glycocholate, the density of phospholipid can be further reduced which leads to a
further increase of the mobility [F].
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Outlook
It was possible in this thesis to provide experimental evidence for the flow-like motions of
phospholipid molecules that had been observed in MD simulations. Further, the evolution
of the mobility on a pico- to nanosecond time scale under the influence of additives and
in monolayers around emulsion droplets could be followed.

Both, the results and the tools presented in this thesis lay the ground for tackling
further, related challenges. Some of these are sketched in the following.

6.1. Methodical Enhancements
A new generation of sample containers can make the subtraction of background
contributions easier. Most of today’s sample containers distribute the sample in a thin
layer over a relatively large area of a few cm2. This is owed to two reasons: first, the
neutron flux at most instruments is distributed over this area and second, one wants
to avoid that the neutrons travel a long time through the sample on their way from
a scattering event to a detector which increases the probability to be scattered again
or to be absorbed. However, both of these restrictions are currently being lifted: New
focussing neutron guides will be able to deliver the neutron flux to a smaller area and
new data reduction algorithms will be able to handle multiple scattering effects1.

The current sample containers have some disadvantages: The thickness of sample and
aluminium layers have uncertainties of about 10% in the neutron beam area due to the
limited manufacturing precision and bulging of the containers. Because the manufacturing
is very complicated, they are reused for different samples. The samples studied in this
thesis are water-based and react therefore with the aluminium can. The reaction of the
samples with the can causes differences in the scattering of the cans, depending on their
history. This contamination of the can and the fact that not the whole can is in the
neutron beam impedes a determination of the scattering contributions by the weights of
the cans.

Differing amounts of sample in the beam or varying contributions by the container are a
big challenge in the present case can be seen easily. The samples discussed here (presented
in detail in chapter 3) have the following characteristics: They are heterogeneous mixtures
of different substances of which only one is of interest. The part of the sample that is

1Joachim Wuttke, JCNS, private communication.
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regarded as a nuisance can be as big as a mass fraction of 99 %. These background
contributions are also measured as bulk samples and subtracted from the mixture. A
very large part of the scattered intensity will therefore be subtracted which can amplify
the uncertainties.

Finally, the design of the hollow cylindrical sample containers brings some additional
problems: as viscous samples are filled in the outer container and then squeezed into the
gap by pushing with the inner container, they are likely to de-mix if more and less viscous
parts are present. The fluid part will go first into the gap, followed by the viscous part.
Therefore, the sample composition in the beam is actually unknown. When squeezing in
the inner container, it can also not be excluded that air bubbles are also trapped which
may come out after the sample, replacing parts of it in the neutron beam.

It seems that all these problems could be avoided if one puts the traditional sample
containers out of service. Instead, small compact single-use aluminium containers sealed
with a cold-welded cover as used in differential scanning calorimetry could contain the
sample. These small containers should be completely bathed in the neutron beam so that
always the whole sample contributes to the scattering. The weight of the can would give
a precise measure of the amount of sample and container in the beam and as every can
is used only one time, no contamination effects would have to be expected. Additionally,
the small time-of-flight differences in this compact geometry would even improve the
resolution of the spectrometer. In contrast to the current containers, air in the sample
can would not be a problem because the amount of sample in the beam can be determined
by weight if the whole container is in the beam.

Challenges of this approach are that either the neutron flux on the sample is decreased
or the divergence increased. However, the Q dependence of the scattering signal is in
most analyses of quasielastic neutron scattering data far from being a limiting factor.
Also, the compact form makes the correction of multiple scattering and absorption of
scattered neutrons mandatory. The corresponding software is in the moment under heavy
development so that this should also not be seen as a big hurdle.

The sample environment for moderate temperatures could be trimmed towards
faster sample changes. When using the cryostat, the coupling of the stick to the
cryostat is always much colder than room temperature. This does not only require
care to prevent air from entering into the cryostat but also the sample stick has to be
defrosted and dried from the condensed water. Combined with the time that is needed
for a decrease of the activation of the aluminium or vanadium, a sample change in the
cryostat needs about one hour. Compared to measurement times that can be also as
short as one hour, this becomes a limiting time factor at modern neutron scattering
instruments.

Flat sample containers introduce the additional problem that the orientation of their
surface normal with respect to the incoming neutron beam is important. The current
setup does not allow a relative reproducibility of much below 1° and a similar absolute
accuracy which might be of minor importance, though.

These problems could be circumvented by an improved sample changing procedure in
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which the new sample would be placed in an air lock. After reaching a low pressure, the
old sample would be exchanged with the new sample in the cryostat using a manipulator.
These measures would speed the sample change up dramatically.

Free data exchange would open the possibility to reanalyze existing data. Cur-
rently, data of neutron scattering experiments are hardly accessible to other researchers
than the ones who conducted the measurement. This can be an obstacle for checking the
results, as became visible during this thesis [C]: Previously presented results [105] were
suspected to be an artifact of the data analysis. As the data were not available, a new
measurement with another sample had to be performed although it would have probably
been sufficient to reevaluate the existing data sets.

Data exchange is currently debated in may fields of science [253]. A few disciplines
like astronomy [254] and biology [255, 256] take the lead in this regard. It is obvious
that data without the details of the sample preparation are nearly useless in condensed
matter physics while this issue is completely negligible in astronomy. Nevertheless, in
cases like the one mentioned above where only the data evaluation and not the sample
preparation is under scrutiny, free data exchange could prove profitable.

Data reduction software. The software that is currently used for the data reduction
at TOFTOF deserves replacement, especially because of the numerous bugs in the program
some of which are listed in the appendix [I]. With the presented package sihl, there
is a functioning alternative which can serve as an immediate replacement until the
Scientific Computing group at the FRM II implements a unified data reduction software
for the backscattering and time-of-flight spectrometers. Due to its easily extendable
object-oriented approach, sihl could even be the starting point for this project.

Although the current implementation of data with experimental errors in chaste is
working, these parts can be replaced with the free and open uncertainties package [257]
which might be faster. The determination of the time-of-flight of the elastically scattered
neutrons will also be performed with a sub-pixel accuracy, using a spline interpolation
between the data points. Care will be taken to not take the maximum of the scattered
signal in time-of-flight space but in energy space. If sihl was in use on TOFTOF for a
longer time, it would be rather straightforward to implement a graphical user interface
for it in order to make it more user friendly.

Independently from the data reduction, the data correction for self shielding and
multiple scattering in the sample should be tackled. The program that is currently
developed for the correction of backscattering spectra2 could be extended for the time-of-
flight spectra. If only the quasielastic region of the spectrum is of interest, this extension
should not require much time and effort.

Data analysis procedure. The various advantages of Monte Carlo fit algorithms were
discussed in detail. The proposed scaling of the parameter ump lengths [H] which is

2Joachim Wuttke, JCNS
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implemented in the program FABADA [G] will now be incorporated3 into the Python
package PyMC [258]. This will not only make it accessible to a broader user community
but also facilitate the comparisons of different parameter jump adaption methods.

The algorithm itself is still based on two parameters that have to be manually adjusted
to the problem at hand: The number of steps that are performed before the parameter
jumps are adjusted and the cooling schedule of the simulated annealing. A further
development of the algorithm would consist of an automated choice of these values.

A simple criterion for the automatic choice of the number of parameter steps could be
used as an alternative to previously suggested methods [259]: the χ2 hypersurface should
be sampled until acceptance ratio pi of the parameter i is defined «well enough» up to
an uncertainty s for a meaningful comparison with the target value. Assuming that the
acceptance ratio does not change considerably when the jump length is constant, the
subsequent tries can be seen as success or failure in n independent experiments each of
which has the probability of success p. If the acceptance is for example tuned towards
p = 33% [G], «well enough» would be on the order of s = 1%. Using the standard
deviation of the binomial distribution, one arrives at n = p · (1 − p)/s2 which can be
evaluated during the Monte Carlo run. With the given example of p = 33% and s = 1%,
this parameter should be varied on the order of 104 times before adjusting its jump
length. A careful evaluation of the performance of this simple rule compared to the
published ones [259] will be performed.

For the adjustment of the cooling schedule, it could be helpful to understand the χ2

hypersurface as an energy surface and consider the analogy of a cooling liquid. The
cooling schedule should then be adjusted such that the system is not trapped in any
other than the single crystalline state but can relax to thermal equilibrium. One way to
foster this relaxation is to keep the system ergodic so that it can sample all the available
states. The ergodicity could be ensured using an idea from swarm methods [223] and
take many independent configurations, i. e. parameter combinations which move on the
χ2 hypersurface. It is then possible to check if the time average is equal to the ensemble
average which should be the case in an ergodic system. Alternatively, two-time correlation
functions could be used to check if the system exhibits aging which would be another
indication for non-ergodicity.

Another interesting subject matter is the analogy between the fit and a thermodynam-
ical system itself. The temperature dependence of the relaxation time in glass forming
systems is proposed to show an Arrhenius behaviour if the underlying energy surface is
simple and a super-Arrhenius behaviour if it contains many local minima. χ2 hypersur-
faces can also be simple or ragged – does the relaxation time of the fitted parameters
also show an Arrhenius or super-Arrhenius temperature dependence, respectively?

Once the fit reached the minimum of the χ2 hypersurface, it essentially performs a
random walk in a more or less harmonic potential – confer to the model of the Brownian
oscillator used for the localised motions in the phospholipid. Whereas the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm simply makes the approximation that the potential is harmonic,
the Monte Carlo algorithm explores it explicitly and experiences all the deviations from a

3In collaboration with Jean-François Moulin, Helmholtz Zentrum Geesthacht
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Figure 6.1.: Snapshot of an MD simulation
of a fully hydrated DMPC bilayer at
25 ℃. The shown simulation consists of
128 phospholipid molecules and 3654 wa-
ter molecules which were equilibrated
for a simulated time of 2 ns. The simu-
lation was performed with the software
NAMD2 using the force field CHARMM27,
the bound lengths in this all-atom model
were considered to be constant. Picture
by courtesy of Jordi Martí.

harmonic behaviour that are present. The effect of an anharmonic potential on the mean-
square displacement of the particle was discussed on the phenomenon of the so-called
dynamical transition of proteins [233]. It would be interesting to see if the error bars
of the parameters (corresponding to the mean-square displacements of the parameters)
show a similar temperature dependence.

6.2. Molecular Dynamics in Pure Phospholipid
Multibilayers

Closer link between measurements and simulations. The potential of the model-
based data evaluation is probably exhausted with the model presented, given the quality
of the data. More information should be accessible in MD simulations. In the moment,
MD simulations from the literature were converted into a sensible model of which the
long-range component showed excellent agreement with the one extracted from the neu-
tron scattering data. However, a much more direct comparison would be possible when
calculating the intermediate scattering function from the simulation. This could be com-
pared over the full time range with resolution-resolved neutron scattering measurements
which has already been proven to work perfectly in the case of n-alkanes.4

For this purpose, own MD simulations of a DMPC bilayer have already been started.5.
A snapshot of this simulation can be seen in figure 6.1. After their validation against
simulations from the literature and the QENS data, the properties of the fast and
slow regions can be evaluated, checking the local density, short range order, four-point
correlation functions, etc.

Coherent neutron scattering measurements could potentially provide further support
to the idea of correlated motion of neighbouring molecules because it probes the pair
correlation functions. In order to probe the correlations between neighbouring molecules,
Q values around 2π/8 Å≈0.8 Å-1 and observation times in the nanosecond range would
be needed. Although these values are at the limit of what can be seen at TOFTOF, a

4Humphrey Morhenn, Technische Universität München, private communication.
5In collaboration with Jordi Martí, Computer Simulation in Condensed Matter Research Group,

Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, Barcelona.
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Figure 6.2.: Left: Diffraction pattern of fully hydrated perdeuterated DMPC after subtrac-
tion of the water contribution at different temperatures across the phase transitions.
In the low temperature measurement, the chain correlation peak at 1.5 Å-1 is clearly
visible, the small peak highlighted at 0.8 Å-1 is caused by the head groups. These
peaks broaden significantly and shift to lower values of Q as the temperature is raised.
The measurement at 30 ℃ is performed above the main phase transition – as can be
seen from the chain correlation peak. Right: Sketch of the phospholipid molecules,
seen from the top [10]. The big head group is shown in violet. The positions of the
two chains which are facing away from the observer are shown in orange. It can be
seen that the head groups form an orthorhombic lattice with a bigger lattice spacing
than the one of the hexagonal lattice of the chains.

separation of coherent and incoherent scattering is here not possible in the moment.
Unfortunately, the coherent scattering intensity of perdeuterated DMPC is very small at
this position, only about 4% of the incoherent one as shown in figure 6.2. This was also
observed in earlier measurements and simulations [206]. It is therefore questionable if an
extraction of this signal would be possible even if a neutron spin analysis was installed
at TOFTOF that would allow to suppress the incoherent scattering signal. For this reason,
most coherent neutron scattering measurements that aim to characterize the correlation
of in-plane motions resort to the chain correlations (visible in the peak at 1.5 Å-1 in
figure 6.2) [137].

Comparison with a quasi-two-dimensional colloidal system Another interesting ques-
tion is if this behaviour is indeed governed by the phospholipid head groups. This could
be tackled by approximating the head groups with ellipsoids – with or without dipole
moment – that are confined to two dimensions. From the MD simulation, one could
further extract the probability distribution function of the orientation of the ellipsoids
out of the plane and use this input parameter in the simplified simulation. If the flow-like
motions are indeed caused by the dense packing in the head group area, they should also
be visible in this simplified simulation.
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6.3. Multibilayers of DMPC with Additives
Further evaluation of the data. The spectra of the mixed systems of phospholipids
with additives have so far been evaluated only with the model-free approach [E]. Further
information could be extracted either by using a model of the molecular motions or by
using the data to validate molecular dynamics simulations. The model used successfully
for the evaluation of the data of pure DMPC could be taken as a starting point for the
model-based data evaluation.

Molecular dynamics simulations of phospholipids mixed with additives are state
of the art. Especially cholesterol has received much attention due to its biological
importance [142, 260–262]. Calculating the intermediate scattering function from both,
measurements and simulation, would allow to validate the simulations. These simulations
would then allow to study the evaluation of the flow patterns upon the addition of
cholesterol in detail [E].

Parallels to binary colloidal systems. If the analogy to quasi two dimensional colloidal
systems holds, the addition of cholesterol to the DMPC would correspond to add colloidal
particles with a smaller size to the system under study. Binary colloidal systems have
been used to study glass-forming systems [244, 263, 264] because they do not crystallize
in a range of concentrations and ratios of radii. If this effect is related to the suppression
of the main phase transition in phospholipids by cholesterol [265] has to be evaluated.
From the viewpoint taken in this thesis, this seems rather unlikely because the main
phase transition is caused be the tails of the molecules whereas the glassy behaviour is
triggered by the densely packed head group area.

Regardless of the influence of cholesterol on the main phase transition of the phos-
pholipids, it would be interesting to study the evaluation of the flow patterns upon the
addition of smaller spheres. A decrease of the persistence length of the flow patterns
with hardly any influence on the flow speed would be in line with the interpretation of
the neutron scattering data [E]. Existing data of polydisperse mixtures seem to be in
agreement with this view, exhibiting a decrease of the correlation length of dynamical
heterogeneities as the polydispersity increases [99, 266, 267].

6.4. Single Bilayers and Monolayers
Preparation and characteristics of the phospholipid samples. It was found in this
thesis that the surface occupancy of the emulsion droplets is an important factor for
the mobility of the phospholipid molecules. In order to quantify the results further, the
surface occupancy should be characterized in more detail. Three factors are probably
of main importance: First, the losses of the different substances during the production.
Second, the diameters of the emulsion droplets which are not monodisperse and can
therefore have a different total surface. And third, the amount of phospholipid is present
either as vesicles or as mixed micelles with sodium glycocholate. The two latter points
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will be tackled by structural studies.6

More measurements of the dynamics in vesicles and emulsions. So far, the mea-
surements have been performed only at a temperature of 20 ℃, below the main phase
transition of the phospholipids. This is the phase interesting for the storage of the
drug delivery systems – future measurements should study the same systems also at a
temperature above the main phase transition which would correspond to the situation
where the drug delivery system is used in the human body.

The result is not completely trivial as it was seen in the case of DMPC multibilayers
that the addition of sodium glycocholate causes contrary reactions: from an increase of
the speed at 20 ℃ to a slight decrease at 30 ℃ and 40 ℃ [E]. However, it is expected that
the addition of sodium glycocholate will reduce the density of the phospholipid in the
interface by creating micelles. The reduced density will then again result in an increased
mobility.

Concerning the mobility of phospholipid monolayers on emulsion droplets, the presented
studies [F] were performed at 20 ℃, corresponding to storage conditions. Comparing the
dynamics with the one at 40 ℃, corresponding to body temperature and above the main
phase transition of DMPC, is certainly desirable.

Going further, the effects of oil viscosity and interdigitation of the oil molecules into
the chain region of the phospholipids can be studied by varying the length of the oil
molecules, the length of the phospholipid tails, and the temperature. Measurements
on TOFTOF can be complemented with macroscopic measurements of a flat oil-water
interface, for example with fluorescence microscopy.

These macroscopic measurements are expected to give better access to the solid fat-
water interface because the solid substances do in this case not contribute an interfering
signal as they do in the case of the neutron scattering measurements. It is known from
such measurements that the phospholipid mobility decreases as the viscosity of the oily
phase increases. Does this decrease continue to a complete arrest when the oily phase
becomes a solid or are the phospholipids expelled from the crystal and become again
more mobile on the surface?

Evaluating the data of the suspensions. It would also be interesting to extend the
studies on phospholipid layers on solid lipid nanoparticles: are the phospholipid molecules
still mobile if the fatty phase beneath is solid? However, this requires an understanding
of the diffraction patterns of the nanoparticles before, cf. section 4.1. Measuring them
also at high temperatures where the fatty substance is liquid in the droplets and in bulk
allows to determine the amount of this substance in the suspension. If it is then possible
to calculate the diffraction pattern of the nanocrystalline phase, a correct subtraction
should be feasible.

As it was shown in section 4.1, the bulk substances have strong diffraction peaks at
values of Q where the nanocrystalline samples have either only very weak ones or none
at all. An idea might therefore be to subtract the spectrum of vanadium instead of the

6Martin Schmiele, Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg
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Figure 6.3.: The elastic scattering, integrated
in a small region around the elastic line (at
this resolution the FWHM is about 60 µeV)
of perdeuterated tetracosane (orange). Also
shown are the parts of the scattering that
seem to contain only incoherent scattering
and therefore lose intensity with increasing Q
(blue points) according to the Debye-Waller
factor which is shown as a fit of a Gaussian
to these points (blue line). The region where
the total scattering intensity falls below this
assumed incoherent level is marked in red.
The integration over the given energies was
performed at constant scattering angles.
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bulk fat. Both have a purely elastic peak, only the scaling of the vanadium needs to be
adjusted to the level with which the nanocrystals scatter.

In first approximation, it will be assumed that the crystal is still well-enough defined
so that only the incoherent cross section contributes the Q-independent background.7
Then, the nanocrystalline sample and the bulk fat have to be measured above the melting
temperature of the fat which makes it possible to determine the amount of fat in the
suspension.

After determining this amount, the ratio between the Q-independent scattering of the
fat in the bulk and the level of the vanadium measurement has to be calculated. Also
this step is not trivial as shown in figure 6.3. The elastic scattering of perdeuterated
tetracosane was divided by the one of vanadium. The measurements have not been
corrected for a Lorentz factor because it should be the same for the incoherent scattering
of vanadium and tetracosane, respectively. The vibrations in the tetracosane seem to be
larger than the ones in the vanadium which leads to the Gaussian decay of the incoherent
level with Q. While this can be fitted, the surprising feature is the drop of the scattered
intensity below this curve at high Q of about 1.9 Å-1 which should not happen if the
background is due to incoherent scattering. It should be noted that this dip is at the
very end of the measured Q range so further measurements with a shorter neutron wave
length are necessary before this feature can be confirmed and explained.

It is only possible to extract the contribution of the phospholipid molecules from the
total scattering signal if the amount of phospholipid in the beam is precisely known.
In order to enhance the precision of this determination, two factors seem especially
worthwhile to improve: The first one is the determination of the fraction of phospholipid
that is in the in the interfacial layer and the total surface of this interface. The second
one is the certainty that the sample in the beam has the same composition as the one
that was prepared which can be ensured by the full immersion of the sample and its
container in the neutron beam.

7This will be analysed in detail in the dissertation of Martin Schmiele, Lehrstuhl für Kristallographie
und Strukturphysik, Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg.
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In the case of suspensions, the amount of fatty substance in the sample can be deter-
mined from the diffraction patterns only if this substance is liquid, in the nanoparticular
state as well as in the bulk. If the scattering pattern of the nanoparticles can be calculated,
it should be possible to extract the phospholipid dynamics also from the suspension sam-
ples. However, this will always be a challenging task because the phospholipid dynamics
is not the only narrow component in the spectra any more. For the multibilayer, vesicle,
and emulsion samples, the background contributions are automatically separated in the
spectra from the signal of the phospholipid which made the data evaluation more robust
against small errors in the background subtraction.
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Conclusion
This thesis aimed to study the molecular motions of phospholipid molecules in different
environments. The traditional view that the molecules rattle in a cage of their neigh-
bouring molecules and hop out of this cage from time to time had been challenged by
molecular dynamics simulations. These suggested that the phospholipids formed transient
clusters that moved in flow-like patterns. As neutron scattering is one of the very few
experimental techniques that can probe motions on the pico- to nanosecond time scale
that is important for these motions, it was employed to give experimental evidence for
one of the opposing views.

It was indeed possible to find experimental support – for the novel view of flow-like
motions in the membrane. In the quest for statistically relevant conclusions, the complete
data reduction procedure was reimplemented which is now available also for other users of
the spectrometer TOFTOF. The evaluation of the data was performed with a new program
that explicitly samples the parameter space which is compatible with the data. It could
be shown with this approach that the model of flow-like motions fits the data.

This occurrence of transient clusters of molecules with similar motions and the spatial
separation of fast and slow molecules was found to resemble a feature of glass-forming
systems, the so-called dynamical heterogeneities. It was argued that the high density in
the head group area is responsible for this similarity. The persistence of these flow-like
motions on a picosecond time scale below the main phase transition of the phospholipid
was interpreted as localized soft modes, another behaviour known from glass-forming
systems.

Interestingly enough, also the old view of cages and hopping motions had been a
(very successful) loan from glass physics at the time. Taking into account that this very
simple idea has long been replaced with more elaborate concepts in glass physics, it
can be suggested that the description of phospholipid membranes does profit from more
adaptations of modern viewpoints in glass physics, as the one of dynamical heterogeneities.

Moving away from the systems containing pure DMPC, the influence of a few repre-
sentative additives on the phospholipid dynamics was studied. Of special interest were
cholesterol, a component of cell membranes, and sodium glycocholate which can be
used as co-stabilizer of emulsions. Cholesterol decreased the mobility of the phospho-
lipid molecules already on the nanosecond time scale by about the same fraction as on
macroscopic time scales. This slowing down was tentatively explained by a reduction of
the persistence length of the flow patterns, stimulated by corresponding observations in
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colloidal systems.
Sodium glycocholate was not only added to the phospholipid bilayers but this mixture

was also used to stabilize emulsion droplets. The distribution of the molecules on
the surface of the droplets triggered an increase in the dynamics, probably due to a
reduction of their density. This effect was clearly stronger than the influence of sodium
glycocholate on the dynamics of the phospholipids. It seems therefore safe to conclude
that the influence of sodium glycocholate on the pico- to nanosecond dynamics of the
phospholipids is not the key to explain its boosting effect on the stabilizing properties.

A crucial step for the evaluation of the phospholipid mobility in stabilizer layers is the
subtraction of the contributions of the other components of the sample which can amount
to 99% of the sample mass. It was possible to remove the background contributions
in the case of the emulsion samples after the identification of their contributions to
the diffraction patterns. It is however exactly this step which impedes currently the
evaluation of the suspension samples where the subtraction of the solid phase fails because
the nanoparticles do not show the same diffraction pattern as the bulk. This problem
will be solvable as soon as the diffraction patterns of the nanoparticles can be computed
which is currently attempted.

Studying the dynamics of stabilizing phospholipid monolayers in suspensions is only
one of many exciting possibilities for future projects. To name but a few examples,the
employed data fitting techniques will be developed further and the comparability of
finding the best solution in the parameter space with a crystallizing liquid will be explored.
Molecular dynamics simulations and quasielastic neutron scattering measurements of pure
DMPC as well as systems with additives will be dovetailed to yield further possibilities to
characterise the observed flow patterns. Simultaneously, complementary experiments with
quasi two dimensional colloidal systems would allow to analyse if the observed motions
and their change upon the addition of co-surfactants are universally valid properties of
densely packed systems or rather special properties of these molecules.

The new paradigm of flow-like motions in phospholipid membranes could be fostered
with experimental data in this thesis. It is impossible to assess the importance of the
presence of dynamical heterogeneities in these systems today. It will most certainly not
be such a big leap forward as the introduction of the previous model of hopping motions,
but it might prove to be another step towards a better understanding of the dynamical
processes in phospholipid membranes.
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List of Publications and Presentations
Listed are the publications and presentations that originated during the course of the
thesis. The refereed publications with immediate relevance for the presented work can
also be found in full text in the indicated appendices.
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Sebastian Busch, Christoph Smuda, Luis Carlos Pardo, and Tobias Unruh
Journal of the American Chemical Society, 132(10):3232, 2010

http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/ja907581s

In this publication, the author supervised the work of Sarah Kurmulis with whom he
prepared the samples. She helped with the neutron scattering measurements with an
instrumental resolution of 55 µeV, he performed the measurements with an instrumental
resolution of 4 µeV as well as all of the data reduction and evaluation. The idea to
evaluate the data with the flow-model and to show the statistically significant superiority
of this model with the Bayesian data evaluation software [G, H] was the author’s. He
interpreted the results and wrote the publication.

Following a model that was proposed from MD simulations [150], the long-range
component of the phospholipid motions can be evaluated as flow-like. This assumption
requires a linear increase of the line width σ of the narrow component of a fit to
quasielastic neutron scattering data as a function of the momentum transfer Q [268].
Such a behaviour was observed over a large range of Q – deviations at small line widths
from this behaviour were shown to be a fit artifact [C, D].

Extracting the flow velocities, a quantitative agreement with the MD simulations is
obtained, hereby presenting the first experimental evidence for the correctness of the
simulations. The evaluation of the flow-like motions with varying temperature was
studied later in more detail [D, F] and it was suggested that they can be identified with
dynamical heterogeneities [E].

Reproduced with permission from Journal of the American Chemical Society, 132(10):3232, 2010.
Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
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Phospholipid membranes have been the subject of intense research
ever since the discovery of their function as cell membranes in 1925.1

Not only their natural abundance (every human body contains several
square kilometers2) but also their widespread application in agricultural,
food, and pharmaceutical applications3 makes them a worthwhile
subject matter for structural and dynamical studies.

Whereas the opinions about the structure seem to converge,4

the discussion about the dynamical properties is in full swing. The
fundamental issue is that many processes in cell membranes take place
on a scale of a few nanometers, as this is approximately the distance
between two proteins,5 and it turned out in the early 1990s that the
dynamics on this scale differs drastically from the macroscopic
(micrometer) behavior: Incoherent quasielastic neutron scattering
(QENS) experiments6,7 observed a fast localized motion of the whole
molecule on the probed microscopic temporal and spatial scale of up
to a few tens of picoseconds and few nanometers whereas macroscopic
measurements observed a significantly slower long-range diffusion.8,9

This contradiction could be explained by adapting the free
volume theory to membranes:10 The phospholipid molecules are
thought to rattle in a cage of neighbors (fast, localized motion)
until a free volume of the size of a phospholipid molecule opens
up and the molecule can slip into it. This random walk of the
molecules from void to void is then observed as the macroscopic
slow, long-range diffusive motion. It is clear that “all models are
wrong but some are useful”,11 but the remarkable success of this
description of macroscopic effects can be misleading, taking its
microscopic image too literally. When increased computing power
made Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations of these complex
systems feasible, it became more and more obvious that rattling
and slipping motions could not be seen on a molecular scale8,12

although the results were still sometimes interpreted in this frame.13

Rather, simulation and experiment agreed that the molecular
motions are collective in nature14 and finally, a flow-like behavior
as found in quasi-two-dimensional suspensions15 was observed in
MD simulations of phospholipids in the liquid phase.16

To resolve this discrepancy, we repeated the neutron scattering
studies6,7 that triggered the implementation of the free volume
theory with highly improved instrumentation at the time-of-flight
neutron spectrometer TOFTOF17 at the neutron source FRM II,
Munich, Germany. We will show that, in contrast to the former
interpretation, QENS does not provide any indication for the picture
of phospholipid molecules rattling and escaping from local cages
on a molecular scale. Rather, the data agree well with the MD
simulations of ballistic, flow-like motions as the means of long-
range transport on a nanometer scale in the membranes.

The sample was chosen to be a typical phospholipid, dimyris-
toylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC), which was hydrated with D2O
to form a liquid crystal of fully hydrated multilayers without solid
support. Its dynamics was measured with an observation time of
35 ps, corresponding to an instrumental resolution of 60 µeV (full
width at half-maximum).18 The sample temperature was varied
between 5 and 40 °C, probing the dynamics below and in the region
of interest above the main phase transition (at 24 °C).

At the spectrometer, neutrons with a well-known energy impinge
on the sample and interact with the nuclei. If the sample was static,
there would be no energy change pω of the neutrons and they would
be detected smeared by the instrumental resolution. Aperiodic
motions in the sample cause a quasielastic broadened energy
spectrum that is measured at different momentum transfers pQ (cf.
Figure 1). The shape and width of the broadening are essentially
determined by the decay of the autocorrelation function of the
hydrogen nuclei.19 The simplest meaningful function describing
the data in the present case was found to consist of a long-range
motion of the whole molecule and two localized motions,20

where G denotes a Gaussian and L a Lorentzian with the
Q-dependent standard deviation σ and the Q-independent half width
at half-maximum Γ, respectively; X designates convolution in
energy space. The use of a Gaussian follows from Maxwell-
Boltzmann distributed ballistic motions. The function is finally
convolved with the instrumental resolution to obtain the experi-
mentally observed scattering function.

For a flow motion, the standard deviation of the Gaussian σ
increases linearly with Q, the slope given by the flow velocity. If the

† Technische Universität München, FRM II.
‡ Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich.
§ Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya.

Figure 1. Left: QENS spectrum of DMPC shown exemplarily at 30 °C
and Q ) 1.0 Å-1. The instrumental resolution is displayed as a black line,
along with the best fit of eq 1 (red) and its components. Right: the extracted
standard deviations σ of the long-range component as a function of Q for
temperatures ranging from 5 °C (bottom) to 40 °C (top) in steps of 5 °C.
The lines through the origin are fits to the data in the range 0.75 Å-1 < Q
< 1.45 Å-1. At temperatures below the main phase transition, σ levels off
below Qc ≈ 0.7 Å-1.

S(Q, ω) ) a(Q) · G(σ(Q), ω) X
[Afast(Q) · δ(ω) + (1 - Afast(Q)) · L(Γfast, ω)] X
[Aslow(Q) · δ(ω) + (1 - Aslow(Q)) · L(Γslow, ω)],

(1)
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molecule is trapped in a cage with a typical dimension rc, the scattering
function splits at Q values below Qc ≈ (2π)/(rc) into a quasielastic
part with Q-independent width and an emerging δ(ω) component
which was however not resolved with these instrumental settings.

It can be seen in Figure 1 that, for temperatures below the main
phase transition, σ(Q) does level off at small values of Q, indicating
that the phospholipid molecules are confined to a length of ∼9 Å,
approximately the size of the intermolecular distance. The same
should hold above the main phase transition, following the picture
where the fundamental step of phospholipid long-range diffusion
is the escape from the cage: It can be calculated from the
macroscopic diffusion coefficient that this event is so rare that 98%
of the molecules are still confined during the observation time of
35 ps.20 However, one can see in Figure 1 that this confinement is
breaking down. While we cannot exclude that the leveling off below
the phase transition is a limitation of the spectrometer, the absence
of confinement above the phase transition is clear. This is a first
indication that the molecules are not trapped in a cage of neighbors
in the relevant high-temperature phase.

As it is crucial that the observed line broadening is not a fit artifact,
a Bayesian data analysis21 was performed. It could be shown with
clear statistical significance that, above the main phase transition, the
model incorporating a line broadening is superior to one with only a
δ(ω) line. This result indicates again that the lateral transport process
of phospholipid molecules within a membrane is not governed by
decaging events on a picosecond time scale.20 This finding is in full
agreement with recent MD simulations.16 We conclude therefore that
the rattling and escape model cannot describe the dynamical processes
on the time scale of some tens of picoseconds.

To check whether it is possible to support the proposed mechanism
of flow-like motions of dynamically assembled patches of molecules
also on a nanosecond time scale, an experiment probing these times
was conducted. In contrast to coherent neutron spin echo spectroscopy,
it is not possible with incoherent QENS to check the collectivity of
motions directly, but the motions of the single particles can nevertheless
be compared to the simulation. As the MD simulations16 observed a
decay of the velocity autocorrelation function in this time regime, one
would expect to measure a lower flow velocity than on a time scale
of some tens of picoseconds.

The sample was prepared the same way, but the spectrometer
was tuned to a much longer observation time of 0.9 ns, corre-
sponding to an instrumental resolution of 4 µeV (full width at half-
maximum).18 The data were analyzed using eq 1, shown in Figure
2. The low temperature measurements (not displayed) have a δ(ω)
component, indicating confinement20 which breaks down above the
main phase transition. The analysis of the fluid phase at 30 °C
allows us to extract the most probable velocity of the Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution of 0.3(nm)/(ns). This value and the decay
of the flow velocity compared to the 35 ps measurement are in
good agreement with the simulation.20

Summarizing, the following picture of phospholipid motion on
a pico- to nanosecond time scale emerges: The head and tail of the
molecule perform localized diffusive motions visible as two broad
components in the scattering function (Figure 1) and a negative
part of the velocity autocorrelation function13,14 at times of a few
picoseconds. This is not the footprint of a rattling and escape
motion; the whole molecule rather flows with its neighbors as a
dynamically assembling patch across the membrane.

This effect should have important consequences for living cells
where the distance between proteins is on the here probed nanometer
scale.5 Recently, it could be demonstrated that ballistic motion is
the most effective search strategy.22 This could for example

influence G protein coupled signal transduction cascades where two
proteins have to come into contact.23 For such processes, only the
microscopic transport mechanism is relevant.
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Figure 2. Left: QENS spectrum of DMPC at 30 °C and Q ) 0.76 Å-1.
The instrumental resolution is displayed as a black line, along with the
best fit of eq 1 (red) and its three components. Right: the extracted σ as in
Figure 1. The line through the origin is a fit to the data points.
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Experimental Details

Dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) was purchased from Lipoid GmbH, Ludwigshafen, Ger-

many, and used as received. The dry phospholipid powder was hydrated with D2O (99.90%,

Euriso-Top, Gif sur Yvette, France) via the vapour phase at 40°C for two days after which the

sample was homogeneous and transparent. As the dynamics of the phospholipid is known to

depend on the hydration,1 additional D2O was added to ensure full hydration during the whole
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experiment. The final concentration was adjusted to 50 mass percent. The integrity of DMPC was

confirmed by Differential Scanning Calorimetry, cf. Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Left: Differential Scanning Calorimetry of a fully hydrated DMPC liquid crystal. The
pre- and main phase transition are visible at about 16 and 24 °C, respectively. Right: A DMPC
molecule2 and the corresponding incoherent neutron scattering cross sections3 of the head and tail
group together with the respective fraction compared to the whole molecule.

Two measurement series were performed at the neutron time-of-flight spectrometer TOFTOF4

at the Forschungsneutronenquelle Heinz Maier-Leibnitz (FRM II), Munich, Germany, to realize

two different observation times, 35 ps and 0.9 ns.5 This was done by changing the instrumental

resolution. It is important to note that the instrumental resolution does not correspond to a lower

limit of the broadenings which can be determined.

Measuring the momentum and energy transfer between neutron and sample, one obtains the

scattering function S(Q,ω) which is the double Fourier transform of the autocorrelation func-

tion.6,7 Due to the very large incoherent scattering cross section of the protons, they dominate the

scattering signal by far. However, as they are sampling the molecule quite uniformly, the motion

of the whole molecule becomes visible.

The primary part of the spectrometer uses seven choppers to cut the continuous white beam

delivered from the cold source of the reactor into short monochromatic pulses of neutrons. They
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interact with the sample and may change momentum and energy. After the sample, the neutrons

fly 4 m in the secondary part of the spectrometer until they are detected in one of 600 3He-filled de-

tector tubes. As the scattering angle of each detector is well-known and the time-of-flight between

the sample and the detector is recorded, momentum and energy transfer can be calculated.

The amount of sample was in both cases approx. 1 ml, chosen such that multiple scattering has

only a minor effect.

For the 35 ps measurement, the sample was filled in an aluminum hollow cylinder container8

with a gap thickness of 0.2 mm. A temperature-controlled sample environment was used to sta-

bilize the sample temperature to ±0.1°C during the measurements. A mean neutron wavelength

of λ = 6 Å, a rotation speed of the choppers of 12000 rpm, and frame overlap ratio 4 were used,

leading to an instrumental resolution (FWHM) of about 60 µeV. The temperature was varied from

5 °C to 40 °C in steps of 5 °C. For each temperature, the sample was measured for 8 h and pure

D2O for 4 h. The empty can was measured at the lowest and highest temperature for 4 h each and

a Vanadium standard (hollow cylinder with 0.6 mm wall thickness) was measured at 20 °C for 3 h.

For the 0.9 ns measurement, the sample was filled in an aluminum flat slab, its surface normal

was oriented to a scattering angle of 2θ = 135°. The wavelength was λ = 14 Å, chopper speed

16000 rpm, and ratio 8, giving a instrumental resolution (FWHM) of about 4 µeV. The temperature

was set to 10 °C, 20 °C, and 30 °C, respectively. At each temperature, the sample was measured for

12 h and D2O for 10 h. The empty can was measured for 10 h at 30 °C and Vanadium powder was

measured in the same sample holder for 14 h at 30 °C. The data at scattering angles below ≈ 50°

were discarded due to self-shielding and coherent small angle scattering of the sample.

The data were treated using the program Frida19 and using the Vanadium measurement for

three purposes: time-of-flight at zero energy transfer, detector sensitivity normalization, and in-

strumental resolution.

During the conversion from time-of-flight to energy transfer, the energy-dependent detector

efficiency was corrected. At the employed wavelengths, Vanadium scatters the same intensity in

every solid angle. The intensity of its elastic line was integrated, corrected for the Debye-Waller
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factor, and used for normalization of the detector sensitivities. The instrumental resolution could

be determined because the Vanadium atoms do not perform any non-periodic motion and therefore

do scatter the neutrons without a quasielastic smearing.

After subtraction of the empty can measurements from both, the sample and the D2O, an angle-

and energy-dependent self-absorption correction10 was performed before proportional subtraction

of the D2O from the sample signal. It has to be kept in mind that the water adsorbed to the

membrane will have other dynamical properties than bulk water which can therefore only serve as

an approximate reference. However, as can be seen exemplarily in Figure 2, the scattering signal

of D2O is at least one order of magnitude below the one of DMPC, therefore a slightly incorrect

subtraction should not alter the results significantly.

The data were converted from scattering angle 2θ to the absolute value of the scattering vector,

Q. The data of the 35 ps measurement were then grouped into bins of constant Q in the range from

0.3 Å−1 to 1.9 Å−1 in steps of 0.1 Å−1, the data of the 0.9 ns measurement into 4 equidistant bins

between 0.49 Å−1 and 0.8 Å−1. Some spectra are shown exemplarily in Figure 2. It can be seen

that the scattering of D2O does not give an important contribution to the narrow component due to

both, its lower scattering cross section and its much faster dynamics.

We would like to point out that the analysis of the broad component is not essential for the

interpretation of the nature of the long-range motion. This is valuable as disturbing effects of mul-

tiple scattering or incorrect background subtraction influence this part of the scattering function.

Their influence will turn up in the analysis of the internal motions.

The Bayesian analysis, performed with the program FABADA,11 convolved the theoretical

functions numerically with the instrumental resolution. The algorithm was run for 1000000 cycles

with an automatic adjustment of the step size every 100000 cycles. The convergence factor was set

to 0.66. The fitting ranges were ±1.0 meV for the 35 ps measurement and ±50µeV for the 0.9 ns

measurement.
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Figure 2: Spectra of the sample (DMPC + D2O, top), bulk D2O (bottom), and the pure DMPC
(sample after proportional subtraction of the bulk D2O spectrum, middle) of the 0.9 ns (4 µeV)
measurement after conversion to constant Q around Q = 0.58Å−1. It can be seen that the D2O
signal hardly contributes, especially in the region of interest around ∆E = 0.

Proposed Models

It was found that models including one (only long-range) or two (one long-range and one localized)

components could not fit the data of the 35 ps measurement. Therefore, four models comprising

two localized and one long-range component were compared: Three possibilities for the long-

range motion with a quasi model-free approach for the localized motions are discussed: a long-

range motion that is so slow that the corresponding line broadening cannot be observed, a diffusive

motion, and a flow motion. It will be shown that this comparison favours the last possibility. For

this case, a further model with explicit assumptions about the localized motions was fitted showing

that the freedom of the generalized approach is necessary to extract information from this complex

molecule.

If there is no long-range motion visible, the scattering function incorporating two localized
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motions (fast and slow) reads

S(Q,ω) = a(Q) ·δ
(
ω
)
⊗
[
Aslow(Q) ·δ (ω)+

(
1−Aslow(Q)

)
·L
(
Γslow,ω

)]
⊗

[
Afast(Q) ·δ (ω)+

(
1−Afast(Q)

)
·L
(
Γfast,ω

)]
. (1)

In this and the following equations, a(Q) denotes a prefactor which comprises also the Debye-

Waller factor, Aslow/fast(Q) are the elastic incoherent structure factors (EISF) of the respective lo-

calized motions that contain information about their geometry and amplitude. The rates of the

localized motions are given by the respective half widths at half maximum (HWHM) Γslow/fast of

the Lorentzians L:

L(Γ,ω) =
1
π
· Γ

Γ2 +ω2 . (2)

If a diffusive long-range motion is visible, the scattering function changes to

S(Q,ω) = a(Q) ·L
(
Γ(Q),ω

)
⊗

[
Aslow(Q) ·δ (ω)+

(
1−Aslow(Q)

)
·L
(
Γslow,ω

)]
⊗

[
Afast(Q) ·δ (ω)+

(
1−Afast(Q)

)
·L
(
Γfast,ω

)]
(3a)

where the HWHM of the first component is given by the respective equations

Γ(Q) =





h̄ ·DQ2 for continuous diffusion or

h̄ · DQ2

1+DQ2τ for stop & go diffusion
(3b)

The stop & go motion12 is taken in the limit where the particle is much longer trapped than dif-

fusing and does not perform oscillatory motions during this period. D denotes here the diffusion

coefficient and τ the time between two diffusive events.
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Finally, in the case of a flow motion, one obtains a Gaussian central component,

G(σ ,ω) =
1

σ
√

2π
exp
[
− ω2

2σ2

]
, (4)

yielding a scattering function of

S(Q,ω) = a(Q) ·G
(
σ(Q),ω

)
⊗

[
Aslow(Q) ·δ (ω)+

(
1−Aslow(Q)

)
·L
(
Γslow,ω

)]
⊗

[
Afast(Q) ·δ (ω)+

(
1−Afast(Q)

)
·L
(
Γfast,ω

)]
(5a)

where the standard deviation σ of the Gaussian G is determined by

σ(Q) = h̄ · v0Q (5b)

when the motions are assumed to be ballistic with a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of speeds

around the most probable value v0. This is also the model for the phase of “free flight” the

molecules exhibit before the interactions with their environment have built up. However, the two

scenarios can be distinguished as during “free flight” , v0 would be
√

2kBT/m, whereas in the

case of a flow motion, this value has to be much lower. The analogy to a gas requires an isotropic

average which is done by using a powder sample where all orientations of the liquid crystal occur

statistically throughout the sample.

The standard deviation σ of a Gaussian is connected to its full width at half maximum by

FWHM = 2 ·
√

2ln(2) ·σ ≈ 2.4 ·σ . (6)

As it turns out that the fast component is very broad, the data were for comparison also fitted

with a model of long-range flow, a Brownian oscillator as the slow localized motion, and low

energetic vibrational motions for the fast localized motions. Using a Debye model, it can be
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calculated that this contribution is in first order expansion a background proportional to Q2 and

nearly independent of energy at the present temperatures,

S(Q,ω) = a(Q) ·G
(
σ(Q),ω

)
⊗

exp
[
−Q2δ 2] ·

∞

∑
n=0

Q2nδ 2n

n!
·L
(
nΓslow,ω

)
+

b ·Q2 · h̄ω

exp
[

h̄ω
kBT

]
−1

. (7)

The scaling factor b was introduced to account for Q and ω independent factors such as the Debye

frequency. The advantage of this model is that it does not need an artificial division of the scatterers

into two classes and has less parameters than model (5). It has also some disadvantages: the inten-

sities of the elastic and quasielastic component are linked, it lacks generality, and the assumptions

(Debye model &c.) can only be approximately correct.

Identification of the Long-Range Motion

Visibility of the Broadening

First, we determine whether a long-range motion can be seen with QENS before we try to dis-

tinguish the type of motion – diffusion or flow. This broadening is not influenced by disturbing

effects such as solvent subtraction of multiple scattering.13

Macroscopic measurements of the long-range diffusional motion have shown that the diffusion

coefficient below the main phase transition is nearly three orders of magnitude below the one above

the main phase transition.14 It is therefore not possible any more to resolve this motion with QENS,

as can be seen in Figure 3 for the 0.9 ns measurement. There, it is obvious that the central line is

not broadened beyond the instrumental resolution at temperatures below the main phase transition.
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Figure 3: Spectra of Vanadium and DMPC at three temperatures, all at Q = 0.58 Å−1 and normal-
ized to S(Q,ω = 0). It can be seen that the measurement at 30 °C has a significant broadening in
the central region whereas the other two have the same HWHM as Vanadium, only shifted by a
background caused by localized motions.

Check of the Rattling & Jump Model

The rattling & jump model, the primary step of diffusion is thought to be the displacement of a

phospholipid molecule into a neighbouring void. Using the molecular area of DMPC15 and the

long-range diffusion coefficient of 8.4 · 10−12 m2

s ,14 every molecule should do such a jump only

every
0.64nm2

4 ·8.4 ·10−12 m2

s

≈ 20ns . (8)

This means that during the 35 ps observation time, 98% of the molecules do not perform a long-

range motion in this model. This should result in a not broadened central line as in equation (1),

given that this line is caused by the long-range motion.

As in the case of the 35 ps measurement the instrumental resolution does not allow for a clear

separation of central line broadening and a shift induced by internal motions any more, the decision

cannot be made by a simple optical inspection as it was possible in Figure 3. Therefore, a Bayesian

data analysis was performed. This method has already previously been successfully used to analyze

QENS data of phospholipids.16

In this method, the sum of squared residuals is essentially understood as an energy. The best
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fit to the data with the minimal χ2 corresponds therefore to the state with lowest energy. A ther-

modynamic system would however for any non-zero temperature explore also states with higher

energies. The Bayesian algorithm does so by generating parameter sets around the best fit with a

Monte Carlo method.

The probability that the fit populates a state with a given χ2 depends on the χ2 hypersurface

and the number of degrees of freedom (i. e. parameters). If a new parameter is introduced, the most

probable χ2 will decrease if and only if the data can support this additional parameter.

560 565 570 575 580 585
0

0.01

0.02

0.03

χ2

P
D

F(
χ2 )

broadened
delta

Figure 4: Comparison of the models broadened central line vs. non-broadened central line using a
Bayesian data analysis of the data at 25 °C and 1.4 Å−1. It can be seen that the data do favour the
model with a broadened central line.

It can be clearly seen in Figure 4 that at a temperature above the main phase transition, the data

favour the broadened model (5) over the “rattling & jump” model (1).

Diffusion or Flow

A point not discussed in the main paper is whether this broadening is due to a diffusive or flow

motion. In the previous neutron scattering experiments, always a diffusive motion was assumed.17

As lined out above, the diffusive motion results in a Lorentzian line shape with Γ ∝ Q2 whereas

the flow motion results in a Gaussian line shape with σ ∝ Q. As the fits of a Lorentzian / Gaussian

to the data are of the same quality, one can not exclude either possibility.
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In the case of the 35 ps measurement, the model of simple diffusion does not fit the half widths

at half maximum satisfactorily, cf. Figure 5 (giving a diffusion coefficient of 180 · 10−12 m2

s ). As

normally done with complex liquids, this fit can be improved by assuming a stop & go motion,

yielding a diffusion coefficient of 240 ·10−12 m2

s and a stopping time of 10 ps. As calculated above,

this cannot be the rattling phase of the rattling & jump model. The diffusion coefficient resulting

from either model is about two orders of magnitude above the macroscopic diffusion coefficient.

The introduction of this additional parameter can be naturally avoided when assuming a flow

motion with the most likely velocity v0 ≈ 1.8 nm
ns at 30 °C and v0 ≈ 2.1 nm

ns at 40 °C. The good

agreement with the MD simulation can be seen in Figure 6.
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Figure 5: Left: Evaluation of the 35 ps measurement at 40 °C with models (3) and (5). The resulting
line widths (standard deviations and half widths at half maximum, respectively) are fitted with the
corresponding equations (3b) and (5b). Both diffusion models are plotted: continuous diffusion as
drawn-out line and stop & go diffusion as dashed line. Right: Same for the 0.9 ns measurement at
30 °C (the only one measured above the main phase transition). Due to the limited amount of data
points, stop & go diffusion was not fitted.

For the 0.9 ns measurement, both, diffusion and flow do fit the line width (standard deviation

and half width at half maximum, respectively). However, the diffusion coefficient is 40 ·10−12 m2

s ,

still one order of magnitude above the macroscopic value. In contrast, the velocity of a ballistic

motion coincides very nicely with the value obtained by Falck et al. at a simulation time of 1 ns

– about 0.3 nm
ns . This suggests that the reason for the observed faster motion is indeed the flow
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Figure 6: Flow velocity as a function of observation time. Black: results from MD simulation of
DPPC roughly 20 K above the main phase transition, taken from Falck et al. 18 Blue: results from
the present study of DMPC, also roughly 20 K above the main phase transition (at 30 °C). The
error bars indicate the width of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.

It should be noted that the flow velocity is nearly three orders of magnitude below the thermal

expectation value
√

2kBT/m. Therefore, it can be excluded that this is the initial phase of “free

flight” every molecule performs before the interactions with the neighbouring molecules have com-

pletely built up. This is in agreement with time scales obtained from NMR experiments and MD

simulations.19,20

Identification of the Internal Motions

This study is not focussed on the internal motions which have been investigated elsewhere in

detail (cf. the references in the following). Their interpretation is decoupled from the long-range

motion and therefore not essential for the question examined here. However, as they are measured

naturally along with the long-range motion on a quasielastic neutron scattering spectrometer, we

add a short overview over different models and possible interpretations.
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Explicit Model

Fitting model (7) with a vibrational background and a Brownian oscillator to the 35 ps measure-

ment at 30 °C yields at large Q for the Brownian oscillator a δ 2 of 0.25 Å2. However, this value is

not independent of Q but increases at small Q to more than 1 Å. Also the intensity of the vibrational

background shows anomalies in this region, not following a Q2 behaviour any more but levelling

off at a plateau. These effects are probably due to the rigidity of the model and multiple scattering

effects.13,21

Also other explicit models incorporating for example CH3 group rotation had the same prob-

lems at low Q. Therefore, the generalized model was preferred which is flexible enough to be

largely unaffected by the disturbing effects. As will be shown, the extracted δ 2 is in agreement

with the value extraced here in the high Q limit.

Generalized Approach

In model (5), the localized motions were assumed to have an exponentially decaying intermediate

scattering function that levels off at a plateau value, the EISF. The rates of the decays were fitted

to 0.11 ps−1 for the slow motion and 1.4 ps−1 for the fast motion. The corresponding EISF, shown

in Figure 7, does not decay to zero at large Q which was accounted for by assuming that not all

protons participate in both motions.

The EISF is influenced by both, the spread of the motion and the fraction of participating

protons.22 The introduction a fraction of participating scatterers p results in a definition of the

EISF as a function of the EISF that would be observed if all scatterers participated,

Afraction = 1− p+ p ·Aall . (9)

As can be seen in Figure 7, the EISFs drop stronger as the temperature is increased, corre-

sponding to an increased mobility. The values of the fast and the slow motion are very similar

for the low temperatures, however the slow motion spreads significantly more than the fast motion
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Figure 7: The elastic incoherent structure factor of the slow and fast localized motion, respectively.
The drawn-out lines are fits of equations (10) and (11) to the data points. The points at 1.5 Å−1

are left out due to anomalies caused by coherent scattering. The size of the fast motion increases
notably at the main phase transition, the one of the slow motion at both, the pre and main transition.

when the sample is heated. The main phase transition is effecting both motions, the pretransition

only the slow motion.

Arguing that the tails dominate the scattering signal, these motions can be attributed to two

modes from the tails. Following Doxastakis et al. ,23 these two modes could be fast torsional

vibrations around mean values and conformational jumps between these values as they observed

in MD simulations of dry phospholipid.24

Another tentative assignment of the two motions would be – justified only by approximate

correspondence of the fractions of participating scatterers with the scattering cross sections of head

and tail, respectively – a slow, large-scale motion of the tails and a fast, more restricted motion of

the head groups. The EISF of the slow component (tentatively assigned to the tails) was in this

frame analyzed with the model of particles diffusing inside spheres24,25 with increasing radii. This

assumes that the protons can move in a small restricted volume which gets bigger the further away

the proton is located from the backbone. It reads

Aslow(Q) = a ·
(

p · 1
N
·

N

∑
i=0

(
3 · j1(Q ·Ri)

Q ·Ri

)2

+(1− p)

)
(10a)
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with

Ri = Rmin +
i
N
· (Rmax−Rmin) . (10b)

A prefactor a was introduced to account for multiple scattering effects as A(Q→ 0) 6= 1, cf. Fig-

ure 7.13 j1 is the spherical Bessel function of first order. N was set to 13, the number of hydro-

carbon units in the tails, but no change was observed when increasing N to e. g. 30. The minimal

radius of the spheres increases with temperature from 0.0 to 0.2 Å, the maximal from 2.0 to 3.6 Å.

Both phase transitions are visible as increase of the radii, as can already be seen in Figure 7.

For the thorough analysis of the data with the model “diffusion inside a sphere”, one would

need to employ a more explicit fit function than equation (5). However, as shown above, this does

not lead to consistent results due to the introduced inflexibility which is given here essentially by

the prefactor a. It is obvious that this effect is strongest at small values of Q which explains the

difficulties of the explicit model in this region.

The EISF of the fast motion, which was preliminary assigned to motions of the head group, was

analyzed with the model of a Brownian oscillator,7,26 describing particles that perform diffusive

motions in a harmonic potential by

Afast(Q) = a ·
(

p · e−Q2·δ 2
+(1− p)

)
. (11)

The resulting mean squared displacement δ 2 rises with temperature from 0.24 to 0.37 Å2. Note

that this agrees well with the large Q limit obtained from the explicit model equation (7) which is

a further indication that it is valid to use the generalized approach. The main phase transition is

visible as increase of the mean squared displacement.

It seems natural to assign the fast motion to the head group and the slow one to the tails.

The head groups are more densely packed and perform fast oscillating diffusive motions between

their neighbours. The tails have more space, are more affected by the phase transitions, and can be

described by the plausible model of diffusion in spheres with increasing radii. Also the fractions of

participating protons agree roughly with the scattering cross sections shown in Figure 1. It should
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however be noted that these fractions change with temperature which shows that – as expected –

the localized motions of this complex molecule cannot be described by such a simple model.
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in the preparation of the manuscript and wrote large parts of its third page, relying on
previous versions of Wolfgang Doster and Joachim Wuttke. He also took part in the
development of the data evaluation software used in this publication.

The mean correlation times ⟨τ⟩ of protein hydration water had previously been found to
exhibit a peculiar shape when shown in an Arrhenius plot [105]: a transition from a fragile,
super-Arrhenius temperature dependence at high temperatures and small correlation
times to a strong, Arrhenius behaviour at low temperatures and correspondingly long
correlation times. As long correlation times correspond to small line widths in the neutron
scattering spectra, this means that the levelling off of the data points at long correlation
times corresponds to a levelling off at small line widths: a phenomenon that was also
observed in the phospholipid samples [B].

It could be shown here that this levelling off can be prevented by using an improved
fit routine. With a closer study of the mechanisms that cause this fit artifact, it became
clear that the levelling off observed for the phospholipid samples is also not related to a
physical effect but merely to the data evaluation procedure [D].
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Thin layers of water on biomolecular and other nanostructured surfaces can be supercooled to

temperatures not accessible with bulk water. Chen et al. [Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 103, 9012

(2006)] suggested that anomalies near 220 K observed by quasielastic neutron scattering can be explained

by a hidden critical point of bulk water. Based on more sensitive measurements of water on perdeuterated

phycocyanin, using the new neutron backscattering spectrometer SPHERES, and an improved data

analysis, we present results that show no sign of such a fragile-to-strong transition. The inflection of

the elastic intensity at 220 K has a dynamic origin that is compatible with a calorimetric glass transition at

170 K. The temperature dependence of the relaxation times is highly sensitive to data evaluation; it can be

brought into perfect agreement with the results of other techniques, without any anomaly.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.104.098101 PACS numbers: 64.70.pm, 87.15.H�

In contrast to bulk water, protein-hydration water can be
supercooled down to a glass transition at Tg ’ 170 K. Near

Tg translational degrees of freedom arrest, which induces

discontinuities in the specific heat and the thermal expan-
sion coefficient of the hydration water [1–4]. Because of
the dynamic nature of the glass transition, freezing of
microscopic degrees of freedom can already be observed
far above Tg.

The protein dynamic transition is an abrupt onset of
atomic displacements on the microscopic length and time
scale probed by quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS).
First observed 20 years ago in hydrated myoglobin and
lysozyme at T� ’ 240 K [5], it is now known to be a
generic property of hydrated proteins, while it is absent
in dehydrated systems. It is therefore related to the dynam-
ics of the hydration shell.

In QENS, mean squared dispacements h�x2i are de-
duced from the elastic scattering intensity Sðq; 0Þ.
Because of the finite spectrometer resolution (FWHM
2�!), one actually measures Sðq; j!j & �!Þ. Full spec-
tral measurements show that the anomalous decrease of the
central peak is compensated by increasing inelastic wings
[5,6]. These effects have been interpreted as precursors of
the glass transition. Since QENS probes structural relaxa-
tion at �!�1 ’ 100 ps, while the calorimetric Tg refers to

a time scale of 100 s, it is natural that T� is located far
above Tg: the protein dynamic transition is the microscopic

manifestation of the glass transition in the hydration shell.
The time-scale dependence of T� also explains its variation
with viscosity [7–9].

Recently, these views have been challenged by the sug-
gestion that there might be a time-scale independent tran-

sition. Support came mainly from QENS experiments on
the backscattering spectrometer HFBS at NIST. In hy-
drated lysozyme, DNA and RNA, a kink was found not
only in Sðq; j!j & �!Þ, but also in the � relaxation time
h�i deduced from full spectra Sðq;!Þ [10–13]. This change
of h�iðTÞ from high-T super-Arrhenius to low-T Arrhenius
behavior at TL ’ 220 K has been interpreted as a fragile-
to-strong-transition (FST) from the high density (HDL) to
the less fluid low density phase (LDL) of supercooled
water [14]. In this view, a qualitative change in the dynam-
ics occurs when the so-calledWidom line is crossed, which
extrapolates the phase boundary beyond the conjectured
critical point [15,16].
Similar behavior was found for confined water in various

nonbiological environments [[17,18] and references
therein]; TL was mostly located between 215 and 228 K.
There were, however, two remarkable exceptions: making
a substrate hydrophobic lowered TL by 35 K [19]; using
another neutron spectrometer with wider dynamic range
lowered TL by about 10 to 20 K [20]. Critics objected that
relaxation times measured by other spectroscopic tech-
niques show no anomaly at TL [21–23].
In this Letter we will argue that the changing tempera-

ture dependence of logðh�iÞ is likely to be an artifact of the
data analysis, and that the kink in the elastic intensity also
admits a conventional, dynamic interpretation. We will
refer to the hydration shell of different proteins. If the
anomalies observed around TL were due to an intrinsic
property of water, then the choice of the protein should not
matter.
To improve the empirical base, we measured the motion

of protein-hydration water with enhanced sensitivity, using
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a new neutron spectrometer and a fully deuterated protein.
We chose deuterated C-phycocyanin (D-CPC), a light
harvesting, blue copper protein. Deuteration drastically
reduces scattering from the protein so that we become
more sensitive to weak quasielastic scattering from the
hydration water. CPC has been investigated by neutron
scattering before [24–28]. The sample was purified from
a preparation of Crespi [28,29] with nearly 99% deutera-
tion. The absorbance ratio A620 nm=A280 nm ’ 7:3 is above
the analytic-grade value of 5 [30]. The integrity of the
secondary structure was ascertained by CD spectroscopy.
The protein was dialyzed against distilled water, freeze
dried, and rehydrated to h ¼ 0:3 g=g [27], the same degree
of hydatrion as in Ref. [10].

QENS was performed on 500 mg of hydrated D-CPC
with the new backscattering spectrometer SPHERES at
FRM II [31]. It has a resolution (FWHM) of 0:62 �eV
(HFBS 0:85 �eV), high flux, and an outstanding signal-to-
noise ratio of 1000:1. Scattering wave numbers q range

from 0.2 to 1:8 �A�1. We chose about the same energy
range �10 �eV as customary at HFBS. Spectra at tem-
peratures T between 100 and 300 K were collected for 6 to
12 h. An empty cell measurement was subtracted and
spectra were normalized to a vanadium standard. The
analysis was performed with the program FRIDA [32].

Figure 1 displays selected spectra in the relevant tem-
perature range. The logarithmic intensity scale emphasizes
both the broad, asymmetric wing of the instrumental reso-
lution function, unavoidable in a crystal spectrometer, and
the quasielastic scattering. At least two distinct compo-
nents of the scattering function Sðq;!Þ can be observed:
(i) An elastic component that has the shape of the instru-
mental resolution function Rqð!Þ. It is mainly due to the

coherent structure factor of the protein (as evidenced by

strong small-angle scattering for q � 1 �A�1 [27]), as well
as to a protein incoherent term mainly due to the ex-
changed protons (25%). Also immobilized water near
charged groups contributes to this component. (ii) A qua-
sielastic component that appears above about 170 K. It is
mainly due to motion of adsorbed H2O molecules.
To start with a model-free data characterization, we

examined the T dependence of the integrated inelastic
intensity for different ! intervals, preferentially on the
!< 0 side where the resolution wing is weaker. Between
180 and 230 K, the inelastic intensity begins to rise
strongly. There is no sharp kink; the temperature of
maximum inflection depends on the ! range and on q
[Fig. 2(a)]. This is a first indication for a dynamic phe-
nomenon rather than a hidden phase transition: the q and T
dependence is compatible with a smooth onset of transla-
tional diffusion. The elastic intensity in compensation
shows a steplike decrease at 220 K in parallel with data
obtained with lysozyme. This suggests a common transi-
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tion temperature of both hydrated proteins [Fig. 2(b)]. In

the following, we concentrate on q ¼ 1:0� 0:15 �A�1.
To analyze the spectra, we use the same model as

Chen et al. [10], consisting of an elastic line and a
Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts function (KWW, Fourier
transform of a stretched exponential [33]):

Sthðq;!Þ ¼ fq

�
a1�ð!Þ þ a2

Z 1

�1
dt

2�
ei!t�ðjtj=�Þ�

�
: (1)

The Debye-Waller factor fq ¼ expð�h�x2iq2Þ accounts

for phonon scattering outside our energy window. The
mean squared displacement h�x2i is assumed to be linear

in T; from 100 and 170 K: @h�x2i=@T ¼ 7� 10�4 �A2=K.
� was fixed to 0.5 as in the analysis of Chen et al.

Equation (1) can fit the data sets for T � 240 K, hereby
covering the temperature range of the proposed transition.
At higher T, the data start to deviate from Eq. (1): addi-
tional quasielastic scattering, likely due to relaxational or
fast anharmonic motion of the protein, is not included in
this bimodal model.

In a first attempt to extract the relaxation times, we have
used a standard fitting procedure for the data evaluation.
Fitting the quasielastic wings for T < 240 K, we are in the
regime !� � 1, where the KWW function goes in first
order with ð!�Þ�1��. In such a power-law regime, the fit
parameters amplitude and time-scale � are degenerate.
Therefore, the 240 K data were used to determine the
relative contribution of the water a2=ða1 þ a2Þ to 0.42
which was then used as input for the other temperatures.

However, this approach neglects a severe limitation of
the standard fitting procedure for narrow lines: When fit-
ting the central peak, the convolution of Sth with the
experimental resolution Rqð!Þ becomes nontrivial for T &

220 K where the peak in the KWW function becomes so
sharp (compared to the experimental energy binning) that
the straightforward calculation Sthðq;!Þ � Rqð!Þ as a

Riemann sum yields a wrong amplitude a1. Because of
the mentioned degeneracy of amplitude and time scale, this
results in a distorted h�i. We have therefore repeated the fits
with an improved fitting procedure, neglecting the errone-
ous a1 and fixing directly a2 at 0.42.

Figure 3 shows an Arrhenius plot of the mean relaxation
time h�i ¼ R

dt expð�t=�Þ� ¼ ��1�ð��1Þ� resulting
from both fitting procedures. As can be seen, the tempera-
ture dependence of the relaxation times obtained from the
standard fitting procedure resembles the results of Chen
et al. This trend is however not observed any more in the
results of the improved fitting procedure which agree well
with the structural (�-)relaxation times of water on other
proteins taken from literature (also shown). There is a good
agreement with high-T myoglobin data measured by
QENS over a wider energy range than covered here [8]
and for T & 220 K with both, NMR [34] and dielectric
spectroscopy [4] which show a smooth increase without
inflection at 220 K. The curvature of h�i in the Arrhenius

plot indicates fragile behavior according to a Vogel-
Fulcher relation, h�i ¼ h�i0 exp½TH=ðT � T0Þ�.
For low T, our h�i exceeds the resolution �!�1 ’ 2 ns

by some orders of magnitude. Still, for j@!j * 2 �eV
there are clear quasielastic wings that allow to determine
� within the chosen model with fixed parameters a2 and �.
Therefore, this analysis can be used to probe the spectral
behavior for the predicted FST discontinuity.
Whereas our first analysis, using the standard fitting

procedure, reproduces the results from hydrated lysozyme
[10]—the basis for the postulated FST at 220 K—we can
rule out any discontinuity at this temperature using the
improved fitting procedure. We suspect therefore that
also the various results backing the FST are affected by
the problems of the standard fitting procedure: In the
power-law regime !� � 1, fitted h�i are meaningful
only if the amplitude a2 has been fixed at a physically
reasonable value. In the FST reports, the amplitude, if
mentioned at all, is just called a scaling constant [17].
The fitted h�iðTÞ are therefore possibly distorted by an
uncontrolled drift of a2ðTÞ. This could explain why the
crossover temperature TL varies with pressure, while the
crossover time appears constant [13].
Below approximately 200 K, the relaxation times ex-

tracted from our improved technique deviate slightly from
the Vogel-Fulcher relation. Being orders of magnitude
above the instrumental resolution, a detailed discussion
of this effect seems inadequate. If it were real, one could
attribute it to the onset of the glass transition which is
known to be about 30 K broad [4,35]. The observed process
would then no longer be the isotropic � relaxation [34].
In contrast to the kink in h�i, the kink in the observed

elastic scattering intensity Sðq; j!j & �!Þ is an undisput-
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FIG. 3. Average relaxation times h�i versus reciprocal tem-
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200 K with fixed Tg ¼ 170 K, yielding h�i0 ¼ 6:5� 10�13 s,
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able experimental fact. Figure 2(b) shows that observations
at SPHERES (D-CPC) and HFBS (lysozyme [10]) almost
coincide below 240 K. The difference at higher T can be
explained by our use of deuterated CPC, which reduces the
relative contribution of the protein.

The expected elastic scattering is

Sexpðq; 0Þ ¼
Z

d!Sthðq;!ÞRqð�!Þ

¼ fq

�
a1Rqð0Þ þ ð1� a1Þ

Z 1

0

dt

�
e�ðt=�Þ� ~RqðtÞ

�

(2)

with ~RqðtÞ ¼
R
d! cosð!tÞRqð!Þ. Indeed, the low-T data

are perfectly reproduced by Eq. (2) using the values from
the Vogel-Fulcher relation for h�i. This confirms the long
established explanation of the protein dynamic transition
as a time-scale dependent glass transition: When ��1 ex-
ceeds the instrumental resolution �!, then the central part
of the KWW spectrum starts to broaden so that Sðq; j!j &
�!Þ falls below fq.

This is further corroborated by elastic scattering (q ¼
1:4 �A�1) from hydrated myoglobin on the thermal neutron
backscattering spectrometer IN13 [5]. Its resolution width
2@�! ¼ 8 �eV is an order of magnitude larger than that
of HFBS or SPHERES, and the kink in Sðq; j!j & �!Þ is
observed accordingly at a higher temperature, namely, the
often reported T� ’ 240 K.

Previous QENS experiments were motivated by the hope
that hydration layers would provide an opportunity to study
water in a deeply supercooled state that is not accessible in
the bulk. However, thin hydration layers seem to be quali-
tatively different from bulk water [21]. This view is also
supported by literature data of the thermal expansion co-
efficient �P of lysozyme hydration water [Fig. 2(c)]. In
concentrated solution, �P is nearly T independent and
much larger than the bulk value [36]. In hydrated powder,
�P is estimated from the O-H stretching frequency of
water, which varies with the average H bond length. A
striking step is found near 170 K, induced by the softening
of the O-H–O hydrogen bond network [3]. No anomaly is
observed at TL ’ 220 K.

All observations agree, however, with a glass transition
of the hydration shell and a dynamic onset temperature T�,
which varies with the probe frequency [Fig. 2(b)]. The
different values of �P for bulk and hydration water could
indicate that the protein acts as a patch-breaker [37],
suppressing critical fluctuations present in bulk water.
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In this publication, the author conceived the experiments and prepared the samples.
The measurements were performed either by himself, together with students in the frame
of teaching activities, or by Humphrey Morhenn. He performed the data evaluation and
explained the mechanism behind the fit artefacts that he had got to know in the course
of another publication [C]. He interpreted the results and wrote the publication.

The line width σ of the narrow component of a fit to quasielastic neutron scattering
data, assigned to the long-range component, had previously been found to level off at
small widths [B]. In this publication, it was shown that this effect is due to the same fit
artifacts discussed elsewhere [C]. Although in this case a normal Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm is used for fitting, the artifact influences the results of a Monte Carlo fit [G, H]
the same.

After taking measures to avoid the fit artifacts, is can be seen that the line widths
do not level off at small values, on the observation time of about 60 ps, a confinement
of the molecules is therefore not visible – neither above nor below the main phase
transition of the phospholipid. This was interpreted as the consequence of relatively large
lateral displacements caused by sloppy modes which are proposed to be connected to the
dynamical heterogeneities that are visible above the main phase transition [E].

Copyright 2011 by the Institute of Physics (IOP).
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Abstract
Quasi-elastic neutron scattering is a powerful tool for the study of non-periodic motions in
condensed matter, as a detailed line shape analysis can give information about the geometry and
rate of the scatterers’ displacements. Unfortunately, there are also a number of artefacts which
can masquerade as signatures of motions and can therefore lead to erroneous results. Their
influence on the evaluation of the motions of the phospholipid dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine
(DMPC) is discussed. On a 60 ps timescale, the long-range motion of the molecules has a
flow-like character with similar velocities above and below the main phase transition. It is
proposed that the concepts of dynamical heterogeneities and ‘floppy modes’ developed in glass
physics provide a framework for explaining the observed behaviour.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Recently, a quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) exper-
iment on the fully hydrated phospholipid dimyristoylphos-
phatidylcholine (DMPC) was published [1]. It corroborated
collective flow-like motions as a novel view of the long-range
motion of phospholipid molecules that had been put forward
on the basis of molecular dynamics simulations [2]. A fit to
the data showed that the component which was assigned to the
long-range flow-like motion of the molecules levelled off at
temperatures below the main phase transition (24 ◦C) and low
values of Q as shown in figure 1. This was discussed as a sign
of a confinement of the molecules during the 60 ps observation
time in a cage of their neighbours—or an artefact [1, 3, 4].

The macroscopic diffusion of phospholipid molecules is
known to decrease by about one order of magnitude when the
membrane is cooled below the main phase transition [5]. In
contrast, the high-Q part of the broadening caused by the long-
range motion shown in figure 1 decreases much less. The

confinement length that was extracted from the position of
the deviation of the linear behaviour at low Q to about 9 Å
coincides quite well with the molecular repeating distance in
the membrane. This made a flow-like motion of the single
molecules until they hit the cage of the neighbouring molecules
seem reasonable.

However, it was already speculated there that this might
be an artefact, as the broadening is very small compared to
the instrumental resolution. A caging effect should also not
only cause a plateau of the quasi-elastic broadening but also
simultaneously cause an emerging elastic δ(ω) component
which was not observed. On a physical level, it is not clear why
the flow-like, collective motions of the molecules, together
with their caging neighbours above the phase transition, should
persist at low temperatures for the single molecules within the
cages.

The present contribution aims to clarify the picture of the
motions of phospholipid molecules on a 60 ps timescale below
the main phase transition. The two likely artefacts that could

0953-8984/11/254205+11$33.00 © 2011 IOP Publishing Ltd Printed in the UK & the USA1
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Figure 1. Width of the narrow Gaussian line of a three-component fit
to the spectra of the fully hydrated phospholipid
dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC), very similar to the results
published before in [1] where it was speculated that the levelling off
of the widths at low temperatures and small Q could either be a
signature of confinement of the molecules or an artefact. The
distance between two data points in the spectra, δE = 10 μeV, is
indicated in the figure. The energy resolution is about 60 μeV,
corresponding to an observation time of about 60 ps. The solid lines
are fits to the filled points in the medium-Q region.

simulate the observed plateau of the broadening at low Q are
studied: multiple scattering and fitting artefacts.

Only two years after the collection of the first neutron
diffraction patterns ever in 1946 [6], multiple scattering
was identified as the source of a spurious background
contribution [7]. A few years later, efforts to treat
multiple scattering (semi-)analytically began [8–11] and later
complemented with Monte Carlo simulations [12–19].

However, still by far most quasi-elastic neutron scattering
experiments study samples with very high transmission, in
order to be able to neglect rather than correct multiple
scattering. The transmission needed to justify this neglect is
not agreed on in the literature—some authors feel safe with
samples with a transmission of 99% [20], most adjust their
samples to achieve a transmission of about 90% [21, 22], while
others still feel comfortable with samples with a transmission
as low as 70% [23].

It is also often unclear what to expect from uncorrected
multiple scattering. An artificial broadening due to multiple
scattering was, for example, assumed to yield a diffusion
coefficient that was higher [24] than the generally accepted
value [25, 26]. Others suggested that this broadening results
in a Q dependence of the linewidth as shown in figure 1 which
is normally interpreted as confined diffusion [4]. Offsets of the
linewidth and the elastic incoherent structure factor (EISF) are
also often observed [1, 11, 27, 28], some of which were shown
to be due to multiple scattering.

Whereas the neutron scattering community is well aware
of the problem of multiple scattering, fitting artefacts are
widely ignored, which can lead to erroneous results: one
crucial step is the numerical convolution of the theoretical
fit function with the measured instrumental resolution [29].

The instrumental resolution gets more important as neutron
spectroscopy is employed for the study of very slow motions
because the line broadening caused by the sample gets small.

It is even sometimes said that the instrumental resolution
should be seen as a lower limit for the detectable broadening.
However, while this is a valid rule of thumb for localized
motions, many measurements of long-range motions which
cause a broadening of the whole line are done below this limit:
from neutron scattering studies of diffusion in water [30] over
proteins [28] to metallic liquids [31] or x-ray scattering studies
of glass formers [32].

In the following, a short repetition of the basic
assumptions of neutron scattering data evaluation is presented,
highlighting the points where multiple scattering and fit
artefacts come into play. After giving a description of the
systems studied, the effects of multiple scattering and the
point density used for the fit are described generally enough
to be useful also for other experiments. The consequences
for the evaluation of long-range and localized motions are
presented and, with this knowledge, a coherent picture for the
phospholipid dynamics is proposed.

2. Concepts of QENS data evaluation

The evaluation of QENS data relies vitally on the fact that
the recorded number of neutrons as a function of solid angle
and energy transfer, the double-differential cross section, can
be transformed into the scattering functions Sexp

coh,inc(Q, ω)

via [33–35](
d2σ

dω d�

)
= Nσcoh

4π

k f

ki
Sexp

coh(Q, ω) + Nσinc

4π

k f

ki
Sexp

inc (Q, ω).

(1)
In this relation, it is assumed that a monochromatic beam
of neutrons was scattered at most once in the sample and
that the scattering lengths of the atoms do not correlate with
their positions. It is often further simplified by neglecting the
coherent scattering contributions of hydrogen-rich samples and
using only the absolute value of the scattering vector, Q, for
powder samples.

In order to account for the non-perfect monochromaticity
of the incident neutron beam and the finite energy resolution
of the spectrometer, the experimentally obtained scattering
function Sexp

inc (Q, ω) is understood as the convolution of the
instrumental resolution function R(Q, ω) with the theoretical
scattering function Stheo

inc (Q, ω):

Sexp
inc (Q, ω) = Stheo

inc (Q, ω) ⊗ R(Q, ω). (2)

For the analysis of QENS data, this convolution is carried out
only in the energy direction. As the real resolution of the
spectrometer does not strictly follow an analytical function, the
integral form of this convolution

Sexp
inc (Q, ω) =

∫ ∞

−∞
Stheo

inc (Q, ω′) · R(Q, ω − ω′) dω′ (3)

is mostly replaced by the discrete equivalent

Sexp
inc (Q, ωn) =

N∑
m=1

Stheo
inc (Q, ωm) · R(Q, ωn − ωm) · δω (4)
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Figure 2. Molecular structure of DMPC.

where N is the total number of points of a spectrum in the
energy direction and δω the width of a bin.

The relevant motions of the scatterers are then assumed to
be independent of each other so that the scattering function can
be approximated as composed of e.g. translational, rotational,
and vibrational contributions [36]:

Stheo
inc (Q, ω) = Strans

inc (Q, ω) ⊗ Srot
inc(Q, ω) ⊗ Svib

inc (Q, ω). (5)

The amount of physics and approximations contained
in these equations is so overwhelming that it seems safe to
postulate that by far most neutron scatterers (including the
authors) settle for using these approximations after following
the calculations a few times.

In this contribution, we discuss the influence of two of
these steps: (a) the assumption that all detected neutrons were
scattered only once in the sample and (b) the consideration of
the limited instrumental resolution by the discrete convolution
of the theoretical scattering function with an experimentally
obtained instrumental resolution function.

3. Experimental details

3.1. Materials

A vanadium hollow cylinder standard with an outer radius
11.75 mm and wall thickness 0.6 mm was measured at 20 ◦C.
The transmission was calculated by numerical integration
of the path length of the neutrons through the scatterer in
transmission geometry and assuming an exponential decay of
the neutron intensity in the medium [37] to 93%.

For all samples, hollow cylindrical aluminium sample
containers [38, 39] with an inner radius of the outer aluminium
layer of 11.25 mm and varying radii of the inner aluminium
layer were used. The choice of the insert determined the gap
size and therefore the sample layer thickness.

The phospholipid dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine
(DMPC; see figure 2) was obtained from Lipoid GmbH,
Ludwigshafen (Germany), and used as received. It was
hydrated at 40 ◦C via the gas phase with D2O 99.90% from
Euriso-Top, Gif-sur-Yvette (France), for at least 48 h until a
clear phase formed. Subsequently, further D2O was added
up to 50 wt% to ensure full hydration during the whole
experiment. With a gap size of 0.2 mm, a calculated
transmission of 85% was obtained. The measurements were
performed at 10, 20, 30, and 40 ◦C. Also pure D2O was
measured at these temperatures.

Pure H2O, already used previously for multiple-scattering
studies [40, 41], was taken from a Barnstead EASYpure II

ultrapure water system with a resistivity of ρ � 18.2 M� cm
and filled into the sample containers with gap sizes of 0.1, 0.2,
0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 mm. These samples have calculated
transmissions of 85%, 72%, 62%, 46%, 23%, 6.4%, and 2.2%,
respectively; the mean free path length of a neutron in H2O is
about 2 mm. The measurements were performed at 20 ◦C.

3.2. Measurements and data treatment

All experiments were performed at the cold neutron time-
of-flight spectrometer TOFTOF [42, 43] at the Forschungs-
Neutronenquelle Heinz Maier-Leibnitz (FRM II), Garching
bei München, Germany. The spectrometer is equipped with
detectors in an angular range from 7.5◦ to 140◦.

An incident neutron wavelength of 6 Å was used, hereby
giving for quasi-elastic scattering access to Q values from 0.3
to 1.8 Å

−1
. The maximal momentum transfer of elastically

scattered neutrons at this wavelength is h̄ · 2.1 Å
−1

for
backscattered neutrons. An instrumental resolution of about
60 μeV (full width at half-maximum) was reached with a
chopper rotation speed of 12 000 rpm which required a frame
overlap ratio of 4. The corresponding observation time is about
60 ps [44].

Today’s normal way of histogramming the data online
during the experiment adds a restriction to the rebinning of the
data. The online histogramming was done using 1024 time
channels, resulting in a width of about 7.5 μeV of the bins at
zero energy transfer. These data points were then rebinned into
bins with a constant step in energy of δE = 10 μeV during
data reduction into slices of constant Q. Additionally, the
phospholipid was also measured with an online histogramming
into 4096 time channels, resulting in a width of about 1.9 μeV
at zero energy transfer and a constant step of δE = 2 μeV after
rebinning.

The data were normalized to the scattering of the
vanadium standard to correct for different detector efficiencies.
An empty can measurement was subtracted from all
measurements and the D2O spectra were subtracted pro-
rata from the ones of the phospholipid at the corresponding
temperatures. The obtained spectra were not normalized to the
amount of sample in the beam or the total scattered intensity.

Diffraction patterns dσ/d�(2θ) were obtained by
integrating the double-differential cross section over all
energies. Spectra were obtained by regrouping the data into
slices of constant Q [37]. In energy, the spectra were evaluated
in the region of 	E = h̄ω from −1 to +1 meV where positive
values for the energy transfer denote an energy gain of the
neutron during the scattering process(es).

The fits of the theoretically calculated scattering functions
Stheo

inc (Q, ω) to the measured ones Sexp
inc (Q, ω) were numerically

convolved with the instrumental resolution R(Q, ω) as
determined by the measurement of the vanadium hollow
cylinder standard.

In order to enhance the visibility of the inelastic part of the
spectrum, a representation as the imaginary part of the dynamic
susceptibility is also shown; the transformation was performed
using

χ ′′(Q, ω) = Sexp
inc (Q, ω)/n(ω) (6)

3
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where the scattering functions are divided by the Bose
occupation factor

n(ω) = 1/(exp[h̄ω/(kBT )] − 1). (7)

Intermediate scattering functions I exp
inc (Q, t) were obtained

via the cosine Fourier transform of the energy spectra and
subsequent division of the sample data by the instrumental
resolution as determined by the vanadium measurement.
Again, the data were not normalized to I exp

inc (Q, t = 0) = 1.
Instead, an overall scaling factor a was included into the fitting
function.

3.3. Fitting models

The data for the phospholipid were fitted with a convolution
of a Gaussian for the long-range flow-like motion with two
localized diffusive contributions, each of the form

Stheo
inc (Q, ω) = A0(Q) · δ(ω) + (1 − A0(Q)) · L(�broad(Q), ω)

(8)
where L denotes a Lorentzian

L(�(Q), ω) = �(Q)/π

�(Q)2 + ω2
. (9)

The different localized contributions were assigned to the
motions of the atoms in the head and tail groups [1]. The
Gaussian then captures only the long-range motion of the
whole molecule. The Gaussian line shape with a linewidth of

σ(Q) = v · Q (10)

results from the assumption of flow motions with Maxwell–
Boltzmann distributed flow velocities around the most likely
velocity v [1].

The spectra of H2O were fitted with a common function
in quasi-elastic neutron scattering, the sum of two Lorentzians
which is motivated [44] by the convolution of a long-range
diffusive motion

Stheo
inc (Q, ω) = L(�narrow(Q), ω), (11)

with a localized motion (8). With a scaling prefactor a
accounting for the scattering power of the sample, this yields

Stheo
inc (Q, ω) = a · L(�narrow(Q), ω) ⊗ [A0(Q) · δ(ω)

+ (1 − A0(Q)) · L(�broad(Q), ω)]
= a · A0(Q) · L(�(Q)narrow, ω)

+ a · (1 − A0(Q)) · L(�(Q)narrow + �(Q)broad, ω). (12)

A specific model for the localized motion, giving an expression
for A0(Q) as used in previous works [30], was avoided because
of the distortion by multiple scattering [1, 17, 36].

For the evaluation of the intermediate scattering function,
another fit function will be used which is also very common for
the evaluation of QENS data: a stretched exponential,

I theo
inc (Q, t) = a exp[−(t/τ)β]. (13)

The alternative, a sum of two exponential decays, gives results
very similar to the ones obtained from the fit of the scattering
function with two Lorentzians, as one would expect [45, 46].
The resulting relaxation time is shown as the mean relaxation
time 〈τ 〉 = τ�(β−1)β−1 where � is the Gamma function,
reducing the dependence of τ on β [17, 29].

4. Results

4.1. Multiple scattering

This section is organized as follows. After looking qualitatively
at the data and their distortion caused by multiple scattering,
the two most common methods for the quantitative evaluation
of QENS data will be presented: fits of a sum of Lorentzians
to the scattering function Sexp

inc (Q, ω) and the fit of a stretched
exponential to the intermediate scattering function I exp

inc (Q, t).

4.1.1. The angular dependence of the scattered intensity. The
algorithm of Paalman and Pings [47] was used to calculate
the path lengths of the neutrons through the samples as a
function of the scattering angle. Using the average scattering
cross section, the probabilities for them to be scattered were
determined from this length [37]. Only those neutrons which
were scattered exactly once were considered to be detected. To
facilitate comparability with the measured data, the resulting
differential scattering cross sections were scaled with a factor
that was chosen such that the calculated integral scattering
cross section in the angular range covered is equal to the
measured one for the 0.1 mm sample; see figure 3(a).

The energy-integrated scattering cross section, the
diffraction pattern that one would measure at a standard
diffraction instrument, is shown in figure 3(b). Several
differences from the calculated one are visible. (a) The
scattered amount of neutrons is much higher than expected
from the calculation because double-scattered neutrons are not
actually lost. (b) Increasing the thickness of the water layer
generally also increases the scattered intensity. This increase
is, however, very small for the thick samples—the 3.0 mm
sample scatters hardly more, at small scattering angles even
less than for the 2.0 mm sample. (c) The angular variation
of the scattered intensity is lower than expected from the
calculation.

The elastically scattered intensity determined by integra-
tion of an energy range of ±60 μeV is shown in figure 3(c).
It can easily be seen that the amount of elastically scattered
neutrons does not scale linearly with the amount of sample—
the thickest sample even scatters fewer neutrons elastically
than the thinnest at low angles.

4.1.2. Intensity redistribution in (Q, ω)-space. Comparing
the scattering function Sexp

inc (Q, ω) of the thinnest and the
thickest sample in figure 4(a), it becomes clear that the elastic
signal of the 3.0 mm measurement depends much less on
Q than that of the 0.1 mm measurement, in agreement with
figure 3(c). At higher energy transfers, the 3.0 mm sample
has up to one order of magnitude more signal than the
0.1 mm measurement. This artificial gain in intensity distorts
the dynamical susceptibility even more than the scattering
function.

To look closer at the redistribution of the scattered
intensity in the quasi-elastic region, the double-differential
scattering cross section of the 3.0 mm measurement and that
of the 0.1 mm measurement were independently normalized
to the same total scattering cross section in the dynamical
range. The data for the 3.0 mm measurement were then
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Figure 3. From left to right: (a) calculated angular dependence of the differential cross section of H2O, caused only by single-scattered
neutrons; (b) measured angular dependence of the differential cross section of H2O; (c) measured angular dependence of the elastic part of the
scattering function of H2O.

Figure 4. From left to right: (a) the scattering function Sexp
inc (Q, ω) as well as the imaginary part of the dynamical susceptibility χ ′′(Q, ω) for

two H2O samples (0.1 and 3.0 mm sample layer thickness) and values of Q from 0.4 to 10.0 Å
−1

in steps of 0.2 Å
−1

; due to the dynamical
range of the spectrometer, the data at low Q do not reach high energy transfers and vice versa; (b) the ratio of the normalized
double-differential cross sections of the 3.0 mm measurement and the 0.1 mm measurement; (c) the same as for (b) but after conversion from
scattering angle 2θ to Q.

divided by the ones for the 0.1 mm measurement. The result
is shown as a function of energy transfer and scattering angle
in figure 4(b) and also as a function of energy transfer and Q
in figure 4(c). Values smaller than 100 designate areas where
multiple scattering caused a loss of intensity, values bigger than
100 those where additional, multiply scattered neutrons were
detected.

The pattern shows a slight asymmetry with respect to
the energy transfer. The lower intensity observed on the
neutron energy loss side was attributed to the higher absorption
probability for slower neutrons.

At low scattering angles, the signal of the 0.1 mm
measurement decreases more rapidly as a function of energy
transfer than the signal of the 3.0 mm measurement which is
more smeared out; cf figure 4(a). This leads to the high relative
intensity at low scattering angles and large energy transfers.
With increasing scattering angle, the shapes of the scattering
functions become more similar to each other.

4.1.3. Evaluation of the scattering function with two
Lorentzians. In the fit with two Lorentzians (12), the
properties of the narrow and the broad one, corresponding to
long-range and localized motions, respectively, are discussed
in the following.

The arguably most important observation in the measure-
ments presented is shown in figures 5(a) and (b): the linewidth

of the narrow Lorentzian is largely unaffected by multiple
scattering. This means that a reliable determination of the
diffusion coefficient is possible even when a massive amount
of multiple scattering is present. This will be detailed in the
discussion.

The intensity distribution between the two Lorentzians,
the EISF, follows quite well for the thin samples; the expected
Gaussian-like decrease with Q; see figure 5(c). However, it is
already visible in the 0.1 mm measurement that the EISF does
not extrapolate to 1 as Q approaches 0. This well-known sign
of multiple scattering [36] gets much stronger with increasing
sample layer thickness.

The width of the broad Lorentzian is shown in figure 5(d).
An overall trend to larger widths with increasing Q is visible,
on top of which a thicker sample size increases the width rather
independently of Q. As can be seen in figure 5(a), the data are
at large energy transfers even flatter than the fit. This means
that multiple scattering causes a very broad, background-like
contribution.

4.1.4. Evaluation of the intermediate scattering function with
a stretched exponential. The intermediate scattering function
can be fitted well with a stretched exponential as can be seen
in figure 6(a).

The prefactor, displayed in figure 6(b), is basically
the value I exp

inc (Q, t = 0), i.e. the zeroth Fourier
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Figure 5. From left to right: (a) scattering function of H2O, shown at two Q values and two sample layer thicknesses; also shown is a
vanadium measurement as a measure of the instrumental resolution and fits of the sum of two Lorentzians to the data (solid lines), and for the
two measurements at low Q, also the two components of the fit are shown (dashed lines); (b) the linewidth of the narrower of the two
Lorentzians; (c) the elastic incoherent structure factor A0; (d) the linewidth of the broader of the two Lorentzians.

Figure 6. From left to right: (a) intermediate scattering function of H2O, shown at two Q values and two sample layer thicknesses; also
shown is the fit of stretched exponentials to the data (solid lines); (b) the prefactor a; (c) the mean relaxation time multiplied by Q2; (d) the
stretching exponent β.

Figure 7. From left to right: (a) width of the narrow Gaussian line of a three-component fit to the spectra of the fully hydrated phospholipid
dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC); the levelling off of the widths at low temperatures and small Q (cf figure 1) is practically
nonexistent, the distance between two data points, δE = 2 μeV, is indicated in the figure, the energy resolution is about 60 μeV, and the solid
lines are fits to the filled points in the medium-Q region; (b) close-up view of the low-Q region of the width of the narrow Gaussian line of a
three-component fit to the spectra of DMPC, measured with different point distances; it can be clearly seen that the effect of levelling off at
small Q can be nearly completely removed by choosing a higher point density.

component, which is the area under the scattering function,∫ 1 meV
−1 meV Sexp

inc (Q, ω) dω. The limits of the integration are given
by the region where the scattering function was evaluated—
which in turn is limited by the dynamical range of the
experiment.

The mean relaxation time is influenced by multiple
scattering, both in its average value and its Q dependence. The
strongest effect can be observed in figure 6(c) at intermediate
Q (around 0.7 Å

−1
) where the apparent speed-up is most

pronounced, in agreement with Monte Carlo simulations [17].
The stretching factor is more influenced than the mean

relaxation time [14]. Stretching increases (β decreases)
systematically, most at small values of Q; cf figure 6(d).

4.2. Fitting artefacts

The width of the narrow component of the fit to the
phospholipid data with a binning of δE = 10 μeV is shown
in figure 1. The analogous fit to the data with δE = 2 μeV
yields the linewidths in figure 7(a). Also shown in both figures
are fits of straight lines to the medium-Q-range data points and
the width of the bins.

It can be seen that in the case of the coarse energy binning
shown in figure 1, the data points deviate strongly from the
linear behaviour at low Q and level off to a value of about
δE/2. With a finer energy binning, figure 7(a), they display a
much more linear behaviour.
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Figure 8. From left to right: (a) Lorentzian curves with different widths plotted double logarithmically; after a plateau, the curves become a
power law for h̄ω � �; (b) the Riemann sum over a Lorentzian as a function of its width �, shown for different values of their centres c; both
width and centre are given in units of the distance between two points at which the Lorentzians are evaluated, δE ; for � � δE/2, the Riemann
sum deviates significantly from the correct value of 1, and the direction of the deviation depends on the relative position of the centre of the
Lorentzian with respect to the points.

This is shown in detail in figure 7(b) where the fit results
for the two energy binnings are compared. The effect is
striking: the levelling off which was discussed as being either
confinement or a fit artefact [1] is clearly the latter.

5. Discussion

5.1. Evaluation of the long-range motion

Both the geometry and the rate of the long-range motion are
surprisingly little affected by multiple scattering. The rate of
the diffusion is connected to the overall value of �narrow/Q2

or 〈τ 〉 · Q2, the geometry to the dependence on Q of these
quantities.

The evaluation of the scattering function S(Q, ω) with the
sum of two Lorentzians where the narrower one accounts for
the long-range motion yields very robust parameters for the
narrow component. As can be seen in figure 5(b), only for
small Q does an increasing scattering power of the sample
correlate with an increase of the linewidth.

Of the large deviation of the measured linewidth from the
expected values for low Q shown in figure 1, up to 125%,
only a very small part can be attributed to multiple scattering:
extrapolating the 72% and 85% transmission measurements to
one with 100% transmission, we expect a deviation at small Q
of about 3%. This extrapolation is known to be not suitable
for the precise evaluation of multiple scattering [40, 41] but it
shows that the effects caused by multiple scattering are more
than one order of magnitude lower than the observed deviations
in figure 1.

In great contrast, the fitting artefacts distort the observed
geometry of the long-range motion heavily. It will be shown
in the following that a systematically too large line broadening
(or too small correlation time) is obtained.

A Lorentzian line is practically indistinguishable from a
power law for any h̄ω � �, namely (�/ω)2, as shown in
figure 8. This means that for any energy transfer bigger than �,
the fit can be shifted to bigger values of y either by increasing
the always present prefactor a or—completely equivalently—
by increasing �.

Increasing a or increasing � makes a difference only at
energy transfers smaller than �: increasing a increases the

values of y in this range whereas increasing � decreases them.
It is therefore this range which determines a and �.

The discrete convolution of the theoretical fit function
Stheo

inc (Q, ω) with the instrumental resolution R(Q, ω) is the
origin of this problem: whereas R is in the present case very
well-behaved, Stheo

inc becomes so sharply peaked as � decreases
that the evaluated values at the points near zero energy transfer
are not representative for the whole bin any more. This
is because the curvature in the centre of the Lorentzian is
−2/(π�3) and diverges therefore for � → 0.

The consequence is that the integral convolution in (3)
cannot be substituted by the discrete convolution (4) any
more: whereas the integral under the Lorentzian is unity
independently of �, the Riemann sum deviates very strongly
when the linewidth is smaller than about half of the distance
between two evaluated points, � � δE/2.

It will be shown in the following that the systematically
too large fit value for the linewidth does not depend on the
direction of this deviation in the critical cases discussed here
(� ≈ 1 μeV, δE = 10 μeV):

(a) If the sum is calculated as too big (the centre of the
Lorentzian is close to a measured point), the central points
are mistakenly calculated as too high. Only the central
point which is evaluated at the centre of the Lorentzian is
in the plateau region of the Lorentzian.

(a.1) The fit can increase � and thereby lower the
central points through both the natural decrease
(figure 8(a)) and the better calculation (figure 8(b)).
Simultaneously, the function values in the wings of
the Lorentzian will increase (figure 8(a)) which will
be compensated by a smaller value for the prefactor
a, making only a small counter-contribution to lower
the central points.

(a.2) The fit could alternatively decrease the prefactor to
get the central points down. This leads to a fit
curve that is systematically below the data points at
large energy transfers—it will be shifted upwards by
increasing �.

(b) If the sum is calculated as too small (the centre of the
Lorentzian is close to the middle in between two measured
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points), the central points are mistakenly calculated as too
low. The points which are evaluated close to the centre of
the Lorentzian are already in the power law wing region
of the Lorentzian.

(b.1) The fit can increase � and hereby increase the
central points through both the natural increase
(figure 8(a)) and the better calculation (figure 8(b)).
Simultaneously, the function values in the wings of
the Lorentzian will increase (figure 8(a)) which will
be compensated by a smaller value for the prefactor a
which cannot compensate the increase caused by the
better calculation though.

(b.2) The fit could alternatively increase the prefactor to get
the central points up. This leads to a fit curve that is
systematically above the data points at large energy
transfers—it would need to be shifted downwards by
decreasing �. However, this would yield even lower
central points (figure 8(b)) and is therefore not an
option for the fit.

In conclusion, the fit will always yield a linewidth � that
is too broad if � � δE/2. In the example of the phospholipid
measurements shown in figures 1 and 7, the deviation from
a linear behaviour at small Q is decreased from 125% (in
figure 1) to about 30% (in figure 7) by choosing a smaller
energy step between measured points.

This 30% deviation might very well be due to the
background in the resolution measurement, caused by the
instrument and phonons in the vanadium. Comparing the
fits using a convolution with the instrumental resolution
as determined by a vanadium measurement at temperatures
between 4 and 300 K as well as Gaussians with flat
background, the fitted values differed by this order of
magnitude without showing clear trends. This will be studied
in more detail and presented in a forthcoming publication.

5.2. Evaluation of the localized motions

The evaluation of the localized motions in the two-component
fit of the scattering function is influenced in both rate and
geometry. This is because the multiply scattered neutrons
obtain relatively large energy transfers, yielding a nearly flat
background in the energy direction. With an increasing amount
of multiple scattering, this background increases. The broad
Lorentzian which accounts for localized motions therefore
broadens and gets more intensity.

The geometry is increasingly hard to evaluate from
the EISF as it does not approach 1 for small momentum
transfers any more. It seems to be the most sensitive
indicator for multiple scattering. Including an arbitrary scaling
factor in the definition of the EISF as done previously [1]
makes an approximate evaluation possible at reasonable
transmissions [17].

In the following, we will try to explain the effects
of multiple scattering with simple phase space arguments,
assuming for the calculation of Q that the neutron does not
change its energy in a scattering process and neglecting the
geometry of the sample [48]. Knowing that the spectrum
of multiply scattered neutrons is essentially a convolution

of the double-differential cross section with itself for every
scattering process [12], and that double scattering is the most
probable multiple-scattering event [49], the Q values of the
two scattering events are the interesting quantities. The width
of the observed scattering function will then be approximately
the sum of those of the two single-scattering processes.

Using Monte Carlo simulations [17], it was determined
that the probability distribution of the scattering angles
of the single-scattering processes is—independent of the
total scattering angle—nearly triangular with a maximum
probability of 90◦, corresponding to a Q already of 0.71Qmax

(elastic), in this case 1.5 Å
−1

. A similar assessment has also
been used elsewhere [50]. Half of the neutrons will be scattered
with a larger Q and result in a very broad line contributed by
the multiply scattered neutrons.

The upper limit for the values of Q that can possibly
participate in a double-scattering event is given by the
wavelength of the neutrons: Qmax

1,2 = 4π/λ. The lower limit for
Q1,2 seen from a given Qtot can be deduced from figure 9(a)
where the vectorial momentum transfer of the first scattering
process is denoted as Q1, that of the second as Q2, and the total
(observed) as Qtot = Q1 + Q2. This means, for the absolute
values, Q1 + Q2 � Qtot. The distribution of possible Q values
in the scattering process and therefore of relaxation times is
therefore largest at small Qtot (cf figure 6(d)).

The shift with regard to the scattering angle and the
cut-off of Q resulting from the choice of the wavelength
of the incoming neutrons brings about the change of
this wavelength influencing multiple scattering not only
for coherently scattering samples [10, 15–17] but also for
incoherently scattering samples [17, 49], although to a smaller
extent.

To understand the resulting linewidth, one needs the
conditional probability for the two scattering events given
some Qtot. We have calculated the mean Q2 after a given Q1 as
follows (cf figure 9(a)): the probability for a certain (Q1, Q2)
combination is directly proportional to the number of allowed
(Q1,Q2) combinations, weighted with the corresponding solid
angles.

The probability of having an event with a certain Q1,2 is
inversely proportional to the surface of a sphere with radius
Q1,2, 1/(4π Q2

1,2). Multiplying these two probabilities gives
the one for reaching a certain Qtot via a given point of
connection of Q1 and Q2. Each of the two scattering events
has to be multiplied with the solid angle accessible with a given
scattering angle, sin(2θ1,2)/λ.

As all connection points which satisfy Q1,2 � Qmax can
be used equivalently, this probability has to be multiplied with
the circumference l of the circle around Qtot,

l = π

Qtot
· Re{[−(Qtot − Q1 − Q2) · (Qtot − Q1

+ Q2)(Qtot + Q1 − Q2) · (Qtot + Q1 + Q2)]1/2}, (14)

where Re denotes the real part of the argument.
The result, symmetrical in Q1 and Q2, is displayed in

figure 9(b). It can be seen that even if one scattering process
already has Q1 = Qtot, the other scattering process still has a
nonzero Q2. Two limiting behaviours can be observed: on the
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Figure 9. From left to right: (a) two scattering processes, denoted with subscripts 1 and 2, with their respective scattering vectors Q1 and Q2

combine to a total scattering process with Qtot; the black dash–dotted lines denote the external borders in between which a point of connection
between the two scattering events must be such that the given Qtot can be reached with two quasi-elastic scattering processes, the red dashed
line is a section of the sphere on which Q′

1 may end and the paper plane—note that only points on this sphere which are within the black
dash–dotted line can contribute to the scattering process shown—and the blue dotted line shows the projection of the circle (which is
perpendicular to the paper plane) on which the point of connection between the two Q′′ can revolve; (b) mean Q2 for a given combination of
Q1 and Qtot.

one hand, for Q1 and Qtot � 1.0 Å
−1

, the mean Q2 depends
basically only on |Qtot − Q1| and is never less than about
1.0 Å

−1
. On the other hand, for Q1 and Qtot � 1.0 Å

−1
, we

observe Q2 ≈ max(Q1, Qtot). Scattering events where the
second scattering process has a very small Q compared to Q1

and Qtot, i.e. broadening the signal only slightly, are very rare.
This causes the distinctness between the signal and the much
broader contribution of multiply scattered neutrons.

5.3. Phospholipid motions

It is clear that the long-range motion extracted from a
measurement with an observation time of 60 ps is not the
macroscopic long-range motion. This manifests for example in
a higher velocity [1] and lower influence of additives [51] than
observed macroscopically. Although the molecule travelled
only a distance of about 1 Å [1] during this short time,
the interactions with the neighbours, the cage, are already
established. The observed flow-like motion is not the initial
phase of free flight before the molecule experiences the
presence of the surrounding neighbours. This is evidenced by
both the clear existence of localized (caged) motions and the
small flow velocity which is nearly three orders of magnitude
below the thermal expectation value [1].

As shown in the present contribution, the neutron
scattering data show no significant evidence for a restriction
of the flow-like long-range motion to a cage within the
observation time—above and below the main phase transition.

We explain this with ‘floppy modes’: the molecules are
pushed around by density fluctuations resembling longitudinal
acoustic phonons in crystals. Below the phase transition, a
restoring force will eventually push them back to the original
place. Due to the ‘floppiness’ of the material, the molecules
travel more than the 1 Å during which the experiment follows
them before the restoring force gets big enough to restrict their
motion. Therefore, this effect does not leave a trace in the data.
Above the phase transition, the molecules are transported by
many short subsequent uncorrelated flow events.

These low-frequency ‘floppy modes’ are known from
disordered colloidal crystals [52], colloidal glass formers,

and supercooled liquids, and signal the onset of macroscopic
elasticity [53]. Phospholipid membranes also exhibit elasticity
above and below the main phase transition [54] and the
observed flow patterns [2] resemble very much dynamical
heterogeneities [51], a hallmark of glassy dynamics, which
were again suggested to be linked with the ‘floppy modes’ [55].

The reason that the dynamics of phospholipids resembles
dense, supercooled systems so much is probably the very high
density in the head group area of the phospholipids [51]. This
similarity has proven to be extremely useful already, in the
past, when the free volume theory developed for glasses [56]
was adapted to membranes [57, 58]. Transposing the newer
concepts developed in glass physics, dynamical heterogeneities
and ‘floppy modes’ to phospholipid membranes not only seems
relevant but also can explain the observed features effortlessly.

6. Summary and conclusions

The molecular motion of the phospholipid DMPC was studied
below and above the main phase transition on a timescale of
about 60 ps, taking the influence of multiple scattering and fit
artefacts into particular consideration.

Multiple scattering was shown to be only a minor nuisance
for the determination of the long-range motion of an incoherent
scatterer. As an example, H2O samples with transmissions
between 85% and as low as 2% were studied. The multiply
scattered neutrons are lost in the elastic region of the signal
and create a background which is a very broad line in energy
space. In a multicomponent analysis, they affect therefore
only the evaluation of localized motions. This, together
with the excellent agreement of the results with Monte Carlo
simulations, shows that one could more often dare to use
strongly scattering samples for quasi-elastic measurements.

The fit of a theoretical scattering function to measured
data after numerical convolution with a measured resolution
function can give erroneous results. A delicate combination
of correlated fitting parameters and a discretization problem
during the convolution with the measured instrumental
resolution causes an error in an unexpected place: the
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linewidth. Analysing the data with different bin widths should
give indications if this problem is present. The lower limit for
the bin width is often given by the online histogramming of the
neutrons during the experiment—a complete event recording
of the detected neutrons, in principle possible, would remove
this limitation.

Flow-like motions of the phospholipid molecules bear a
striking resemblance to dynamical heterogeneities above the
main phase transition and to ‘floppy modes’ below. The
confinement of the molecules below the main phase transition
is not visible in the long-range component of the fit due to the
short observation time of the experiment. It seems that the
description of motions in the phospholipid membrane could
profit greatly from transferring the up-to-date concepts used
in glass physics.
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The influence of additives on the molecular dynamics of the phospholipid dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine
(DMPC) in its fully hydrated liquid crystalline phase was studied. Quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS) was
used to detect motions with dimensions of some Ångstroms on two different time scales, namely 60 ps and
900 ps. The effects of myristic acid, farnesol, cholesterol, and sodium glycocholate could consistently be
explained on the basis of collective, flow-like motions of the phospholipid molecules. The influence of the
additives on these motions was explained by packing effects, corresponding to the reduction of free volume.
Cholesterol was found to decrease the mobility of DMPC seen on the 900 ps time scale with increasing
cholesterol content. In contrast, all other studied additives have no significant effect on the mobility.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The dynamics in phospholipid membranes connects to a variety of
topical questions, ranging from the function of cell membranes [1] to
the design of food products [2] or drug delivery systems [3,4]. While
additives are used to control the mobility accurately in the cell
membrane by the organism to ensure proper functioning, they are
regarded as a tool to adjust fundamental properties like storage
stability and drug release in pharmaceutical technology. Due to this
importance, the motions in phospholipid membranes have been
studied with a variety of techniques for more than 20 years—with and
without additives.

For pure phospholipids, it was found that the dynamics is much
faster on a picosecond time scale as observed with quasielastic
neutron scattering (QENS) than withmore macroscopic techniques as
e.g. fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP). This was
explained with the free volume model [5] which states that the two
techniques observe different processes. It was assumed that the fast
motion which is observed by QENS corresponds to the rattling of the
molecules in a cage of their neighbors from which they escape from
time to time into an opening void due to thermal fluctuations. This

hopping process from void to void was then thought to be the
fundamental step of the slow long-range motion measured by FRAP.

To date, evidence accumulates that this microscopic picture is not
correct [6,7]. The hopping motions which were proposed as transition
from the fast short-time dynamics to the slow long-time dynamics
were never observed. Instead, it seems that relaxation in the
membrane takes place through cooperative processes [8]. The
molecules perform flow-like motions together with their neighbors,
taking the cage of neighboring molecules with them [6].

These flow-like motions have so far not been detected with
macroscopic techniques such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), or FRAP which means
that the motion, i.e. the mean squared displacement (msd), of a single
molecule becomes diffusion-like on a sub-millisecond time scale. This
does not conflict with a decay of the correlation betweenmolecules on
a microsecond time scale [9], which only requires that the mean-
squared displacement of neighbouring molecules become diffusion-
like in a correlated manner. This would for example be the case if a
patch of neighboring molecules participates in several flow events in
random directions: even if the molecules in the patch itself stay
correlated among each other, the trajectory of eachmolecule becomes
diffusive.

The collective relaxations seem to be closely related to dynamic
heterogeneities [10–12] observed in simple liquids, colloids, and other
systems [13–19]. To demonstrate this similarity, we have performed a
state-of-the art molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of a canonical
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(NVT) ensemble of a 2D-Lennard–Jones liquid, following previous
studies [20]. The 1024 particles were distributed inside a square 2D-
box of 25.237 nm side length and equilibrated for 106 time steps,
corresponding to 1 ns, followed by a 100 ps production run. The
Lennard–Jones potential between two particles i and j located at a
distance rij from each other is given by

VL−J rij
� �

= 4�ij
σij

rij

 !12

−
σij

rij

 !6" #
ð1Þ

The parameter σij=0.7 nm was chosen inspired by phospholipid
molecules [21,22] and ij=5.0 kJ/mol close to the thermal kinetic
energy of particles in a two dimensional system to be in the fluid
phase. Periodic boundary conditions were applied and a Berendsen
temperature coupling with time constant of 50 fs to a temperature
bath with 310.14 K was used.

By connecting the positions for each particle at time t=1.0 ns with
its position 100 ps later by an arrow, the picture in Fig. 1 was obtained.
It can be seen that neighboring particles move often collectively with
similar speeds and directions and that different areas move very
differently—some patches are nearly static while others move with
relatively high velocities. These are the so-called dynamic hetero-
geneities. As mentioned above, this picture strongly resembles similar
representations of the simulated dynamics of DPPC molecules in
bilayers [6]. The similarity of the displacement patterns observed in
2D Lennard–Jones systems and phospholipid membranes has also
been observed recently in other simulations [23].

We suggest that this similarity indicates that the mobility of the
molecules on the picosecond time scale is determined mainly by the
closely 2D-packed head groups of the phospholipid molecules which
were compared to a densely packed 2D liquid already before [22]. In
comparison, the tail groups are more loosely packed at temperatures
above the main phase transition [24]. From colloids, it is well known
that more densely packed systems exhibit slower dynamics [25]. We
assume therefore that the dense phospholipid head groups are the
limiting factor for the mobility.

Independently from the validity of the microscopic mechanism,
free volume is accepted to play an important role in dynamic

processes—at least these quantities are positively correlated [24,26–
28]. However, we will interpret the results also in the frame of
correlated, flow-like motions.

In the present article, we discuss the influence of additives on the
mobility of phospholipid molecules (dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine,
DMPC) in this frame. We propose that the chain-like molecules
myristic acid (MA) and farnesol increase the area covered by the
membrane but not the density—and do therefore not change the
mobility. Cholesterol increases the density in the chain area and
hereby causes a decrease of themobility. In contrast, the co-emulsifier
sodium glycocholate (NaGC, SGC) has basically no influence which
can be explained by the larger hydrophilic head group.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Samples

D2O (99.90%) was supplied by Euriso-Top, Gif sur Yvette, France.
The phospholipid DMPC was purchased from Lipoid GmbH, Ludwig-
shafen, Germany and used as received. All other substances (myristic
acid, cholesterol, farnesol, and sodium glycocholate) were obtained
from Sigma Aldrich, Münster, Germany and also used without further
purification. The relevant molecular structures are displayed in Fig. 2.

The additives were mixed with the phospholipid in the ratios
given in Table 1 with mole fractions xadditive of up to 40 mol%. The
mixtures were then exposed to a saturated D2O atmosphere at 40 °C
for at least 48 h until a clear sample consisting of randomly-oriented
liquid-crystalline domains formed. Finally, additional D2O was added
to ensure full hydration during the whole experiment. All samples
were bulk samples to exclude potential disturbing effects of a support.

2.2. Basic properties of the samples

D2O was used instead of H2O because it has essentially the same
chemical properties but a significantly smaller neutron scattering
cross section which facilitates the subtraction of its signal.

DMPC is a typical phospholipid with amphiphilic properties due to
its hydrophilic head and hydrophobic tail groups. When adding water
(or D2O), it self-assembles in bilayers and forms liquid crystalline
phases. In both, H2O and D2O, it has a main phase transition at 24 °C
which is attributed to the melting of the chains. The macroscopic
diffusion coefficient below the main phase transition has been found
to be about one order of magnitude below the one above the main
phase transition [29]. Phospholipids like DMPC can be used to
stabilize dispersed particles with respect to aggregation and coales-
cence. In this case, DMPC acts as an interface active substance and
stabilizes the particles by forming a molecular monolayer in the
interface between the particle and the dispersion medium.

Myristic acid is a water-insoluble chain-like molecule which is the
fatty acid contained in DMPC. Previously, it was found that stearic acid
generates a slight positive excess volume at low concentrations [30].
Free fatty acids can cause cell death which was attributed to an
increased membrane permeability for hydrophilic substances [31].
The phase diagram of the myristic acid–DMPC–water system as a
function of the myristic acid mole fraction xMA is known [32]. During
the preparation of the samples, it was observed that their viscosity
increased significantly with increasing amount of MA.

Farnesol is insoluble in water, too. Due to the double bonds it is
stiffer than MA. It can cause apoptosis which, however, seems to be
caused by interactions with proteins rather than with the membrane
[33]. The phase diagram of the farnesol–DMPC–water mixture as a
function of the farnesol content was studied e.g. by NMR [34,35].

Cholesterol, also insoluble in water, is known to increase the
membrane bending rigidity [36] and to suppress the phase transitions
of the phospholipid [37]. Cells use it to regulate the properties of the
cell membrane [38]. It is known that it has a condensing effect on the
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Fig. 1. Visualization of flow-like motions observed in an MD simulation of a simple 2D-
Lennard–Jones liquid. The arrows connect the position of the particles with a time
difference of 100 ps.
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membrane, as summarized by Róg et al. [39], which corresponds to
the filling-up of voids in the lipophilic core of the membrane [40]. A
simultaneous decrease of phospholipid mobility was observed by
several groups [24,26,27,41–44] but also an increase of the dynamics
has been reported [45,46]. The motions of cholesterol in phospholipid
membranes were also previously studied with QENS [47], comple-
mentary to the present study of the phospholipid motions. The phase
diagram of the cholesterol–DMPC–water system is well studied, for
example by differential scanning calorimetry [48] and electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) [43].

Sodium glycocholate is a water soluble ionic surfactant with a
critical micelle concentration of about 8 mM [49,50]. It is used in the
digestive system to emulsify fatty substances and hereby enabling
absorption [38]. In pharmaceutical technology, it is used to stabilize
dispersions which undergo a phase transition of the dispersed phase
from liquid (production) to solid (storage). During crystallization, the
interface of the particles expands abruptly due to the change of the
particle shape from spherical to platelet-like. In dispersions stabilized

by phospholipids, it is assumed that the newly formed interface
cannot be stabilized fast enough to avoid aggregation. It was found
that these instabilities can be prevented when using NaGC as co-
stabilizer [51]. The stabilizing property of NaGC is attributed to its
high mobility. One question addressed in this contribution is whether
this kind of rapidness in covering freshly generated interfaces can be
observed by QENS. During preparation of the samples, it was observed
that samples containing NaGC were more fluid and had a less turbid
appearance.

2.3. Neutron scattering

The focus of this work is the influence of additives on themotion of
phospholipid molecules on a pico- to nanosecond time scale as
observed with quasielastic neutron scattering. An advantage of
neutron scattering with respect to other methods like electron
paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy or fluorescence correlation
spectroscopy is that marker molecules are not needed [52,53].

The measurements were performed with the neutron time-of-
flight spectrometer TOFTOF [54] at the research reactor FRM II
(Garching, Germany), equipped with a temperature-controlled
sample environment. Neutrons with well-known momentum and
energy interact with the sample. The resulting changes in momentum
and energy give access to structural and dynamical information,
respectively [55,56]. The uncertainty of the determination of the
energy transfer between sample and neutron determines the
interaction time of the neutron and the nuclei, the observation time.
Several factors influence this uncertainty, among them the initial
neutron wavelength and the sample geometry. Two measurement
series were performed, both giving access to Q≈1 Å-1, and to time
scales of 60 ps and 900 ps, respectively [57].

To realize the 60 ps measurement, the samples were filled into
hollow cylindrical aluminum sample containers, minimizing self-
shielding effects [58], with a sample layer thickness of 0.2 mm. An
incident neutron wavelength of 6 Å, a chopper rotation speed of
12000 rpm, and a chopper ratio of 4 were chosen, leading to an elastic
line width of about 60 μeV and an accessible Q range of about 0.4–
1.8 Å−1.

For the 900 ps measurement, a flat sample holder was used which
was oriented such that its surface normal pointed to a scattering angle
of 135° measured towards the location of the detectors, hereby
minimizing flight-time uncertainties at the expense of a strong self-
shielding around scattering angles of 45°. The corresponding
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Fig. 2. Structures of molecules discussed in this work. Left: phospholipid DMPC (top), myristic acid (middle), farnesol (bottom); center: cholesterol; right: sodium glycocholate.

Table 1
Compositions of the samples. The missing quantity up to 100% is D2O. axadditive, related
to amount of phospholipid; brelated to sample mass.

Name [Additive] [DMPC]

/mol%a /mass%b /mass%b

Additive: none
D – – 50.1

Additive: myristic acid
M01 1.0 0.12 33.6
M02 1.7 0.20 33.5
M03 2.6 0.30 33.4

Additive: farnesol
F05 4.7 0.8 49.0
F09 9.1 1.6 49.0
F14 13.5 2.5 49.0
F18 17.8 3.4 48.0

Additive: cholesterol
C05 5.1 1.5 48.8
C10 10.0 3.0 47.1
C20 19.9 6.2 43.8
C30 30.0 9.8 40.1
C40 40.1 13.8 36.2

Additive: sodium glycocholate
N05 5.2 1.7 48.5
N10 10.0 3.3 46.8
N14 13.6 3.3 32.7
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spectrometer settings were 14 Å, 16000 rpm, and ratio 8, leading to
an elastic line width of only 4 μeV and an accessible Q range of about
0.1–0.8 Å−1.

The raw data were converted to depend on energy transfer rather
than time of flight, determining the time of flight of elastically
scattered neutrons from a measurement of vanadium in the same
geometry as the respective sample. All scattering intensities were
corrected for self absorption effects. The energy-dependent detector
efficiency was corrected and the detector sensitivities were calibrated
using the elastic scattering of the vanadium standard scatterer,
neglecting the smooth dependence of the scattered intensity
described by the Debye–Waller factor [59].

Diffraction patterns were obtained by integrating the double
differential cross section d2σ/dΩ/dω over an energy range ℏω
that covered twice the instrumental resolution, similar to a so-called
elastic scan which is often used to evaluate the motions of
biomolecules.

For the evaluation of the quasielastic scattering, the double
differential cross section was converted to the scattering function
S(2θ,ω) by multiplication with the ratio of the moduli of initial and
final neutron wave vector [55] which was subsequently grouped into
slices of constant Q [59]. For the 60 ps measurement, the bins in Q
were chosen to have a distance of 0.1 Å−1 in the range between 0.4
and 1.8 Å−1 and the bins in ℏω ranged from−1.00 to 1.00 meVwith a
step width of 10 μeV. The 900 ps measurements were grouped in Q
from 0.50 to 0.76 Å−1 in steps of 0.09 Å−1 and in ℏω from −50 to
100 μeV in steps of 1 μeV. At lower values ofQ than evaluated here, the
self-shielding of the flat sample geometry and the coherent scattering
of the sample, cf. Fig. 3, make a reliable calculation of the incoherent
scattering signal impossible. A D2O backgroundmeasurement was pro
rata subtracted. The scattering angle dependent instrumental resolu-
tion was determined by the width of the elastic line of a vanadium
measurement.

Due to the large incoherent neutron scattering cross section of
hydrogen and the masking of the water by deuteration, the scattering
signal of D2O constitutes only about 5% of the total scattering signal
and can be subtracted without problems. The evaluated signal is
caused by all organic molecules in the sample, dominated by the
phospholipid due to its high concentration. Even in the samples with
high cholesterol content, at least 70% of the scattering signal is caused
by the phospholipid.

2.4. Data analysis

As done previously [7], one can create amathematical model of the
phospholipid molecules which incorporates several kinds of motion

(e.g. a long-range translational flow-motion and two kinds of internal
molecular reorientations). This model is fitted to the data, allowing to
extract the parameter values (e.g. the width of the narrowest
component which gives the flow velocity). This approach has the
advantage of giving concrete numbers, for example for the flow
velocity, but the disadvantage that these values can depend on the
choice of model.

As this contribution is not focused on a detailed model of
molecular motion or the extraction of absolute parameter values
but on the relative change of mobility induced by additives, a model-
independent data evaluation was performed. Two quantities are
suitable for that purpose: the elastically scattered intensity and the
full width at half maximum. Often, the msd is extracted from the
elastically scattered intensity. However, this method is not particu-
larly sensitive to the long-range motion, and can easily be influenced
if the background is insufficiently corrected. Therefore, the full width
at half maximum (FWHM) was extracted from the scattered
intensities as a function of Q. Digitization effects were avoided by a
linear interpolation between the two points on either side of the half
maximum [59].

To get a measure of the broadening caused by the sample on top of
the instrumental resolution Δ(Q), the FWHM of the vanadium
standard was subtracted from the sample FWHM to obtain Δ(Q). If
the signal caused by the sample is Gaussian, Δ(Q) is indeed its FWHM.
For a Lorentzian broadening, Δ(Q) is in the region of interest about
70% of the FWHMbut is in very good approximation proportional to it.
It is therefore in both cases a valid measure of the broadening. All
results will be shown in this form.

For the samples containing cholesterol, in an additional step we
divide the Δ(Q) obtained from samples with additive by the ones of
pure DMPC at the corresponding temperature. As the width is
proportional to the mobility of the particles, this gives directly the
ratio of mobility of the samples with additive compared to the one of
pure DMPC. It was observed that the result depends hardly on Q, as
expected. Therefore, an average over all values of Q was taken which
we denote with relative mobility.

3. Results

3.1. Structural effects

The low-Q region of the diffraction patterns is shown in Fig. 3,
obtained from the measurements with an incident neutron wave-
length of 14 Å. It can be seen that the resulting diffraction patterns
drop slightly with increasing Q. This is not connected to structural
properties of the sample but is rather caused by the motional
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broadening of the quasielastic line whichmakes intensity move out of
the integrated energy transfer region. The peaks are caused by the
coherent scattering interferences due to the repeating units of the
bilayers in the direction of the surface normal.

It can be seen that the overall diffraction pattern and therefore the
bilayered structure of the membrane stacks is conserved. The peak
position does not shift upon addition of 10 mol% farnesol, meaning
that the repeating distance of the bilayers is not affected. A shift to
lower values of Q can be observed when adding either 10 mol% of
cholesterol or sodium glycocholate, corresponding to an increase of
the repeating distance. The trends in the diffraction patterns of
cholesterol agree with the ones observed by X-ray scattering [60,61]
and MD simulations [62].

There is another correlation peak in the diffraction patterns at
higher values of Q caused by the repeating distances of the chains
within the membrane plane, becoming visible in the measurements
using an incident neutron wavelength of 6 Å (not shown). While it is
quite pronounced at 1.5 Å−1 at 20 °C, it smears out drastically and
moves to about 1.4 Å−1 at temperatures above the chain melting
transition. The additives do not change the position of this peakwhich
does however not allow conclusions about a possible change of the
area per lipid [22]. The peak height decreases with increasing
cholesterol content, in agreement with previous studies [63].

3.2. Molecular mobility on a 60 ps time scale

While the diffraction patterns, obtained from integration of the
energy-dependent spectra, yield information about the structure of
the sample, the energy-dependence itself is connected to the motions
of the molecules. Looking at a time scale of about 60 ps, the central
line is visibly broadened compared to the one of a vanadium standard
(instrumental resolution) of 60 μeV as can be seen in Fig. 4
exemplarily for some samples. The spectra–and therefore the
observed motions–of the different samples are quite similar on this
time scale.

The full width at half maximum Δ(Q) as defined above was
extracted from the data at different momentum transfers Q. All
spectra exhibit a line which is significantly broader than the
instrumental resolution. All Δ(Q) show a small dip at Q=1.5 Å-1 at
20 °C which shifts to about 1.4 Å-1 at higher temperatures as can be
seen in Figs. 5 and 6. This is due to the so-called de Gennes narrowing at
the structure factor maximum of a disordered phase. Therefore, these
dips in Δ(Q) coincide with the peaks at large Q in the diffraction
patterns discussed above.

The addition of myristic acid does not induce changes of this
feature. Farnesolmakes the dip less pronounced, especially at 20 °C, in

contrast to cholesterol which also reduces the dip—except at 20 °C,
similar to sodium glycocholate.

For a quick overview of the different effect of different substances,
Δ(Q) of pure DMPC and samples with 10 mol% of all the studied
additives except MA are compared with each other in Fig. 5. At 20 °C,
below the main phase transition, the additives cause either no effect
or an increased mobility compared to the pure DMPC. At the higher
temperatures, farnesol seems to cause a small increase of the
dynamics while cholesterol and NaGC slow the motions down by
more or less the same amount.

Looking in more detail at the concentration dependent influence
of the different additives one at a time in Fig. 6, it is evident that the
addition of myristic acid has no systematic influence on the 60 ps
dynamics of DMPC in its fluid phase; there is a trend towards lower
mobility which is more pronounced at 20 °C. A systematic increase
of the dynamics is observed for the Farnesol doped samples on the
time scale of 60 ps, both, below and above the main phase
transition. The addition of cholesterol does not change the dynamics
at 20 °C at all but shows a clear systematic effect on the dynamics
above the main phase transition. This decrease is rather continuous,
compatible with NMR measurements [44]. Sodium glycocholate
affects the line width similar to cholesterol above the main phase
transition. Additionally, it enhances the dynamics at 20 °C slightly
but not as much as farnesol.
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3.3. Molecular mobility on a 900 ps time scale

On a time scale of 900 ps, the differences between the spectra are
more pronounced (cf. Fig. 7). However, it becomes already clear when
looking at the spectra that the influence depends very much on the
type of additive: NaGC shows hardly any effect whereas cholesterol
narrows the line considerably (which is still clearly broader than the
instrumental resolution).

This picture is confirmed by the extracted widths Δ(Q) of the
10 mol% samples compared with the one of pure DMPC in Fig. 8: on a

time scale of 900 ps and at a temperature of 40 °C, none of the probed
additives causes an increase of the dynamics. Instead, farnesol and
NaGC have basically no influence on the speed of the motions. Indeed,
the width extracted from the samples with 10 mol% farnesol or
sodium glycocholate differ by only 1% from the one of pure DMPC. In
contrast, cholesterol causes a slowing down which is much more
pronounced than on the 60 ps scale.

The quasielastic broadening of measurements with increasing
cholesterol content is displayed in Fig. 9. The dynamics decreases
continuously with increasing cholesterol concentration.
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4. Discussion

Different motions dominate the msd of atoms and molecules and
hereby the signal of a QENS experiment when studying a sample on
different time scales [57]: On a short time scale, fast motions–which
are mostly reorientations within the molecule–predominate. On
longer time scales, these motions can only contribute a constant to
the msd which is then governed by the slower but non-localized
motions of the whole molecule. Within the short times, the molecules
explore their immediate vicinity whereas the larger motions have
already previously been interpreted in the frame of flow-like motions
of transient assembling patches of molecules in the membrane [6,7].

It is not surprising that these flowmotions resemble the dynamical
heterogeneities observed in 2D Lennard–Jones fluids, colloidal
systems or granular media as the head groups form a dense 2D
system. As the density in the head region is larger than the one in
the tail region [24,64], we speculate that the mobility of the
phospholipid molecules in the native membranes will be governed
by the interaction of the head groups.

Additives can influence the head and tail region separately by
increasing or decreasing the respective density (Fig. 10). If an additive
caused a density in-/decrease in the head region, this would translate
directly into a de-/increase of the DMPCmobility. For themore loosely

packed tails, the connection is more intricate: A density decrease
would not cause a further increase of the mobility as the head groups
are the limiting factor already. Nevertheless, when increasing the
density in the tail group region of a membrane by additives, a reduced
mobility of DMPC molecules should be observed.

Thus, we suggest to interpret the influence of additives on the
dynamics of DMPC in the liquid crystalline phase according to the
amount of free volume in the DMPC bilayer created or annihilated by
the intercalation of guest molecules and the influence of this free
volume on the flow-like motions in the membrane. The results of our
measurements, summarized in Table 2 for the different additives, are
discussed in this sense below. We would like to stress that we do not
see this as a support for the free volume theorywhich relies on further
assumptions such as jump-like motions of the molecules.

If only the head region is densely packed, the displacements of the
molecules will be caused by the density fluctuations there. If also the
tail region is densely packed, the molecules will be influenced also by
density fluctuations in this region. Should the fluctuations in the two
regions be completely correlated, there will be no influence on the
flow-like motions of the molecules. Every decorrelation between the
twowill decrease the persistence time of a flow event of onemolecule.
This interpretation also agrees with results from coarse-grained
simulations which found a disrupting effect of cholesterol on the
collective diffusion of the phospholipid molecules [65]. A reduction of
the flow time and correspondingly flow length of a random walk
translates directly in a reduction of the resulting diffusion coefficient.

4.1. Myristic acid

Although the effects of myristic acid as an additive did not cause a
significant effect on the microscopic scale (cf. Fig. 6), drastic changes
of themacroscopic behavior (increasing viscosity) of the phospholipid
were observed already for low myristic acid concentrations. It cannot
be excluded that stronger effects would be visible if the concentration
could be increased to levels comparable to, e.g., cholesterol. But this
does not seem not to be very likely because myristic acid is a chain-
like molecule and can thus be expected to be oriented mainly parallel
to the DMPC chains. The hydrophilic carboxyl group can be expected
to stick into the headgroup region of the DMPC layers. Therefore,
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Fig. 10. Sketch of the proposed configuration of themolecules, denoted by D (DMPC), M
(myristic acid), F (farnesol), N (NaGC), and C (cholesterol). The hydrophilic parts are
schematically displayed as violet bubbles, the hydrophobic chains and steroid as orange
sticks.

Table 2
Summary of the observed effects of several additives on the dynamics of DMPC on time
scales of 60 and 900 ps. While∅ indicates no change of the dynamics, the number of +
and − correspond to the degree of increase or decrease of the mobility.

60 ps 900 ps

20 °C 30 °C 40 °C 40 °C

MA − ∅ ∅
Farnesol ++ + + ∅
Cholesterol ∅ − − −
NaGC + − − ∅
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myristic acid should not fill up free volume in the tail region of DMPC
bilayers and should also not alter their head group packing
significantly [30]. This is in agreement with corresponding studies
using short chain alcohols as additives where also no effect on the
phospholipid dynamics was observed [66].

4.2. Farnesol

The behavior of farnesol inside DMPC bilayers seems to be similar
to the one of myristic acid. From NMR measurements, it could not be
determined whether the molecules intercalate between the DMPC
molecules or are placed in between the two leaflets [35]. The
diffraction patterns in Fig. 3 show no influence of Farnesol on peak
distance and height of the first two layer repeating peaks. Although
we cannot exclude that a change in the bilayer thickness is exactly
compensated by an accompanying change in water thickness, we see
no evidence for a change of the bilayer thickness upon the addition of
farnesol. This indicates that the molecules intercalate between the
DMPCmolecules. Respecting that the effect on themobility of DMPC is
negligible, we conclude that the molecules align themselves along the
phospholipid molecules similar to the case of myristic acid. It is
known from NMR measurements [34] that farnesol has a different
influence on the surrounding phospholipid molecules compared to
cholesterol. While cholesterol causes an increase of the molecular
order parameters, farnesol does not. However, farnesol lowers the
main phase transition temperature which might explain the unusual
increased dynamics at 20 °C: the addition of farnesol probably induces
a melting of the phospholipid chains.

4.3. Cholesterol

Cholesterol causes an increasing thickness of the membrane. This
was also observed by X-ray diffraction and simulations and reflects
the condensation effect [39,60,61]. The incorporation of cholesterol
into the phospholipid membrane can be understood in the frame of
the umbrella model [67]: The hydrophobic cholesterol molecule
resides between the hydrophobic tails of the phospholipids. The
hydrophilic heads of the phospholipid shield the tails and cholesterol
from the surrounding water. This leads to an increase of the density in
the hydrophobic part of the bilayers.

This density increase reduces the free volume in the chain region
of the DMPC molecules. In this situation, the mobility of the
phospholipid molecules is no more mainly determined by the
dynamic inhomogeneities in the densely packed head groups but
also by those in the nowmore closely packed tail groups resulting in a
significantly slower molecular transport.

The influence of cholesterol on DMPC as seen with quasielastic
neutron scattering in the present study is summarized in Fig. 11: the
widths Δ(Q) are normalized to the widths of pure DMPC at the same
temperature and averaged over all Q values, yielding the relative
mobility. It can immediately be seen that in no case the addition of
cholesterol causes an increased dynamics of DMPC.

The motions detected within an observation time of 60 ps are not
affected by the addition of cholesterol at temperatures below the
main phase transition. At temperatures above the main phase
transition, the tails experience the density increase caused by
cholesterol. The relative decrease of the linewidth is completely
identical at 30 °C and 40 °C for all measured cholesterol concentra-
tions which indicates that the observed motions are not sensitive to
the absolute distance from the phase transition temperature as one
might expect for local motions.

The mobility decrease of DMPC is enhanced when looking on a
time scale of 900 ps where the influence of 5 mol% cholesterol affects
the phospholipids more strongly at 30 °C than at 40 °C. The
corresponding motions are, therefore, more sensitive to an increase
in density if the sample temperature is closer to the main phase

transition temperature which we see again as a signature of the long-
range nature of this motion.

Also other techniques were used to measure the long-range
motion of the phospholipid molecules. MD simulations [24] of the
phospholipid DPPC at 50 °C, i.e. 8 K above the main phase transition of
pure DPPC, show a strong impact of cholesterol on the phospholipid
mobility on a 100 ns time scale—stronger than our measurements at
40 °C, even a bit more than the one at 30 °C, i.e. 6 K above the main
phase transition of pure DMPC.

Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy of the phospholipid DLPC
[42] on a 10 ms time scale at 25 °C, i.e. 27 K above the main phase
transition of DLPC, shows an impact of cholesterol on the dynamics
which is very comparable to the results obtained on a 100 ms time
scale with NMR [44] for DMPC at 40 °C.

The comparison between all these results is not straightforward as
different temperatures and even phospholipids were used. Only the
NMR measurements were done with exactly same temperature and
phospholipid as studied here and show a very good agreement with
our results. All these techniques measure on longer time scales than
QENS and we would therefore expect them to show a stronger impact
on the dynamics—as they do. The NMR data also show a stronger
influence of cholesterol on the phospholipid motions the closer the
temperature is to the main phase transition.

Much in contrast, two measurements on even larger time (about
10 s) and length scales using FRAP [41,43] observed a smaller impact
of cholesterol on the dynamics. The degree varies between the
measurements, one [43] even observes no impact up to about 15 mol%
cholesterol in the sample. The difference between the FRAP
measurements and the values obtained by NMR were discussed in
terms of the susceptibility of FRAP to the formation of microdomains
in the membrane [44].

4.4. Sodium glycocholate

Sodium glycocholate is a charged molecule. It is known that
charged phospholipids induce an increase of the thickness of the
water layer between the bilayers but not of the membrane itself [68].
This swelling is the thickness increase observed in the diffraction
patterns. At low concentrations, the influence of NaGC on the
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dynamics of the phospholipid is similar to the one of cholesterol.
However, cholesterol is uncharged, has not such an influence on the
structure and can, therefore, be present in membranes in much higher
concentrations.

The practical importance of sodium glycocholate is based on its
ability to stabilize emulsions even during crystallization of the oily
phase. In the case of triglyceride or alkane nanoemulsions, the shape of
the stabilized particles changes drastically during crystallization: from a
spherical droplet to an elongated crystalline platelet. This is connected
to a sudden increase of the surface of the particle. One could imagine
that this results in a partial coverage of the particle with stabilizer—the
uncoveredsurfaces are then theoriginof aggregation.A redistributionof
the stabilizer onto the naked surface could prevent aggregation,
happens however so slowly that the aggregation took place before.

As the addition of sodium glycocholate prevents aggregation,
it could have had the effect of enhancing the dynamics of the
phospholipid, making the redistribution of the stabilizer so fast that
aggregation is suppressed.

However, sodium glycocholate does not influence the phospho-
lipid dynamics. It can be excluded that it did not mix with the
phospholipid because it is water soluble, caused a decrease of
viscosity, made the samplemore transparent, and changed the bilayer
spacing. As NaGC is hydrophilic, an enhanced partition into the chain
region should not be expected. We see two likely structural
arrangements: Either the NaGC is intercalated inside the bilayer
oriented with the hydrophilic part in the region of the phospholipid
head groups and the hydrophobic part in the chain region of the
bilayer. Obviously, this leads to hardly any change in the free volume
in either region of the membrane. Or–as already previously
speculated for sodium cholate in lecithin [69] –a flat placement of
the molecules on the bilayer in the head region. This would lead to a
density decrease in the tail region which would, as we have argued
before, not influence the dynamics.

4.5. Other influences on membrane dynamics

Using NMR, the influence of the antimicrobial peptide gramicidin
was found to be comparable to the one of cholesterol on a sub-
nanosecond time scale [70]. Also neutron scattering experiments
showed a decreased mobility on a time scale of about 150 ps [71]. Our
results are in good agreement with the view that the effects caused by
gramicidin are directly comparable with the ones caused by
cholesterol. However, we would like to point out that the underlying
mechanism might be very different as gramicidin is approximatively
barrel-like [72] and does therefore not increase the density in the tail
region. However, the same study showed that the hydration of the
phospholipid molecules in the vicinity of the peptide is decreased. A
decreased hydration is in turn known to decrease the dynamics [73]
so the decreased hydration might actually influence the dynamics
more than the change in density.

In MD simulations, it was observed that proteins in the membrane
cause a slowing down of adjacent phospholipid molecules [23]. This
effect could be reproduced for a number of different proteins in the
membrane and also 2D Lennard–Jones systems which suggests that
this effect is partly caused by the obstacles hindering phospholipid
motions, and complemented by specific effects due to protein-lipid
interactions.

Whereas these interactions of phospholipids with peptides and
proteins might be dominated by other effects than density changes,
their aforementioned use as stabilizer in suspensions and emulsions
could be directly influenced by the density as it might very well be
that the amount of phospholipid is lower than what one would need
for a full monolayer around the particles. Preliminary results indeed
seem to show that the effect of decreasing mobility upon increasing
density can hereby be reversed, observing increasing dynamics when
artificially decreasing the density by stretching a monolayer [28,74].

5. Conclusion

Summarizing, we studied the effect of several additives on the
dynamics of the phospholipid DMPC on time scales of 60 ps and
900 ps. Myristic acid and farnesol, two more linear, chain-like
molecules seem to incorporate into the membrane without modifi-
cation of the mobility. Cholesterol has a pronounced slowing down
effect on the dynamics. This effect can be qualitatively understood
assuming that the persistence lengths of flow patterns decrease. The
flow-like mobility of the molecules is the equivalent to dynamic
heterogeneities observed in supercooled liquids, suspensions and
granular systems. Sodium glycocholate has–in contrast to its strong
macroscopic influences–no effect on the mobility.
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In this publication, the author prepared the samples, partially with Tobias Unruh. He
performed the measurements, developed the method for the determination of the amount
of background to be subtracted, and performed the data reduction and evaluation. He
interpreted the results and wrote the publication.

After the detailed study of phospholipid motions in multibilayers of pure DMPC [B, D]
and the characterisation of the change of this dynamics under the influence of additives [E],
the mixed systems of DMPC and additives are now used in pharmaceutically relevant
systems. The data evaluation is model-free as previously [E] because the low amount
of sample does not allow a more detailed evaluation. It was found that the mobility of
the phospholipid molecules on the emulsion droplets increases with increasing area per
molecule.
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The dynamics of the fully hydrated phospholipid dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) were

studied on a time scale of about 60 picoseconds with quasielastic neutron scattering. Three types of

samples were employed: multibilayers without solid support, single bilayers in vesicles, and monolayers

in emulsions of perdeuterated hexadecane. The vesicles and emulsion droplets had diameters of about

130 nanometres; some of the emulsions also contained sodium glycocholate to enhance the stability. It

could be shown that the mobility of the phospholipid molecules in the observed time regime increases

from multibilayers over single bilayers to monolayers. Additionally, the high quality of the data of the

multibilayer samples allows an evaluation of the molecular mechanism of the motions: while the

interpretation in the frame of flow-like motions fits well at temperatures shortly above the main phase

transition, the model of diffusive motions fits better at high temperatures of up to 80 �C.

1 Introduction

The dynamics of phospholipids is of interest in fields as different

as biology – they are the main constituent of cell membranes1,2 –

or pharmaceutical and food technology, where they can function

as a bio-compatible stabilizing agent around lipid emulsions or

suspensions, facing the dispersed phase with their lipophilic tail

groups and the aqueous surrounding with their hydrophilic head

group.3–5

It was found that the stabilizer layer plays an important role

for the stability of the emulsions, not only concerning coagula-

tion but also chemical degradation.6 The stabilizing capability of

phospholipids can be greatly enhanced by adding co-stabilizers

such as sodium glycocholate (NaGC)7,8 which can provide

stability even for crystallizing emulsion droplets which undergo

a change of shape from droplet-like to platelet-like.9 It was

speculated that the speed with which the freshly created surfaces

are covered with the stabilizing agent has a major influence on

the stability during this transition. The dynamics of the phos-

pholipid molecules with and without co-stabilizer, in bi- and

monolayers promises therefore to be a key component in the

understanding of the stabilizing mechanisms.

The evolution of phospholipid dynamics over many length and

time scales necessitates the use of different techniques to get

a complete picture. More macroscopically, one uses from fluo-

rescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) on a 10 s

scale,10,11 through pulsed field gradient nuclear magnetic reso-

nance (PFG-NMR) on a 100 ms scale,12 to fluorescence corre-

lation spectroscopy (FCS) on a 10 ms scale.13 Nanoscopically,

the dynamics on a scale of fundamental molecule–molecule

interactions is accessible with quasielastic neutron scattering

(QENS), which was used in this study to see the motions of the

phospholipid dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) on

a 60 ps time scale.

The vast majority of QENS experiments have been performed

on multibilayer stacks which were aligned with the help of

a supporting solid substrate.14–17 Although it has been argued

that these systems can behave differently from single bilayers, for

example in vesicles,18 these differences can be expected to be

small on small spatial scales. Also, the influence of the solid

support was seen to act only on the leaflet in direct contact with

the support.19,20

In order to facilitate comparisons with vesicles, experiments on

non-supported multibilayers have also been performed, e. g. refs

21–23. In these, a novel view of the nanoscopic dynamics that

had been proposed by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations24

could be supported: the phospholipid molecules do not move

independently from each other but form transient clusters which
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exhibit correlated, flow-like motions. Before, the accepted view

of diffusion in phospholipid membranes had been that the

molecules rattle in a cage of their neighbours from which they

escape only rarely by a jump into a void that had been created in

the cage by thermal fluctuations.25 It became clear in the simu-

lations that this picture is not correct on a nanoscopic level

because the molecules do not escape from their cage but rather

move together with the cage.

With the extremely high density in the head group region of the

phospholipids in mind,26 it is not surprising that these flow

patterns resemble dynamical heterogeneities which are well-

known from glass physics where they are seen as a universal

feature of densely-packed systems.27–31 Similar effects have even

been observed in dense, actively swimming cells.32–34 It should

however be noted that in these more complicated systems, other

effects might also play a role, for example an exchange of

information between the cells.

Also, unsupported multibilayer stacks are not necessarily good

model-systems for cell membranes or stabilizing layers which are

a single bilayer and a monolayer, respectively. The behaviour of

molecules in monolayers and single bilayers has already been

shown to differ from each other,35 making it impossible for

multibilayer data to describe both simultaneously. The differ-

ences seem to depend heavily on the details of the system – while

some studies saw an increase of dynamics by a factor of 2–3

compared to multibilayers,36 others observed a decrease by the

same factor.37 This triggered recent endeavours to use QENS for

the study of single bilayers on support,38 single bilayers without

support, i.e. vesicles,39 and even monolayers.40

In this contribution, we present the evolution of the dynamics

that were previously characterized by QENS in DMPC multi-

bilayers21–23 when changing two control variables: first, the

multibilayers are compared with single bilayers in vesicles and

monolayers in emulsions – with and without the co-stabilizer

NaGC – being more similar to cells and drug delivery systems,

respectively. Second, the multibilayers are studied at elevated

temperatures (30–80 �C), providing further experimental ground

for the treatment of phospholipid motions in the frame of glass-

forming systems.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Samples

The phospholipid dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) was

obtained from Lipoid GmbH, Ludwigshafen, Germany; sodium

glycocholate (NaGC or SGC) from Sigma Aldrich, M€unster,

Germany; perdeuterated n-hexadecane (dHD, C16D34, 98%)

from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, MA, USA; D2O from

Euriso-Top, Gif sur Yvette, France. All substances were used as

received. The structural formulae of these molecules except D2O

are displayed in Fig. 1.

The multi-bilayer samples were prepared by hydrating the dry

DMPC powder at 40 �C via the vapour phase with D2O for two

days until the white powder became homogeneous and clear,

indicating that the sample was in the liquid crystalline phase.

Further D2O was added up to at least 50 weight%, cf. Table 1, to

ensure full hydration of the phospholipid during the whole

experiment.

Vesicles were produced by mixing the amounts of DMPC and

D2O given in Table 1, leaving it for at least one day at 40 �C. Two
procedures were used to form vesicles: sonication and extrusion,

see below. The size and polydispersity of the vesicles were

checked with photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS).

Sonication was performed with a Bandelin Sonopuls UW 2070

ultrasound generator with a tip diameter of 3 mm (MS73),

Bandelin electronic, Berlin, Germany. The device uses

a frequency of 20 kHz with an output power of up to 70W. It was

operated with duty cycle 3/10 and 20% of the maximal output

power for approx. 30 min.

Extrusion was performed inside a hot-air cabinet thermo-

statted at 40 �C through a 100 nm pore size membrane in an

extrusion device manufactured by Avestin, Mannheim, Ger-

many41 21 times.

Hexadecane nanoemulsions42 were prepared by sonication (as

described above) of thoroughly mixed DMPC, NaGC, dHD, and

Fig. 1 Molecules used in this study. From top to bottom: dimyr-

istoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC), sodium glycocholate (NaGC), and

perdeuterated hexadecane (dHD, C16D34). As the experiments were

performed in D2O, the exchangeable protons of OH and NH groups are

replaced by deuterium as well.

Table 1 Samples used in this study. The short names used in this
manuscript are shown together with the compositions and the particle
sizes where applicable. The name is composed of m, v, or e, corre-
sponding to multibilayer, vesicle, or emulsion, respectively, and D, N, E,
S for DMPC, NaGC, extruded, and sonicated, respectively. The
concentrations of the substances are given in mass%, the missing amount
to make 100% is D2O. The diameter Ø (z-average) and polydispersity
index PDI are determined with photocorrelation spectroscopy

Name
[DMPC]
(%)

[NaGC]
(%)

[dHD]
(%) Ø (nm) PDI

mD 50 — — — —
mN 33 3.3 — — —
vE 5.0 — — 143 0.07
vS 4.8 — — 131 0.28
eD23N00 2.3 — 7.5 132 0.21
eD13N00 1.3 — 10.1 136 0.13
eD11N02 1.1 0.21 8.8 134 0.14
eD11N01 1.1 0.11 8.8 124 0.14
eD09N02 0.87 0.22 9.1 133 0.13
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D2O in the compositions given in Table 1. DMPC and NaGC act

as stabilizers for the droplets of dHD in D2O. These emulsions

are not thermodynamically stable microemulsions but the coa-

lescence of the droplets is only kinetically hindered. The size and

polydispersity of the droplets were checked with PCS.

The PCS measurements were performed with a Brookhaven

Instruments goniometer and light scattering system BI-200SM,

using a Mini L-30 Diode Laser with 30 mW at 637 nm and

a scattering angle of 90�. The samples were diluted to obtain

count rates of approximately 100 kcps and the scattered intensity

was correlated with a TurboCorr correlator. The size and poly-

dispersity of the particles were determined with the BIC BI-9000

Particle Sizing Software.

Although the z-averages of the diameter of the samples were

similar, the polydispersity differed widely, as can be seen in Table

1. As the big particles essentially determine the z-average,43 this

means that there are many small vesicles in those samples which

have a large polydispersity. This is primarily the case for soni-

cated samples, in agreement with a previous publication.44

2.2 Neutron scattering measurements

Slow neutrons are scattered by the nuclei in the sample. During

this scattering process, motions of the molecules translate into an

energy transfer between the neutron and the sample. Aperiodic

motions result in a broadening of the elastic line (quasi-elastic).

The total measured energy distribution of the scattered neutrons

consists of a part due to the spectrometer, the instrumental

resolution which determines the observation time, and a part

contributed by the sample: more motion in the sample results in

a stronger broadening. This broadening can be extracted either

by extracting the full width at half maximum (FWHM) or by

fitting a model to the data.

It is useful to distinguish a coherent and an incoherent part in

the scattered intensity. The intensity of the coherent part depends

strongly on the momentum transfer -Q and gives information

about the structure of the sample. Peaks at a certain Q can be

roughly assigned to typical distances of r ¼ 2p/Q in the sample.

Incoherent scattering has the same intensity at all values of Q –

with a Q-dependent energy distribution – and is governed by the

autocorrelation function of the nuclei.45–47

Due to their very large incoherent scattering cross section,48

the hydrogen nuclei dominate the scattered signal by far. This

gives the possibility to strongly diminish the contributions of

specific substances by deuteration. In the measurements pre-

sented in this study, the samples are chosen such that the phos-

pholipid molecules scatter mainly incoherently which makes the

evaluation of their dynamics possible. Additionally, there is

a small contribution of the coherent scattering signal which

contains information about the structure of the phospholipid

molecules. This part of the scattering signal is not clear enough to

evaluate the structure in detail because of the choice of samples

which were optimized to measure the dynamics rather than the

structure of the phospholipid molecules.

All neutron measurements were performed at the neutron

time-of-flight spectrometer TOFTOF at the Forschungs-Neu-

tronenquelle Heinz Maier-Leibnitz (FRM II), Munich, Ger-

many.49,50 The incident wavelength was chosen as 6 �A, the

chopper rotation speed 12000 rpm, and the frame overlap ratio

was 4. The resulting instrumental resolution of about 60 meV,

determined by measuring a containerless vanadium standard,

corresponds to an observation time of about 60 ps.51

The samples were filled into hollow cylindrical sample

containers52,53 with wall thicknesses of 0.2 mm if not noted

otherwise. This yields transmissions in the order of 90%. Using

a temperature-controlled sample environment, most measure-

ments were performed at 20 �C, only the multibilayers were

measured every 5 �C from 30 to 80 �C.
The measurement times varied from 4 h for measurements of

multibilayers up to 18 h in the case of the emulsions, i.e.

monolayers. The long measurement times diminish the relative

statistical error of the data. However, the samples consist of as

little as 1% of DMPC, cf. Table 1. This means that a big part of

the measured signal must be subtracted (the contributions of

D2O and dHD) which necessitates that the resulting line shape

of the vesicle and emulsion samples can not be determined with

the same accuracy as the one of the multibilayer.

2.3 Data reduction and analysis

To obtain diffraction patterns, the double differential cross

section was integrated over all energies. The scattering angle was

converted to Q using the Bragg equation for elastically scattered

neutrons. The spectrometer TOFTOF is not dedicated to struc-

ture determination by the measurement of the diffraction

patterns which are only a natural by-product of the measure-

ments. Keeping in mind that the instrumental broadening due to

the divergence of the neutron beam is about 0.1 �A�1, some

information can be extracted especially from the comparison

between diffraction patterns of different samples under the same

experimental conditions. Dedicated diffraction measurements

are however needed to obtain a clearer picture of the structure.

The data were also converted to scattering functions S(Q, u)

depending on the transfer of momentum -Q and energy DE¼ -u

between the neutron and the sample using the program

FRIDA1.54 The data were binned into Q steps of 0.1 �A�1 from

0.3 to 1.8 �A�1 and in DE steps of 0.01 meV from �1.00 to

1.00 meV.

The spectra of an empty can at 20 �C were subtracted from all

measurements except the one of vanadium which was measured

without a container. The measurements of D2O were subtracted

pro-rata from the ones of the multibilayers. For the samples with

a small amount of DMPC, the amount of D2O and, where

applicable, dHD background contributions was determined by

fitting a linear combination of the diffraction patterns to the

diffraction pattern of fully hydrated DMPC multibilayers at the

same temperature of which a D2O measurement was pro-rata

subtracted. The diffraction patterns of pure D2O and dHD as

well as the ones of the samples after background subtraction are

shown in Fig. 2. Typical spectra after subtraction of the back-

ground contributions of D2O and dHD are shown in Fig. 3.

For all measurements, the full width at half maximum

(FWHM) was extracted. The small amount of phospholipid in

the formulation of vesicles and especially of emulsions impedes

a more detailed analysis of the line shape with a model for the

molecular motions. The long-range motional component can

therefore not be specifically extracted but the mobility can be

evaluated using the additional broadening on top of the
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instrumental resolution (full width at half maximum) D(Q). This

approach has already been employed to compare the influence of

several additives on the mobility of DMPC.22 It comprises not

only the long-range motion but also local motions, for example

of the hydrophobic tails. As these show a more diffusive

behaviour, D(Q) is expected22 to be roughly proportional to Q2.

By dividing the D(Q) by the values of pure DMPC and aver-

aging over all Q, a measure for the dynamics as compared to the

one of pure DMPC was obtained which is called relative mobility

in the following. It is interpreted as a function of an area per

molecule (in arbitrary units) which is proportional† to the one

calculated assuming a monodisperse sample with the z-average

diameter Ø,

area per moleculef
½dHD�

½DMPC�$B ; (1)

where the concentrations and diameter Ø are given in Table 1.

With an increasing polydispersity of the sample, this quantity

increasingly underestimates the true area per molecule as the big

particles essentially determine the z-average43 but the small

particles provide additional surface for the phospholipid

molecules.

In the case of the multibilayer samples, the high data quality

allowed a more detailed data evaluation, using a model for the

molecular motions. A previously introduced fit function21 was

used to extract the long-range motional component of the

phospholipid molecules in multibilayers.† The theoretical fit

function was numerically convolved with the instrumental reso-

lution function as determined by the measurement of a vanadium

standard.

In short, this model assumes that the spectra are caused by

three independent motions: (i) the localized motions of the head

group, (ii) the localized motions of the tails, and (iii) the long-

range motion of the whole molecule. The localized motions were

described with a so-called Brownian oscillator.55–58 This is a very

generic model for localized motions, the data do not allow

a more elaborate evaluation which has been performed in other

studies.15,59

For the long-range motion, two common models are

compared: flow and diffusion.21 Assuming flow-like motions

with a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution, the fit function

contains a Gaussian with a standard deviation s(Q) ¼ v $ Q

where v is the most probable flow velocity. Assuming diffusion,

the fit function contains a Lorentzian with a half width at half

maximum G(Q) ¼ D $ Q2 where D is the diffusion coefficient.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Molecular structure

This study was primarily aimed at the dynamics of the phos-

pholipid molecules in different environments and not at their

Fig. 2 Neutron diffraction patterns of the samples at a temperature of 20 �C. The samples shown on the left are bulk or extruded samples, the ones on

the right are sonicated samples. The diffraction patterns were obtained as described in the text, it is indicated in the figures which patterns were

subsequently shifted for better visibility. The nomenclature of the samples can be found in Table 1.

Fig. 3 Spectra of three samples after subtraction of the background

contributions of D2O and dHD together with the one of vanadium as

a measure of the instrumental resolution. For better visibility, the spectra

are shifted vertically so that the peak maxima are at 100 (multibilayer),

10�1 (single bilayer), and 10�2 (monolayer and vanadium), respectively.

The nomenclature of the samples can be found in Table 1.
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structure. Therefore, samples were chosen which scatter much

more incoherently than coherently, resulting in a poor signal-to-

background ratio of the coherent features. In the following,

a very short summary of the coherent contributions to the data is

given with the remark that dedicated measurements are needed

to draw clear conclusions about the structure and position of the

molecules.60

The diffraction patterns of the extruded vesicles are very

similar to the ones of the pure DMPCmultibilayer as can be seen

in Fig. 2. The acyl chain correlation peak at 1.5 �A�1 is caused by

the nearest neighbour distance of the acyl chains.61 It is a little bit

less pronounced in the vesicles, indicating a less well-defined

distance which could be due to the curvature of the membrane in

the vesicle.

Adding NaGC to the multibilayer seems to decrease the

intensity of this peak further, indicating more disorder in the tail

region. A shift of the peak position in Q can not be determined

reliably. However, the acyl chain correlation peak is not very

sensitive to a change of the area per molecule because the acyl

chains are not distributed on a homogeneous hexagonal lattice.62

Therefore a possible extending effect of NaGC on the tail region

of the DMPC molecules cannot be determined from this peak.

All samples that were produced by sonication exhibit a drop of

intensity at high values of Q. By varying the amounts of sub-

tracted D2O and dHD, it could be excluded that this is an effect

due to wrong subtraction. This is corroborated by the fact that

the highest slope of the drop is at high values of Q where the

diffraction patterns of both D2O and dHD are flat, as can readily

be seen in Fig. 2.

The acyl chain correlation peak of the sonicated vesicles is at

the same position as the one of the extruded vesicles. The chains

therefore have similar distances in the two samples. The peak is

very clear and pronounced in the two emulsion samples which

were stabilized with only DMPC, i. e. a monolayer of DMPC on

dHD – even more than in the multibilayer sample. This effect has

been observed before with X-ray scattering and was attributed to

the removal of the chain tilt by interdigitation of the alkanes

between the acyl chains.63

3.2 Evolution of the dynamics of DMPC without NaGC from

multibi- to monolayer

The extruded vesicles show essentially the same mobility as the

multibilayers, as can be seen in Fig. 4. Also, the de Gennes

narrowing64 at 1.5 �A�1 is clearly visible for both samples, in

agreement with the structure factor maximum at this position in

the diffraction patterns (cf. Fig. 2). The sonicated vesicles exhibit

systematically faster dynamics but do also show a clearly visible

de Gennes narrowing.

The Q-average of the ratio of the D(Q) of the vesicles over the

ones of the pure multibilayer, the relative mobility, summarizes

the speed-up of the molecules in the vesicles as it can be extracted

from the data and is shown in Fig. 5. The increase of the mobility

in the sonicated vesicles is about twice as high as the one in the

extruded vesicles. Three possible reasons for this speed-up were

considered: a degradation of the molecules during sonication, an

increase of hydration, or the strong curvature of these vesicles.

Degradation is not expected at the relatively low sound

frequency of 20 kHz. However, as the hydrolysis would result in

a free fatty acid and lyso-phosphatidylcholine, thin layer

chromatography† was used to ascertain that less than 5% of

hydrolization products were contained in the samples after

sonication. Additionally, it has been shown before that on the

60 ps time scale even large amounts of additives evoke only very

minor changes in mobility.22 In the case of myristic acid, the most

probable product of the lysis, the dynamics would even be

expected to decrease.22 It can be concluded that degradation is

not expected, not observed, and would not explain this effect.

The mobility is known to increase with increasing hydra-

tion.14,17 The observed increase of the mobility could therefore

also be explained with an increase in hydration – a process that

has been observed in many studies that compared vesicles with

stacks of multibilayers. It was however found that this increase in

hydration was an artifact, caused by gradients of the relative

humidity in the sample cells.65,66 The multibilayer samples pre-

sented in the present study were prepared with excess D2O in

order to exclude the possibility that such an effect played a role.

As a consequence, it is assumed that the hydration is the same for

all the samples. If this is not the case, the increase in hydration

from multibilayers to vesicles would be a likely cause for the

increase in mobility from multibilayers to vesicles.

The sonicated vesicles are much smaller than the extruded

ones. Hints on faster diffusion in smaller vesicles have previously

been found by NMR67 although this was shown to be only

a minor effect.68 Also, the main phase transition was affected,

smeared out and shifted to lower temperatures with smaller

cooperative units.69 While the mobility on the 60 ps time scale is

hardly affected by the phase transition,21,23 the curvature could

induce geometrical packing frustration. Although the data at

hand do not allow a quantification, packing frustration increases

the area per phospholipid molecule which in turn would be

expected to benefit the mobility.

The dynamics in the monolayers of the emulsion samples are

even faster, cf. Fig. 4. The de Gennes narrowing is very

pronounced in the two samples of pure DMPC as stabilizing

layer, in agreement with the strong structure factor seen in the

diffraction patterns in Fig. 2.

The mobility of phospholipid molecules in monolayers was

found to be positively correlated with the area per molecule in

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations70 and fluorescence

recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) studies.71 Because of the

polydispersity, it is not possible to calculate the area per molecule

precisely. Regarding the sample as monodisperse with the z-

average diameter, the amount of phospholipid in the sample

suffices for more than a monolayer around the emulsion drop-

lets. The rest of the phospholipid would then be present as

vesicles or multibilayers in the stabilizer layer. However, the

small droplets in the sample, indicated by the relatively high

polydispersity index, adsorb much the superfluous phospholipid.

It is known that the mobility of phospholipid molecules on an

oil–water interface follows the Stokes–Einstein prediction up to

a viscosity of the oil phase of 105 mPa s.72 In a subsequent

experiment, this was confirmed for oils with viscosities below

approximately 103 mPa s. At higher oil viscosities, the diffusion

of the phospholipid molecules did not decrease as much as

expected.71 This was tentatively explained by a hopping mecha-

nism where the molecules detach from the interface from time to

time and diffuse in the water. In the present case with viscosities
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of water between about 0.5 and 1 mPa s,73 and hexadecane

between about 2 and 4 mPa s,74 a hopping diffusion mechanism

has no significant influence.

The phospholipid molecules are therefore located at the

interface between water and oil and feel the drag of both. It is

generally accepted that hydrophobic molecules like alkanes mix

with the hydrocarbon chains of the phospholipids – the

measurements of the solubility vary63,75–80 – and the water

molecules penetrate between the head groups.81 The mobility of

the phospholipid molecules is therefore influenced by the

surrounding (oil and water) as well as the neighbouring phos-

pholipid molecules.82

Comparing the two emulsion samples containing 1.3% and

2.3% of DMPC, respectively, shows very little difference in the

molecular mobility. The 2.3% emulsion sample contained excess

phospholipid. This resulted in smaller particles, which can be

seen from the high polydispersity in Table 1. The surface occu-

pancy of the emulsion droplets in the two samples is therefore

very similar. This is not reflected in the area per molecule used in

Fig. 5 which assumes a monodisperse sample and therefore

underestimates the area per molecule in the case of the poly-

disperse 2.3% sample significantly.

The main phase transition of phospholipid monolayers was

observed to shift to lower temperatures when increasing the area

per molecule83 but in the present case of DMPC at 20 �C, it was
shown that there is no phase transition when increasing the area

per molecule.84 In combination with the fact that the 60 ps

dynamics are not heavily influenced by phase transitions,21,23 it

can be concluded that the big gain in relative mobility is not

triggered by an unintentional phase transition but is a generic

difference between bi- and monolayer.

In summary, the mobility of the phospholipid molecules is

higher in single bilayers than in multibilayers and increases with

increasing curvature. The mobility in monolayers is even larger,

reaching about twice the mobility of the multibilayers.

3.3 Evolution of the dynamics of DMPC mixed with NaGC

from multibi- to monolayer

The de Gennes narrowing in the multibilayer sample containing

NaGC is at smaller Q than the one of pure DMPC, namely at

1.4 �A�1 (cf. Fig. 4). The dynamics are enhanced compared to the

one of the pure multibilayer sample, as can be seen in Figs 4 and

5. This effect was observed in a previous study,22 where changes

in the mobility were explained by changes in the packing density

of the phospholipid head groups.

Fig. 4 The measured experimental broadenings (full width at half maximum) as a function of the momentum transfer Q measured at 20 �C. Shown in

both graphs is the reference of a pure DMPC multibilayer where the points have been connected with lines to enhance the visibility. Samples without

NaGC are shown on the left and samples with NaGC are shown on the right. The nomenclature of the samples can be found in Table 1.

Fig. 5 The mobility of the samples relative to the pure DMPC multi-

bilayer at 20 �C as a function of the area per molecule, calculated

according to eqn (1). The samples represented with dashes are bilayers

where the area per molecule is at its equilibrium value. The ones shown as

points are monolayers where the area per molecule can also be influenced

by the available surface of the droplets. Filled points correspond to

samples without NaGC, open points to the ones with NaGC. The

nomenclature of the samples can be found in Table 1.
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The emulsions containing NaGC exhibit de Gennes narrowing

at an even lower Q value of about 1.3 �A�1. The proximity of this

value to the position of the structure factor maximum of dHD

could have been a sign of an incorrect subtraction of the dHD

signal if the diffraction patterns in Fig. 2 would not clearly show

that there is no coherent scattering peak at this position. Inter-

digitation of the hexadecane molecules between the alkyl chains

of the phospholipids would probably cause an effect at thisQ but

this effect should then also be visible in the samples without

NaGC.

Adding NaGC to the emulsions results in a jump of the

mobility at constant area per molecule, as can be seen in Fig. 5

(eD13N00 vs. eD11N02). The size of this jump is about the same

as the one that the NaGC induced in multibilayers and is dis-

cussed in detail elsewhere.22 It can be excluded that this is a trivial

result of seeing simply an additive mixture of DMPC dynamics

and (faster) NaGC dynamics by taking a look at the other

NaGC/DMPC compositions: an increase of the NaGC concen-

tration at constant DMPC concentration and constant area per

molecule (eD11N01 vs. eD11N02) does not translate directly in

an increase of the mobility. In contrast, the mobility is increased

when the area per molecule is increased at a constant NaGC

concentration (eD09N02 vs. eD11N02).

At low concentrations, NaGC increases the mobility but the

effect is not proportional to the amount of NaGC at higher

concentrations. A similar effect has been observed before85 where

co-surfactants like NaGC were incorporated into the phospho-

lipid layer which became saturated and further co-surfactant was

not taken up. This incorporation increased the lateral pressure in

the monolayer.

It is known that NaGC enhances the ability of the phospho-

lipid to stabilize emulsions. This effect is particularly visible in

samples where the dispersed oil phase crystallizes when the

temperature is decreased. These samples are only stable against

coagulation if NaGC is added to the DMPC. During the crys-

tallization, the shape of the particles changes suddenly from

a droplet to platelets. It seems clear that this should be connected

to the speed of the stabilizer to cover the newly created surfaces.9

In the present contribution, it could be shown that the addition

of NaGC increases the mobility on a 60 ps time scale by a factor

of about 1.5 compared to monolayers without NaGC. This

increase of mobility is beneficial but is hardly enough for the

observed drastic change of stabilizing potential. Other mecha-

nisms can therefore be expected to contribute as well: collective

motions and the adsorption from the aqueous phase, discussed

below.

The presented measurements probed only the autocorrelation

of the molecules under steady state conditions. Therefore,

collective effects are not visible. One formation of those could be

caused by the impurity sites induced by the sodium glycocholate

molecules in the phospholipid lattice, inducing a calving process.

Big chunks of stabilizer would separate from the covered area,

swimming out onto the naked particle and cover it. Another

possibility is the fast expansion of a homogeneous stabilizer layer

that is driven by the big lateral pressure induced by the NaGC.85

The corresponding collective diffusion coefficient is independent

from the self diffusion coefficient measured here.

Another contribution will arise from the NaGC that is not

incorporated in the monolayer and may even have solubilized

a part of the phospholipid molecules into the aqueous phase.8

This reservoir of stabilizer molecules can attach to the newly

created surface directly from the solution, making the distance to

be covered by diffusion much shorter.9

Summing up, the addition of NaGC initially enhances the

mobility but this effect saturates. Having added NaGC, it is

possible to reduce the amount of DMPC which in turn increases

the mobility. The increase in mobility on the 60 ps time scale

seems to play a secondary role in the enhancement of the stabi-

lizing properties.

3.4 The dynamics of DMPC in multibilayers at high

temperatures

Depending on the method, different measures of the width can be

extracted from the same data. As done with the previous

samples, the model-free determination of the full width at half

maximum is plotted in Fig. 6. Because of the high quality of the

spectra due to the large amount of sample, a model-based eval-

uation can additionally be performed which allows the specific

extraction of the long-range motional component. Assuming

flow-like motions, s(Q) is obtained; assuming diffusion G(Q).

Both are shown in Fig. 7.

The mobility D(Q), obtained from the model-free approach, is

shown in Fig. 6. As expected, it increases with temperature – it is

not expected to follow any particularQ dependence. A quadratic

function in Q was used in Fig. 6 without a theoretical justifica-

tion. The fact that it fits the data better at low temperatures than

at high temperatures is therefore not meaningful. The strong rise

with Q is given by the localized motions which contribute espe-

cially at high Q.

Turning to the model-bound evaluations of the long-range

motional component in Fig. 7, it is clear that the extracted s(Q)

follow the required linear dependence on Q at low temperatures

while the G(Q) show a good agreement with the required

quadratic Q dependence at high temperatures. This shows that

Fig. 6 The full width at half maximum of the sample spectra minus the

full width at half maximum of the vanadium spectra which indicate the

instrumental resolution shown as a function of Q for different tempera-

tures. The lines are fits of quadratic functions in Q.
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the observed dynamics in the 60 ps regime can be described better

by the model of flow-like, cooperative rearrangements of

dynamically assembled patches of molecules at low temperatures

while the model of diffusive motions is the better one at high

temperatures.

Concentrating on s(Q), the increasing deviation from

a proportional dependence on Q to a more quadratic behaviour

with increasing temperature was also observed in other systems.

Some glass-forming liquids show a transition from flow-like

displacements at temperatures shortly above the glass transition

temperature to a normal diffusive behaviour at high tempera-

tures.86The fact that the deviation from a linear dependence onQ

is first visible at high Q has also been observed before and was

discussed in connection with dynamical heterogeneities.87

This transition from flow-like to diffusive is also observed

when changing the observation time in studies of colloidal

motions:88,89At short times, flow-like motions are seen which

constitute the steps of a random walk – the diffusion at long

times. In the present case, the observation time is not changed

but rather the rising temperature shifts the transition time from

flow-like to diffusive towards shorter times and through the

constant window of the observation time.

In order to qualify the temperature evolution of the total

mobility, D(Q) was fitted with a quadratic function inQ as shown

in Fig. 6. The temperature evolution of the long-range motion

was followed by fitting s(Q) with a linear function inQ, cf. Fig. 7.

We note again that these functions show systematic deviations

from the data and can therefore not be seen as a consistent

model. However, although the limits of validity of the models are

passed, it is still possible to extract the temperature dependence

of the long-range motion and total mobility qualitatively.

This approach gives access to v with the dimension of

a velocity for the long-range motion and toD with the dimension

of a diffusion coefficient for the total mobility. These quantities

are shown in Fig. 8 in an Arrhenius plot as a function of inverse

temperature. Their behaviours follow an Arrhenius temperature

dependence, another indication that the dynamics at tempera-

tures far above the main melting transition (which is at 24.3 �C†)
do not show any peculiarities, as expected.

An Arrhenius behaviour of the motions of phospholipid

molecules is found not only on the here-presented time scale of

about 60 ps but also at about 100 ns,90 100 ms,12 and 100 s.11 It

was observed that colloids with a hard-disk-like interaction

potential exhibit a stronger temperature dependence, termed

super-Arrhenius, which becomes Arrhenius-like with softer

interaction potentials.91 As the head group rotation exhibits an

Arrhenius temperature dependence in the fully hydrated state

Fig. 7 Left: standard deviation s of the narrow Gaussian component in a multicomponent fit shown as a function of Q for different temperatures. The

lines are fits of linear functions in Q. Right: half width at half maximum G of the narrow Lorentzian component in a multicomponent fit shown as

a function of Q for different temperatures. The lines are fits of quadratic functions in Q.

Fig. 8 An Arrhenius plot of the mobility in DMPC multibilayers for

temperatures from 30 to 80 �C in steps of 5 �C. Shown are v, the best-fit

values to s(Q) ¼ v $ Q, and D, the best-fit values to D(Q) ¼ D $ Q2,

together with fits of Arrhenius equations to them. The arrow denotes the

temperature of the main phase transition of DMPC, determined by DSC

as 24.3 �C.†
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which becomes super-Arrhenius when decreasing the hydra-

tion,92 one can speculate that the water molecules which pene-

trate between the head groups81 act as a plasticiser.

Collective motions of several molecules are often connected to

a super-Arrhenius temperature which was not observed here.

However, this does not contradict the assumption of dynamic

heterogeneities in the membrane at temperatures shortly above

the main phase transition on a pico- to nanosecond time scale.22

These have also been observed in glass formers obeying an

Arrhenius behaviour93 and even above the melting point of

colloidal liquids that exhibit a first order freezing phase transi-

tion, i. e. that are not in the glassy regime.30

The fits of Arrhenius equations with a logarithmic weight yield

apparent activation energies for the long-range motion

Ev
A ¼ 11 kJ mol�1 and for the mobility ED

A ¼ 30 kJ mol�1,

respectively. As discussed previously,70 these activation energies

have to be interpreted with care – especially when comparing

different time scales on which they are known to depend even for

simpler molecules.94 The thermal expansion of the membrane can

be expected to be the main driving force behind the speed-up of

the motions, linking the dynamics to the area per molecule just as

in the case of the monolayers in emulsions discussed earlier in this

contribution.

The activation energies which are extracted in procedures

comparable to our method12,90 yielded about 30 kJ mol�1 for the

long-range motion – about three times the value of 11 kJ mol�1

extracted in the present study. This is in agreement with our

previous observation that the flow velocity of the phospholipid

molecules decreases with increasing observation time21 which

means that the molecules did not experience all barriers in the

picosecond time range. The agreement of the here determined

apparent activation energy of the mobility with the activation

energy of the long-time diffusion observed by other techniques

seems to be purely coincidental.

The diffusion of probe molecules in polystyrene95 has shown

that the long-range translational and localized rotational relax-

ations show different temperature dependences and – exactly as

in our case – the long-range component has a significantly

weaker temperature dependence.

To summarize, flow-like motions are supported by the data in

the observed 60 ps time scale close to the main phase transition.

As the temperature is increased, the correlations between the

molecules decay faster and normal diffusive behaviour is

observed.

4 Conclusions

The dynamics of the phospholipid DMPC were studied with

quasielastic neutron scattering on a timescale of 60 ps in multibi-,

single bi- and monolayers at full hydration. Samples with low

amounts of DMPC were evaluated in a model-free approach that

gives access to the overall mobility of the molecules. This

procedure was complemented with a model-bound data analysis

for the samples with a large amount of DMPC and corre-

spondingly good statistics.

The mobility of pure DMPC was found to increase in the

following order: multibilayer (reference) < single bilayer (factor

of 1.3) < monolayer (factor of 2). Within the single bilayers, the

mobility increased with decreasing diameter of the vesicles (up to

a factor of 1.5); in the case of the monolayers, it increased with

increasing area per molecule.

The addition of sodium glycocholate (NaGC) was found to

increase the mobility as well. Adding 10 weight% of NaGC (in

relation to the amount of DMPC) increased the mobility simi-

larly in the multibilayers and in the monolayers (a factor of 1.5

compared to the same systems without the addition of NaGC).

Further addition of NaGC to the monolayers did not show an

effect. However, having added NaGC, it was possible to further

increase the area per DMPC molecule, reaching a highly

increased mobility compared to the multibilayers (more than

a factor of 3). It can be concluded that the packing density of the

phospholipid molecules is correlated with their mobility.

The data of the unsupported multibilayers in the temperature

range between 30 and 80 �C was additionally evaluated with

a model-bound data evaluation. While a model of flow-like

motions in the membrane fits well at low temperatures, a model

of diffusive motions fits better at high temperatures. As the

observation time is fixed at 60 ps, this corresponds to a decrease

of the correlation times of the flow-like motions through this

range when the temperature is increased.
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1 Thin Layer Chromatography

Thin layer chromatography (TLC) was performed on alu-
minium sheets covered with HPTLC Silica gel 60 F254 (Merck
KGA, Darmstadt, Germany). Two measurements with differ-
ent eluents were performed:

1. cyclohexane/isopropanol/water 30/40/6 (V/V), the pro-
cedure described in application #400710 of Macherey-
Nagel, and in the literature1.

2. chloroform/methanol/water 65/25/4 (V/V), described by
Avanti Polar Lipids, Al, USA.

An UV lamp was used to make the substances visible.

2 Differential Scanning Calorimetry

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed on a
Setaram microDSC. 0.1 ml of sample (DMPC multibilayers in
H2O and DMPC multibilayers in D2O) were measured against
0.1 ml of H2O or D2O, respectively, with a cooling/heating
rate of 0.1 K/min. The shifts of the phase transition tempera-
tures induced by the H2O/D2O exchange is only minor as can
be seen in figure 1.
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Fig. 1 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements of
DMPC in H2O (dash-dotted lines) and D2O (dashed lines). Shown
are the cooling scan (top) and heating scan (bottom). The insets
show enlarged versions of the pretransition and main transition
peaks.
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3 Calculation of the area per molecule

Spherical droplets with radius r and diameter 2r = ∅ have a
volume of V = 4/3πr3, a surface of S= 4πr2, and correspond-
ingly S/V = 3/r = 6/∅ ∝ 1/∅. Approximating the density of
all components with 1, the volume of spherical droplets in a
unit sample volume is given by the concentration of perdeuter-
ated hexadecane, [dHD]. Therefore, the surface area of the
emulsion droplets in the same volume is

area ∝
[dHD]

∅
. (1)

As the number of DMPC molecules in the same volume is
proportional to the concentration of DMPC in the sample,
[DMPC], one finally arrives at

area per molecule ∝
[dHD]

[DMPC] ·∅ . (2)

This number is only a relatively rough measure for the
true value because it assumes that the emulsion droplets are
monodisperse and all DMPC molecules are adsorbed to the
interface. The formula neglects the surface area occupied by
NaGC molecules because the NaGC molecules are water sol-
uble and the amount of NaGC is much lower than the one of
DMPC.

4 Fit functions

The fit function used for the determination of the long-range
motional component has been discussed in detail before2. It
is

S(Q,ω) = a ·X(Q,ω)⊗
[A1(Q) ·δ (ω)+(1−A1(Q)) ·L1(Q,ω)]⊗

[A2(Q) ·δ (ω)+(1−A2(Q)) ·L2(Q,ω)] (3)

where X is discussed in the following, δ is the delta function,
and L1 and L2 denote Lorentzians. The first term is caused by
long-range motions, the two latter ones by localized motions.

4.1 Flow motions

Assuming flow-like motions with a Maxwell-Boltzmann dis-
tribution of the flow velocities, X is a Gaussian in ω with a
standard deviation σ(Q) = v ·Q where v is the most probable
flow velocity.

4.2 Diffusion

Assuming diffusion, X is a Lorentzian in ω with a half width
at half maximum Γ(Q) = D ·Q2 where D is the diffusion co-
efficient.

References
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Appendix G.

FABADA: a Fitting Algorithm for
Bayesian Analysis of DAta

Luis Carlos Pardo, Muriel Rovira-Esteva, Sebastian Busch,
María Dolores Ruiz-Martín, and Josep Lluis Tamarit

Journal of Physics: Conference Series, 325(1):012006, 2011.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1088/1742-6596/325/1/012006

In this publication, the author actively participated in the development of the program.
He incorporated cross-platform capability and replaced the central component of the
software, the random number generator, with a free and open version that was publicly
available. He contributed to the writing of the manuscript.

The program FABADA presented here is a Monte Carlo fit program that was used for
the model-based evaluation of the data of pure DMPC [B]. One of its advantages compared
to normal Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm used e. g. in [C, D] is that correlations between
parameters are naturally taken into account, giving their «true» error bars.

This publication describes the general features of Bayesian fitting methods and demon-
strates the versatility of the technique at several examples. The presented program
features also a special optimization procedure of the parameter jump values that distin-
guishes it from other Bayesian fitting software [H].

Copyright 2011 by the Institute of Physics (IOP).
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Abstract. The fit of data using a mathematical model is the standard way to know if the
model describes data correctly and to obtain parameters that describe the physical processes
hidden behind the experimental results. This is usually done by means of a χ2 minimization
procedure. Although this procedure is fast and quite reliable for simple models, it has many
drawbacks when dealing with complicated problems such as models with many or correlated
parameters. We present here a Bayesian method to explore the parameter space guided only
by the probability laws underlying the χ2 figure of merit. The presented method does not get
stuck in local minima of the χ2 landscape as it usually happens with classical minimization
procedures. Moreover correlations between parameters are taken into account in a natural way.
Finally, parameters are obtained as probability distribution functions so that all the complexity
of the parameter space is shown.

1. Introduction
Science is based on the success of an hypothesis to describe experimental results, i. e., is based on
the amount of “truth” and “falsity” of an hypothesis when contrasted with experimental results
[1]. In order to find a quantitative method to determine this “amount of truth”, hypotheses
in science should at the end be reduced to a mathematical expression depending on a set of
parameters with some physical meaning. The “amount of truth” is then determined by fitting
the mathematical model to some experimental data. To quantify that, a figure of merit χ2 can
be defined as

χ2 =
n∑

k=1

(Hk{Pi} −Dk)
2

σ2
k

(1)

where n is the number of experimental points, Dk (k = 1, . . . , n) are the experimental data,
Hk{Pi} (k = 1, . . . , n) are the values obtained from our hypothesis (the mathematical model)
using the {Pi} (i = 1, . . . ,m) set of parameters contained in the model, m is the number of
parameters, and σk (k = 1, . . . , n) are the experimental errors associated with the respective
measured points Dk.

Data fitting is usually done by minimizing χ2 (equation 1) using the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm, which aims to find the minimum of the χ2{Pi} hypersurface. This fit procedure has
a twofold goal: first, to find the set of parameters {Pi} which best describes the experimental
data within their errors, and second, using this set of parameters, to define a figure of merit
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which quantifies the “amount of truth” of the proposed hypothesis, taking into account how
well it describes the data. In order to be able to compare different hypotheses with different
numbers of parameters, it is reasonable to define a figure of merit which penalizes the addition

of parameters such as the reduced χ2 defined as χ2
ν = χ2

n−m . In this equation, n is the number of
experimental points and m is the number of parameters, so n −m is the number of degrees of
freedom.

This way to quantify how well experimental data are described by a hypothesis is based on
what is called a frequentist approximation of the problem [2], and has many drawbacks associated
with both the fit procedure (it usually gets stuck in local minima of the χ2 hypersurface when
the model is complex) and the way to quantify the correctness of the hypothesis describing
experimental data. The final result using this method is characterized by a set of parameters
with an associated error (Pk ± εk) and the figure of merit χ2

ν . This way of quantifying the
best fit to the data is based on the supposition that there is only one minimum in the χ2{Pi}
hypersurface within the data error, and that the functional dependence of χ2{Pi} is quadratic
on each parameter i (i. e., one can stop at the second term of a Taylor expansion of the obtained
minimum), and thus allowing only symmetric errors. Moreover, errors are usually calculated
disregarding possible correlations between parameters and are thus generally underestimated.

The main difference of Bayesian inference from the previously exposed frequentist method
is the absence of any supposition on the χ2{Pi} landscape which will rather be explicitly
explored taking into account experimental data. The method results in a different way to
express fitted parameters and the figure of merit showing all the complexity of the final solution:
they become Probability Distribution Functions (PDFs) obtained directly from exploring the
χ2{Pi} hypersurface.

Although Bayesian methods are widely used in astronomy or biology [3], they are scarcely
used in condensed matter and usually for very specific tasks such as in the analysis of QENS
data [4], and the analysis of diffraction data [5, 6]. We present in this work a general method
to perform fittings and to analyze results based exclusively on probability by using Bayesian
inference.

Although the presented Bayesian method is general, it is specially useful in three situations.
Firstly, when the classical fitting procedure gets stuck in a local minimum of the chi squared
hypersurface, i.e. when the present parameter set does not correspond to the best obtainable
fit but any small parameter value change even decreases the fit quality. This may happen for
example when fitting the intramolecular structure to diffraction data [7] but is a well known
problem in basically every fit normally surpassed by a careful choice of the initial parameter
values. Secondly when an intricate model selection shall be performed, such as in the case of
models that describe molecular motions using QENS [8] or dielectric data [9]. Finally when the
model is ill defined and more than one combination of parameters is able to describe data, or
when data only allows to limit the range of parameters but not to obtain a best fitting value
[10].

2. Data analysis using the Bayesian method
2.1. What is behind the ubiquitous χ2?
The objective of the so called Bayesian methods [4, 14] is to find the probability that a hypothesis
is true given some experimental evidence. This is done by taking into account both our prior
state of knowledge concerning the hypothesis, and the likelihood that the data is described by the
proposed hypothesis. Using probability notation, and considering the case that the experiment
consists of a series of data Dk and that the hypothesis is represented by Hk, we can relate the
aforementioned probabilities using the Bayes theorem [13, 14]:

P (Hk |Dk) =
P (Dk |Hk)P (Hk)

P (Dk)
(2)
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Figure 1. Poisson statistics fol-
lowed by data in a counting ex-
periment such as a scattering one
(lines), and its usual Gaussian ap-
proximation (points) for an increas-
ing number of expected counts. For
an increasing number of counts, the
Poisson distribution (line) can be
approximated by a Gaussian func-
tion (points) with σ =

√
n, being

the number of counts n. The inset
shows that for a number of counts
as great as 100 the approximation
works quite well.

where P (Hk |Dk) is called the posterior, the probability that the hypothesis is in fact describing
the data. P (Dk | Hk) is the likelihood, the probability that our data is well described by
our hypothesis. P (Hk) is called the prior, the PDF summarizing the knowledge we have
beforehand about the hypothesis, and P (Dk) is a normalization factor to assure that the
integrated posterior probability is unity. In the following, we will assume no prior knowledge
(maximum ignorance prior [14]), and in this special case Bayes theorem takes the simple form
P (Hk |Dk) ∝ P (Dk |Hk) ≡ L, where L is a short notation for likelihood.

In order to quantify the Bayes theorem, we need first to find the likelihood that one data
point Dk is described by the mathematically modeled hypothesis Hk. In a counting experiment,
this probability follows a Poisson distribution. It can be well approximated by a Gaussian
distribution with σ =

√
Dk (see also [14]) if the number of counts is high enough as it is shown

in figure 1. Therefore for one experimental point (k = i, i = 1, . . . , n):

P (Dk=i |Hk=i) =
Hk

Dk e−Hk

Dk!
≈ 1

σ
√
2π

exp

[
−1

2

(
Hk −Dk

σk

)2
]

(3)

Where on the right hand side of the expression it is not explicitly written that the equation is
related to a single experimental point i = k for simplicity. The likelihood that the set of data
points Dk is correctly described by the hypothesis Hk can be therefore written as

P (Dk |Hk) ∝
n∏

k=1

exp

[
−1

2

(
Hk −Dk

σk

)2
]
= exp

[
−1

2

n∑

k=1

(
Hk −Dk

σk

)2
]
= exp

(
−χ2

2

)
. (4)

The figure of merit χ2 is therefore related to the likelihood that the data is well described
by the hypothesis Hk. The probability theory behind χ2 also allows to deal with the case of
experiments with only few counts where the Gaussian approximation, for which χ2 = −2 lnL,
is not valid anymore and the Poisson distribution must be employed, simply by redefining χ2

[14] as

χ2 = −2 ·
n∑

k=1

ln

[
Hk

Dke−Hk

Dk!

]
(5)
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Figure 2. Upper row: PDFs as-
sociated with the center xc, am-
plitude a and width w of a Gaus-
sian function (solid circles) together
with the χ2(Pi) around its mini-
mum value, fixing all parameters
except Pi (lines). Bottom row:
χ2(Pi, Pj) plots showing the corre-
lation between parameters, the con-
tour lines have a distance of Δχ2 =
1.

2.2. The Bayesian method
The probabilistic understanding of χ2 makes it possible to define a unique method, first to fit
the experimental data, and then to analyze the obtained results, using a Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) technique where a set of parameters P new

i is generated from an old set P old
i by

randomly changing one of the parameters, i. e., P new
i = P old

i +(RND−0.5) ·2ΔPmax
i . In the last

equation ΔPmax
i is the maximum change allowed for the parameter and will be called parameter

jump for short, and RND is a random number between 0 and 1. The probability to accept the
new set of parameters is given by

P (H(P new
i ) |Dk)

P (H(P old
i ) |Dk)

= exp

(
−χ2

new − χ2
old

2

)
(6)

where χ2
new and χ2

old correspond to the χ2 (as defined in equation 1) for the new and old set of
parameters. Both fitting and analysis consist therefore in the successive generation of parameter
sets {Pi} (Markov Chains) with the successive acceptations ruled by equation 6.

3. Two academic examples
3.1. Fitting a Gaussian
In order to test the fit algorithm, a standard function such as a Gaussian

y(x) = a/
√
2πw exp

[
−(x− xc)

2/(2w2)
]
+ b (7)

was generated with the parameter set {a, w, xc} = {10.0, 1.0, 5.0} and being b fixed to zero. The
data were generated with a Normal distributed error associated with each point of 0.05 and
subsequently fitted by the presented algorithm using the same formula (with b = 0).

The calculated PDFs associated with each parameter Pi are shown in the top row of figure 2
together with the χ2 dependence on this parameter, calculated by varying only the parameter
Pi and leaving the others fixed, i. e., making a cut of the hypersurface χ2{a, w, xc}. As one may
expect, the minimum of χ2 coincides with the maximum probability of each parameter PDF.

The most probable parameter values – the ones where the PDF is maximal – coincide very
nicely with the original values as can be seen in the top row of figure 2. In the following,
the discussion will focus on the determination of the parameter errors. There are two ways to
determine the parameter errors: (i) the commonly used definition of the error as the value of
the parameter that increases χ2 by one unit (ΔP = |P (χ2

min)−P (χ2
min +1)|) and (ii) the width

of the Gaussian associated with the PDF (the width of the Gaussian at y = e−0.5 · ymax).
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The obtained PDFs can be well described by a Gaussian function in the present examples
(solid line in the PDFs shown in figure 2). This proves that in this simple case the minimum
of χ2{Pi} is quadratic in each parameter, and therefore the frequentist definitions of errors can
be used – the two measures of the parameter errors should coincide. The error is the defined in
such a way that Pi has a 68% probability to be within Pi − σPi and Pi + σPi (see [15]).

In figure 2 it can be seen that errors calculated from the PDFs are equal (for xc) or larger
(for a and w) than those calculated using the method of incrementing χ2. This discrepancy can
be explained by parameter correlations seen in the contour plots of the two-dimensional cuts
through the χ2(Pi, Pj) hypersurface shown in the bottom row of figure 2: from the symmetry
of the contours involving xc it can be concluded that xc is independent from both, a and w,
whereas these two parameters are correlated, causing the main axis of the contour ellipsoids to
be not parallel to the parameter axes. For the parameters a and w, the error calculated from
the PDF coincides with the limits of the contour χ2 = χ2

min + 1. The error calculated from χ2

coincides with the intersection of the contour with the x axis, thus underestimating its value.
Although this fact is well known in the frequentist approximation [15], to take correlations

between parameters into account would involve diagonalizing the covariant matrix. That is
scarcely done and in any case is useful only in simple cases as the one presented when errors are
symmetric, i. e., when χ2{Pi} is quadratic in Pi. The Bayesian approach takes in a natural way
any correlation between parameters into account, and can also treat non-Gaussian PDFs being
much more powerful than the frequentist approximation.

3.2. Fitting with Poisson statistics
The standard way of fitting data using the minimization of χ2 (as defined in equation 4) is no
longer valid when the number of counts is low. However, as we have seen, simply by redefining
χ2 using equation 5, we can perform the fits when the number of counts is arbitrarily low.

To test our algorithm we have generated a series of random numbers DK following a Poisson
distribution around different fixed values HK . We have then fitted these series of randomly
generated points using the usual definition of χ2, equation 4, therefore wrongly assuming that
the numbers were generated following a Gaussian PDF (see Fig. 1) and with the definition given
in equation 5, that is, correctly assuming that DK follows a Poisson PDF around HK .

In figure 3 we show the relative discrepancy between the fitted value and the value HK used to
generate the series of points using both methods as a function of the value HK on a logarithmic
scale. As expected, for HK greater than about 103 both methods yield the same result. On the
contrary for smaller values the discrepancy increases, reaching 30% for HK = 1.

It is therefore important to take into account that in the limit of low counts the usual
approximation between Poisson and Gaussian statistics should not be used. In figure 3 it is
displayed the fit of a Gaussian function (equation 7) with parameters {a, w, xc, b} = {20, 5, 1, 2}
each point DK being generated following a Poisson distribution. The fit using Poisson statistics
is closer to the generated function, i. e., unaffected by the error, as it can be seen in the figure
proving that the proposed algorithm is also useful to fit in the case of low count rates.

4. Conclusions
We have proposed a general Bayesian method to fit data and analyze results from the fit [12].
The classical frequentist approach makes some assumptions concerning the χ2 landscape: there is
only a minimum of χ2{Pi} able to describe data within its error, this minimum has a quadratic
dependence on the parameters, and the parameters are not correlated. The here proposed
method avoids such problems, sampling the parameter space only with the guide of probability
rules. This method has already been successfully used to analyze experiments coming from
diffraction experiments [16], quasielastic neutron scattering [17, 10, 8] and dielectric spectroscopy
[9]. We finally summarize the main advantages of the proposed method:
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Figure 3. (a) Discrepancy between the fits to a constant value HK set to 10i, i = 0, 1, . . . , 5
using a Gaussian (empty circles) and a Poisson statistic (full circles), being DK values generated
using a Poisson statistics. (b) Gaussian function generated assuming a low-count experiment
(circles), i. e., assuming a Poisson statistics for each point. The solid line is the generated
function unaffected by the error, and the dashed line the fitted function. Dotted line is the fit
assuming a normal distribution of errors.

The Bayesian method will not get stuck in local minima of the χ2 hypersurface during the fit
procedure if its barrier is smaller than the error associated with the experimental data set [16].

Parameters are obtained as PDFs and, because the whole parameter space is sampled,
correlations between parameters are taken into account. Moreover, a natural way to define
errors based on the PDF of parameters is obtained within this method [17, 10, 9].

The likelihood (which as we have seen is directly related to χ2) obtained by this method is
also a PDF hence revealing the whole complexity of the parameter landscape. Model selection is
then performed taking into account all parameter combinations compatible with the experiment
[8].
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Appendix H.

Fitting in a Complex χ2 Landscape
Using an Optimized Hypersurface
Sampling
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In order to explore the χ2 landscape efficiently, the program FABADA [G] was provided
with the here presented optimised parameter jump sizes adaptation. A good choice of the
parameter jump lengths is of utmost importance for Monte Carlo fits – if not adjusted to
the right value, for example a model selection as used for the DMPC multibilayers [B],
will yield erroneous results because the χ2 hypersurface is not uniformly scanned.

Luis Carlos Pardo, Muriel Rovira-Esteva, Sebastian Busch, Jean-François Moulin,
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Fitting a data set with a parametrized model can be seen geometrically as finding the global minimum of the
χ 2 hypersurface, depending on a set of parameters {Pi}. This is usually done using the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm. The main drawback of this algorithm is that despite its fast convergence, it can get stuck if the
parameters are not initialized close to the final solution. We propose a modification of the Metropolis algorithm
introducing a parameter step tuning that optimizes the sampling of parameter space. The ability of the parameter
tuning algorithm together with simulated annealing to find the global χ2 hypersurface minimum, jumping across
χ 2{Pi} barriers when necessary, is demonstrated with synthetic functions and with real data.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.84.046711 PACS number(s): 02.60.Pn, 02.50.Cw, 02.50.Ng, 02.50.Tt

I. INTRODUCTION

Fitting a parametrized model to experimental results is the
most usual way to obtain the physics hidden behind data.
However, as nicely reported by Transtrum et al. [1], this can
be quite challenging, and it usually takes “weeks of human
guidance to find a good starting point.” Geometrically, the
problem of finding a best fit corresponds to finding the global
minimum of the χ2 hypersurface. As this hypersurface is often
full of fissures, local minima prohibit an efficient search. The
human guidance consists usually of a set of tricks (depending
on every particular problem) that allow us to choose the starting
point in this landscape such that the first minimum found is
indeed the global minimum.

This problem is usually due to the mechanism that is behind
classical fit algorithms such as Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) [2]:
A set of parameters {Pi} is optimized by varying the parameters
and accepting the modified parameter set as a starting point
for the next iteration only if this new set reduces the value of
a cost or merit function such as χ2. From a geometrical point
of view, those algorithms allow only downhill movements in
the χ2{Pi} hypersurface. Therefore they can get stuck in local
minima or get lost in flat regions of the χ2 landscape [1]. This
means that they are able to find an optimal solution only if
they are initialized around the absolute minimum of the χ2

hypersurface.
The challenge of finding the global minimum can be

alternatively tackled by Bayesian methods [3,4] as demon-
strated in different fields such as astronomy or biology [5],
solid-state physics [6], quasielastic neutron-scattering data
analysis [7], and reverse Monte Carlo methods [8]. We follow
a Bayesian approach to the fit problem in this contribution.
This method is based on another mechanism to wander
around in parameter space: Instead of allowing only downhill
movements, parameter changes that increase χ2 can also be
accepted if the change in χ2 is compatible with the data
errors.

To do that, a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method is
used, where the Markov chains are generated by the Metropolis

algorithm [9]. However, while in the case of the LM algorithm
the initialization of parameters is critical to the convergence
of the algorithm, it is here that the tuning of the maximum
parameter change allowed at each step (called parameter jumps
hereafter) is what will decide the success of the algorithm to
find the global χ2{Pi} minimum in an efficient way.

If the parameter jumps are chosen too small, the algorithm
will always accept any parameter change, getting lost in
irrelevant details of the χ2{Pi} landscape. If chosen too large,
the parameters will hardly be accepted, and the algorithm will
get stuck every now and then. Moreover, in the case of models
defined by more than one parameter, when parameter jumps are
not properly chosen, the parameter space can be overexplored
in the direction of those parameters with too small jump
lengths; in other words, the model would be insensitive to
the proposed change of these parameters. On the other hand,
some other parameters can be associated to a jump so big that
changes are hardly ever accepted.

Different schemes have been proposed in order to change
parameter jumps to explore the target distribution efficiently
using Markov chains under the generic name of adaptive
MCMC [10]. Using the framework of stochastic approxima-
tion [11] we present in this work an algorithm belonging
to the group of “controlled Markov chains” [12,13] where
the calculation of new parameter jumps takes the history
of the Markov chain and previous parameter jumps into
account.

Two main approaches are known that take the Markov
chain history into account: adaptive Metropolis (AM) al-
gorithms [14] (implemented, for example, in PyMC [15])
and algorithms that use rules following the Robbins-Monro
update [13,16,17]. In the first case, parameter jumps are tuned
using the covariance matrix at every step, so that once the
adaptation is finished the algorithm should be wandering with
a parameter jump close to the “error” of the parameter (defined
as the variance of the posterior parameter probability density
function [PDF]). In some cases, this kind of algorithm [10]
can get stuck if the acceptance ratio of a parameter is too
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high or too low. In this case the Markov chain stops learning
from the past history, and thus the optimization is stopped
with suboptimal parameter jumps. This problem is overcome
by Robbins-Monro update rules that change parameter jumps
so that they are accepted with an optimal ratio.

The main danger of optimized Metropolis algorithms is that
adaptation might cause the Markov chain to not converge to
the target distribution anymore. In other words, the Markov
chain might lose its ergodicity. For example in the case of
AM algorithms, the generated chain is not Markovian since it
depends on the history of the chain. However, as demonstrated
by Haario et al. [14], the chain is able to reproduce the
target distribution, i.e., is ergodic. In the second type of
algorithms, the Robbins-Monro type, ergodicity properties
must be ensured by updating only at regeneration times [16]. In
any case, as pointed out by Andrieu et al. [10], the convergence
to the target distribution is ensured if optimization vanishes. In
other words, if parameter jumps oscillate around a fixed value,
the ergodic property of the Markov chain is ensured.

The presented algorithm is based on the stochastic approach
of Robbins-Monro with an updating rule inspired by the one of
Gilks et al. [16]. Optimization of parameter jumps is therefore
performed with two goals in mind:

(1) To calculate them in such a way that all parameters are
accepted with the same ratio. Adjusting parameter jumps so
that all parameter changes will have the same acceptance ratio
is important to explore the χ2{Pi} landscape with the same
efficiency in all parameter directions.

(2) To adjust parameter jumps to a value tailored to the stage
of the fit. This will turn out to be important when exploring the
χ2{Pi} hypersurface using the simulated annealing technique
[18], since this allows the parameter jumps to be optimized
to explore χ2{Pi} (see subsection fitting in a complex χ2

landscape): At the beginning of the fit process the algorithm
will set parameter jumps to a large value to explore large
portions of the χ2 landscape, and at the final stages these
parameter jumps will be set to small values by the same
algorithm in order to find its absolute minimum.

Geometrically, we can interpret the algorithm as setting the
parameter step sizes to a value related to the hypersurface land-
scape. First, it modifies the parameter jump to take into account
the shape of the hypersurface along a parameter direction. If
χ2{Pk} (the cut along a parameter k) is flat (the parameter
direction is “sloppy” following Sethna’s nomenclature [19]),
the parameter step size is set to a larger value, and parameters
will move faster in this sloppy direction. On the contrary, in
the directions where the χ2{Pk} has a larger slope (the “stiff”
direction following Sethna’s nomenclature), parameter steps
will be set to a smaller value so that they are accepted with the
same as the previous ones. Second, it modifies the parameter
jumps to take the shape of the global χ2 landscape into account
when the simulated annealing is used. At the beginning of the
fit parameter jumps will be set to a large value so that details
of χ2{Pk}, i.e., local minima, will be smeared out, making it
easier to find the global minimum. However, during the last
steps of the fitting process, parameter steps will be set to a small
value by the algorithm so that the system will be allowed to
relax inside the minimum.

The present work gives a detailed description on how
the algorithm works and is organized as follows: We first

recall briefly on the Metropolis method applied to generate
Markov chains. In the next section, the proposed algorithm
to optimize the parameter step size is introduced. Then we
check its robustness to find optimized parameter jumps using
a simple test function; and finally we test the ability of the
regenerative algorithm combined with the simulated annealing
technique to find the global minimum of χ2, even with poor
initialization values, using a simple function with a complex
χ2{Pi} landscape. The algorithm presented in this work has
been implemented in the program FABADA (Fit Algorithm for
Bayesian Analysis of DAta) [20].

II. THE FIT METHOD

A. Fitting with the Bayesian ansatz

Fitting data using the Metropolis algorithm is based on an
iterative process where successively proposed parameter sets
are accepted according to the probability that these parameters
describe the actual data, given all available evidence. Hence
this method makes use of our knowledge of the error bars of
the data.

We now briefly recall how this can be done using a
Metropolis algorithm, to proceed in the next section with the
algorithm to adjust parameter jumps.

We should first start with the probabilistic bases behind the
χ2 definition. The probability P (H |D) that an hypothesis H is
correctly describing an experimental result D is related to the
likelihood P (D|H ) that experimental data Dk (k = 1, . . . ,n)
are correctly described by a model or hypothesis Hk (k =
1, . . . ,n); using Bayes’ theorem [3,4],

P (Hk|Dk) = P (Dk|Hk)P (Hk)

P (Dk)
, (1)

where P (Hk|Dk) is called the posterior, the probability that
the hypothesis is in fact describing the data. P (Dk|Hk) is the
likelihood, the probability that the description of the data by
the hypothesis is good. P (Hk) is called the prior, the PDF
summarizing the knowledge we have about the hypothesis
before looking at the data. P (Dk) is a normalization factor to
ensure that the integrated posterior probability is unity.

In the following we will assume no prior knowledge
(maximum ignorance prior [4]), and in this special case Bayes’
theorem takes the simple form

P (Hk|Dk) ∝ P (Dk|Hk) ≡ L, (2)

where L is a short notation for likelihood.
Although this is by no means a prerequisite, we will assume

in the following that the likelihood that every single data
point Dk described by the model or hypothesis Hk follows
a Gaussian distribution. The case of a Poisson distribution was
discussed previously [21]. For data with a Gaussian distributed
uncertainty with width σ , the likelihood for each individual
data point takes the form

P (Dk|Hk) = 1

σ
√

2π
exp

[
− 1

2

(
Hk − Dk

σk

)2 ]
, (3)
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and correspondingly, the likelihood that the whole data set is
described by this hypothesis is

P (Dk|Hk) ∝
n∏

k=1

exp

[
−1

2

(
Hk − Dk

σk

)2 ]

= exp

[
−1

2

n∑
k=1

(
Hk − Dk

σk

)2
]

= exp

(
−χ2

2

)
. (4)

The Metropolis algorithm will in this special case consist of
the proposition of successive sets of parameters {Pi}. A new
set of parameters is generated changing one parameter at a
time using the rule

P new
i = P old

i + r�P max
i , (5)

where �P max
i is the maximum change allowed to the parameter

or parameter jump and r is a random number between −1.0
and 1.0. The new set of parameters will always be accepted if
it lowers the value of χ2, or, if the opposite happens, it will be
accepted with a probability

P
(
H

{
P l+1

i

}∣∣Dk

)
P

(
H

{
P l

i

}∣∣Dk

) = exp

(
−χ2

l+1 − χ2
l

2

)
, (6)

where χ2
l+1 and χ2

l correspond to the χ2 for the proposed new
set of parameters and the old one, respectively. Otherwise, this
new parameter value will be rejected, and the fit function does
not change during this step.

The Metropolis algorithm described here is very similar to
the one used in statistical physics to find the possible molecular
configurations (microstates) at a given temperature. In that
case the algorithm minimizes the energy of the system while
allowing changes in molecular positions that yield an increase
of the energy if it is compatible with the temperature.

Inspired by the similarities between fitting data using a
Bayesian approach and molecular modeling using Monte
Carlo methods, a simulated annealing procedure proposed by
Kirkpatrick [18] might optionally be used (see, for example,
Refs. [22,23]). Following the idea of that work, the χ2

landscape might be compared with an energy landscape used
to describe glassy phenomena [24]. What we do is to start
at high temperatures, i.e., in the liquid phase, where details
of the energy landscape are not so important. By lowering
the temperature fast enough the system might fall into a local
minima, i.e., in the glassy phase. In that case the system is
quenched as is normally done by standard fitting methods.
The presented algorithm aims to avoid being trapped in
local minima using an “annealing schedule” as suggested by
Kirkpatrick. This is done by artificially increasing the errors
of the data to be fitted and letting the errors slowly relax until
they reach their true values. Because this is very similar to what
is performed in molecular modeling, the parameter favoring
the uphill movements in Eq. (7) is usually called temperature,
yielding the acceptance rule

P
(
H

(
P l+1

i

)∣∣Dk

)
P

(
H

(
P l

i

)∣∣Dk

) = exp

(
− χ2

l+1 − χ2
l

2T

)
. (7)

As happens with Monte Carlo simulations, increasing the
temperature will increase the acceptance of parameter sets that
increase χ2, thus making the jump over χ2 barriers between
minima easier.

B. Adjusting the parameter step size

The objective of tuning the parameter step size is to choose
a proper value for �P max

i in Eq. (5) to optimize the parameter
space exploration.

Given the total number of algorithm steps N and the
number of steps that yield a change in χ2, i.e., the number
of successful attempts, K , the ratio R of steps yielding a
χ2 change is R = K/N . Rdesired is defined as the ratio with
which some parameter should be accepted in a step. As we
want every parameter to be changed with the same ratio,
Ri,desired = Rdesired/m where m is the number of parameters.

The algorithm is initialized with a first guess for the
parameter step sizes. This first guess, as will be seen shortly,
is not important due to the fast convergence of the algorithm
to the optimized values. The calculation of a new �P max

i , i.e.,
the regeneration of the Markov chain, is done after N steps,
i.e., at regeneration times, through the equation

�P
max,new
i = �P

max,old
i

Ri

Ri,desired
, (8)

where Ri is the actual acceptance ratio of parameter i. Follow-
ing the previous equation, if the calculated ratio Ri/Ri,desired is
equal to one, i.e., if all parameters are changing with the same
predefined ratio, �P max

i will not be changed.
If during the fit process a change of parameter Pi is too

often accepted, the parameter space is being overexplored with
regard to parameter i. The algorithm will then make �P max

i

larger in order to reduce its acceptance. The contrary happens
if the acceptance is too low for a parameter: The algorithm
makes �P max

i smaller to increase its acceptance ratio. This
will set different step sizes for each parameter, making the
exploration of all of them equally efficient.

III. DEMONSTRATIONS OF FITTING FUNCTIONS

A. Fitting in a well-behaved χ 2 landscape

The optimization of the parameter step size is shown using
the Gaussian function

y(x) = A

W
√

2π
exp

[
− (x − C)2

2W 2

]
, (9)

where A is the amplitude, W is the width, and C is the
center of the Gaussian. A function has been generated with the
parameter set {A,W,C} = {10,1,5}, and a normally distributed
error with σ = 0.1 was added. A series of tests with different
initial values for parameter jumps and different desired
acceptance ratios have been carried out (see below for details).
The initial parameters for the fit were {A,W,C} = {2,2,2}. In
all cases the algorithm was able to fit the data as can be seen
in Fig. 1.

The parameter step size was adjusted every 1000 steps.
Three cases are shown in Fig. 2: an initial �P max

i of 10 (a very
large jump compared to the parameter values, nearly always
resulting in a rejection of the new parameters) and an Rdesired
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Circles: Generated Gaussian function to
test the algorithm with the parameters {A,W,C} = {10,1,5}. Dashed
line: Starting point for all performed tests ({A,W,C} = {2,2,2}).
Solid line: Best fit, i.e., minimum χ 2 fit, of the Gaussian function.

of 66%, the same �P max
i with an Rdesired of 9% and finally a

�P max
i of 10−4 (a very small jump compared to the parameter

values, resulting in a slow exploration of the parameter space)
and an Rdesired of 9%. It can be seen that the algorithm manages
in all these extreme cases to adapt the jump size quickly and
reliably in order to make R equal to Rdesired.

In Fig. 3 we show the three individual acceptance ratios Ri

for the different parameters as a function of the fit steps for
different initialization values of the parameter jumps �Pi ,
for different values of Rdesired, and setting the number of
steps to recalculate parameter jumps N to 1000. When the
total acceptance ratio is set to Rdesired = 66% (solid line), the
algorithm is able to change all parameter jumps [see Fig. 3(b)],
making the acceptance ratio Ri of every parameter equal to
Rdesired/m = 22% and thus the total acceptance ratio R to
66%. The same happens if the acceptance is set to 9%: The
algorithm finds the parameter step sizes [see dashed line in
Fig. 3(b)], which yield a total acceptance ratio of 9% within
the first 5000 steps, no matter how the parameter step sizes
were initialized.

To explicitly show how this is linked with the geometrical
features of the χ2 landscape, the inset of Fig. 3(b) shows a
cut of the χ2 hypersurface along parameters A and C, leaving
parameter W fixed to its best fit value WBF. As can readily
be seen, the χ2{A,C,W = WBF} hypersurface is sloppy in the

FIG. 2. Total acceptance ratio R as a function of the number
of steps when Rdesired is set to 66% and 9% (solid and dashed or
dotted lines). In the second case (Rdesired = 9%), dashed and dotted
lines represent the values of R as a function of algorithm step for
two different parameter step size initializations (�P max

i = 10 and
�P max

i = 10−4, respectively).

(   ) (   )

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Acceptance ratio Ri for parameters
A, W , C involved in the fit of the Gaussian following Eq. (9) (red
triangles, green squares, and blue circles, respectively) when Rdesired

is set to 66% and 9% (solid and dashed lines). (b) Parameter step size
as a function of the number of steps (line and symbols code as in
panel a). The inset shows a cut through the χ 2 hypersurface along A

and C directions fixing W to the best-fit value.

direction of parameter A and stiff in the direction of parameter
C. The algorithm has thus correctly calculated a parameter
step size that is larger for A than for C, along whose direction
the χ2 well is narrower. This fact makes the final parameter
step sizes proportional to the errors of each parameter—if
the global minimum is not multimodal and is quadratic in all
parameters, and those are not correlated.

In order to show the robustness of the algorithm, we have
also made disparate initial guesses for parameter step sizes
�P max

i about three decades below the correct acceptance ratio,
setting Rdesired = 9%. As displayed in Fig. 3, after about 5000
steps the acceptance ratio R (N is again 1000 steps) has already
reached the desired value. It can be seen in Fig. 4(a) that the
acceptance ratio for each parameter reaches again the value
Rdesired/m = 3% and parameter step sizes are virtually equal
to those obtained previously as shown in Fig. 4(b).

To stress the relevance of the aforementioned algorithm
to explore the parameter space correctly, thus ensuring its
convergence, we have calculated the normalized �χ2PDF in
all tested cases. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the �χ2 PDF after
105 steps matches the χ2 distribution

P (�χ2) ∝ (�χ2)
(

m
2 −1

)
exp

(
−�χ2

2

)
, (10)

FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Acceptance ratio Ri for parameters A

(triangles), W (squares), C (circles) involved in the fit of the Gaussian
following Eq. (9) when initial parameter step sizes are set to �Pi =
10 (dashed line) and �Pi = 10−4 (dotted line). (b) Parameter step
size as a function of the number of steps (lines and symbols as in
panel a).
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FIG. 5. (Color online) The dashed line represents a χ2 distribu-
tion for three parameters, i.e., m = 3 (see text for details). Solid
line is the obtained PDF associated to �χ2 when calculated for
105 steps. Circles represent the same distribution when calculated
using only 104 steps. The inset shows the χ 2 PDFs when calculated
with parameters allowed to change with �Pi = 10−4, �Pi = 10,
�P = 0.1Pi . Successive PDFs are displaced on the ordinate axis for
clarity of the figure.

with m = 3 as expected [2]. In Fig. 5 we show the �χ2 PDF
obtained after 104 steps for different cases: first, setting �P max

i

equal to the value calculated by the algorithm and, second,
setting �P max

i equal to the initial guess, and finally to a value,
calculated a posteriori, which is proportional to the best-fit
parameters �P max

i = 0.1Pi (inset of Fig. 5)
As can be seen in Fig. 5, when �P max

i is set much higher
than the optimal step sizes, the Metropolis algorithm scans the
whole parameter space {Pi}, but jumping between disparate
regions with very different values of χ2, therefore with a
low acceptance rate of new parameter sets (dashed line in
Fig. 5). This causes a poor exploration of parameter space. In
contrast, a small value overexplores only a restricted portion of
{Pi}, falling very often in local minima of the parameter space
(dotted line in the same figure). Also choosing parameter jumps
proportional to the final parameters leads to a poor exploration
of parameter space (solid line in the same figure). Finally, after
the same number of steps, when using the optimized parameter
step sizes obtained by the algorithm the χ2 PDF follows the
theoretical expectation, meaning that the parameter space is
correctly sampled.

B. Fitting in a complex χ 2 landscape

As pointed out before, one of the main problems when
dealing with data fitting using the LM algorithm is to find
a proper set of initial parameters close enough to the global
minimum of the χ2{Pi} hypersurface. As an example we show
in Fig. 6 the function sin(x/W ) for W = 5 affected by a normal
distributed error with σ = 0.1. In Fig. 7(a) we show the χ2{W }
landscape associated to the generated function. As can be seen,
the χ2{W } landscape for this function has a great number
of local minima and a global minimum at W = 5. We have
fitted the function using the LM algorithm and initializing the
parameter at Wi = 2 and Wi = 15 (see Fig. 6). As expected,
both fits were not able to find the global minimum that fits

FIG. 6. (Color online) Synthetic sin(x/5) function (circles)
together with the best fit using parameter step sizes tuning together
with simulated annealing (line). Dashed lines are the fits using the
LM algorithm with starting parameters Wi = 2 and Wi = 15.

the function. In fact, only if the LM algorithm is initialized
between W = 3.6 and W = 9.0 is it able to succeed in fitting
the data.

We now test the ability of our algorithm to jump across
χ2 barriers delimiting successive local minima to find the
global one. For this task we have used the simulated annealing
method, decreasing the temperature one decade every 3000
steps from T = 1000 to 1. The parameter jump calculation
has been performed every N = 1000 steps. While the initial
temperature allows to explore wide regions of the parameter
space, the last temperature will let the acceptance be deter-
mined only by the real errors of the data.

In Fig. 7(b) we show the parameter W as a function
of algorithm step for the two aforementioned initializations
together with the χ2 landscape (a). Parameter step sizes were
initialized after a first run of optimization of 2000 steps. As can
be seen in this figure, after 3000 steps both runs have already
reached the absolute χ2 minimum. Successive steps just relax
the system to the final temperature T = 1.

FIG. 7. (Color online) (a) χ 2{W } landscape obtained for the
function sin(x/W ) with a normal error associated of σ = 0.1 (see
Fig. 6). (b) Algorithm steps for two different initializations, black
solid line for Wi = 2 and red dashed line for Wi = 15, as a function
of parameter W.
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As it can be seen in Fig. 7, the way the minimum is reached
depends on the parameter initialization. Parameter step sizes
are larger for the run started with Wi = 15 with a flat local
minimum. The contrary happens with the run initialized at
Wi = 2, parameter step sizes are set small due to the narrow
wells of the χ2 landscape in this region. However, both runs
are able to avoid getting stuck in local minima, jumping over
rather high χ2 barriers and successfully reaching the best fit.

IV. CONCLUSION

Classical fit schemes are known to fail when the parameters
are not initialized close enough to the final solution. We have
proposed in this work to use an Adaptive Markov Chain
Monte Carlo Through Regeneration scheme, adapted from
that of Gilks et al. [16], combined with a simulated annealing
procedure to avoid this problem.

The proposed algorithm tunes the parameter step size in
order to assure that all of them are accepted in the same
proportion. Geometrically the parameter step size is set large
when a cut of χ2{Pi} along this parameter is flat, i.e., when
the change of the χ2{Pi} hypersurface along this parameter is
sloppy. Similarly the parameter step size is set small if χ2{Pi}
wells are narrow.

Moreover, the step sizes can be modulated by a temperature
added to the acceptance equation that makes jumps across χ2

barriers easier, i.e., using a simulated annealing method [18].
From a geometric point of view, a high temperature makes the
χ2{Pi} wells artificially broader, smearing out details of local
minima. This is important at the first stages of a fit process.

At final stages of the fitting, temperature is decreased, making
parameter jumps smaller, and thus allowing the system to relax,
once it is inside the global minimum.

By fitting simulated data including statistical errors we
verified that our algorithm actually fulfills the requirements
of ergodicity (it converges to the target distribution), ro-
bustness (the ability to reach the χ2 minimum independent
of the choice of starting parameters), and ability to escape
local minima and to explore efficiently the χ2 landscape
and guarantees that it will self-tune to converge to the
global minimum avoiding an infinite search with large
steps.

More complex problems have already successfully been
studied with this algorithm such as model selection using
quasielastic neutron-scattering data [25], nonfunctional fits
in the case of dielectric spectroscopy [26], or finding the
molecular structure from diffraction data with a model defined
by as many as 27 parameters [27]. In the last case, the proper
initialization of parameters to use a LM algorithm would have
been a difficult task, made easy by the use of the presented
algorithm.
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Appendix I.

Details of the Data Reduction
This chapter lists several programs that can be used for the data reduction. The one used
in this thesis, Frida 1, will be introduced in more detail and all the errors in the program
that were found during the course of this thesis are listed. A new data reduction program
that was developed by the author of this thesis is advertised and the algorithm which is
used for the reduction of quasielastic time-of-flight neutron scattering data is described.
The chapter finishes with a presentation of the concept of an effective scattering cross
section that can be used in conjunction with existing programs to make a zeroth-order
correction of multiple scattering until a dedicated program for that purpose is available.

I.1. Data Reduction Software
Overview over Existing Programs. The standard data reduction and evaluation tool
used at TOFTOF is the program Frida 1 [269]. It was started in 1990 by Wuttke, is written
in Fortran and uses a proprietary library and compiler. These facts make it harder and
harder to maintain and distribute it. Despite its age, it is however still used at several
neutron sources and user groups around the world. It was even very recently ported to
work with the Intel Fortran compiler.1

Although in use for over 20 years, there are still many errors in the algorithms.
Most of them become visible only due to the high accuracy and versatility of today’s
instrumentation. As Frida 1 will probably stay the standard data reduction software on
TOFTOF in the near future, a detailed list of bugs which were found during the course of
this thesis is given below.

Most of the problems encountered during the data evaluation for this thesis could be
solved within the existing program. However, taken together with the dated programming
language, compiler, and libraries, it became clear that a completely other alternative
must be found. In order to facilitate experiments on single crystals with TOFTOF, the
software should also have additional capabilities, for example reading only the detectors
in the horizontal scattering plane.

There are a few alternative programs which are potentially capable of reducing the
time-of-flight data, the most important ones being

1Triggered by Gerald Schneider, Jülich Center for Neutron Science, 2011
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TOFSYS (Jülich) which has similar age-related problems as Frida 1. It has an
interface to DISCUS, a multiple scattering simulation program.

DATREAT (Jülich) is still in use, also at the JCNS, but suffers from similar problems
than Frida 1 and TOFSYS.

DAVE (NIST) has no read-in routine for TOFTOF data. Its features, especially regard-
ing the data analysis, are limited so that it seems questionable if the implementation
of a better interoperability is desirable.

LAMP (ILL) can be used with TOFTOF data only since 2009.

In conclusion, none of the existing programs could fulfil the requirements at TOFTOF at
the beginning of this thesis, LAMP should now be critically evaluated. This situation is
common with many other neutron scattering instruments in the moment which triggered
the start of development of two data reduction and analysis frameworks which are both
in relatively early stages of development but aim both to become universal tools across
institutes:

The Mantid Project (initiated by ISIS, recently joined by the SNS and HFIR).

slaw (JCNS, Joachim Wuttke) for data reduction, can be combined with e. g. Frida 2
(JCNS, Joachim Wuttke) for the data evaluation.

Although both of these projects are promising to offer a modern way of data reduction
and analysis and one of them or both will probably become standard at TOFTOF at some
point in the future, they are both not ready yet. As LAMP was not capable of working
with TOFTOF data when this thesis was started, the data reduction procedures were
implemented in a new program which can serve as a replacement for Frida 1 until a new
standard is agreed on.

Errors in Frida 1. The following is a list of errors that were found during the course
of this thesis. There is no central, updated version of the program but many different
copies in different institutes which grew apart over time. It is therefore not possible to
correct these mistakes in the copies at different institutes, every user of the program is
urged to check if these errors are corrected in his or her version.

The normalization to the incident beam monitor does not account for its wavelength-
dependent sensitivity.

The detector sensitivities are calibrated by the elastic scattering of a vanadium
standard. For this purpose, the area under the elastic peak of the vanadium
spectrum is integrated and stored in a variable that contained the maximum of
the peak before. This value was used to detect bad detectors where the peak value
or position deviates from the mean. If such a deviation is found, the detector is
deleted and the procedure is restarted with an updated mean value. However, the
variable that contained the peak maximum now contains the area.
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When reading the data from TOFTOF, the routine offers to subtract a background
measurement right away. If the background signal happens to be stronger than the
one of the sample, e. g. due to absorption, the data error bars are calculated too
small by a factor 2.2

The conversion of the time of flight of the neutrons to energy transfer necessarily
assumes that the neutrons arrive during the same frame at which they started at
the sample. If this is not the case, i. e. if the repetition rate is set so high that new
neutrons start before the ones of the previous pulse arrive at the detectors, this
conversion gives completely wrong results.

For the determination of the position of the time channel of the arrival of the
elastically scattered neutrons, the program searches the maximum of the arriving
neutrons. If this maximum happens to be an inelastic feature (very hot samples),
this point is assumed to correspond to zero energy transfer.3

Even if inelastic features play no significant role, this mode of peak determination
can be faulty. The conversion from time of flight to energy transfer involves
multiplying the data with a factor t−3, cf. section 4.1. If the peak is δ shaped,
that does not shift its position. However, a broadened peak will not have the
same maximum position for counts (time of flight), double differential cross section
(energy transfer), or scattering function (energy transfer). It is therefore necessary
to determine the time-of-flight of elastically scattered neutrons such that the
maximum of the scattering function (taking the detailed balance into account) is
at zero energy transfer.

Adding spectra of detectors can cause uncontrollable shifts of the elastic peak
position. If S(Q, ω) is produced, this error can be circumvented by not adding the
spectra of different detectors before the conversion to Q and rebinning into slices
of constant momentum transfer.

If several detectors are at the same scattering angle (as it is the case at TOFTOF),
it is not possible to normalize them by hand because the program tries to identify
the detectors by their angle and does not rely on their order.

That this cautionary measure has actually a justification becomes clear when trying
to perform calculations involving one file loaded from TOFTOF and another one
read in from the hard disk: Due to internal re-structuring of the data during the
save and read process, this operation fails.

The self absorption correction routine asks for the sum of coherent and incoherent
scattering cross section. This is misleading as not the sum of the tabulated values
of the scattering cross sections have to be used but the «effective scattering cross
section» as described in detail in appendix I.3.

2This was not discovered by the author but by Jonas Okkels Birk, Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen.
3This was not discovered by the author.
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Figure I.1.: The factor calculated for the
self absorption correction depends on
the parameters chosen for the numer-
ical calculation. The standard values
20/20 for the radial and angular meshes,
respectively, show very big oscillations
which gets smaller with an increasing
number of meshes. Also the average
value changes when changing the set-
tings but in contrast to the oscillations
it does not shift monotonously.

The self absorption correction routine returns a result that has two problems which
are a function of the choice supposedly only internal variables (number of radial
and angular meshes). The first issue is the oscillation of the calculated value which
decreases with increasing mesh numbers, the second the discontinuous shift of the
absolute value by the choice of the meshes as demonstrated in figure I.1.
Additionally to that, this routine regards all neutrons which are multiply scattered
as not counted. However, these neutrons are counted, although not at the expected
energy and momentum transfer. As the scattering cross sections of all the regarded
samples are larger than the absorption cross sections, this effect is actually the more
important one to correct but is not accounted for. The self absorption correction
should therefore be replaced by a comprehensive treatment of absorption and
multiple scattering.

The transformation of the data from the recorded spectra at constant scattering
angle to spectra at constant modulus of the scattering vector yields data error bars
which are too large by approximately one order of magnitude.4 This is already
obvious when looking at the data because the statistical noise is much less than
the error bar and prohibits any extractable information from the reduced χ2.

The Voigt function, the convolution of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian, is implemented
using a tabulated function [270] but called wrongly, yielding wrong line width and
area under the curve. Using the definitions

G(x) = 1√
2πσ
· exp

[
−1

2

(
x− c

σ

)2
]

(I.1)

and

L(x) = 1
π
· Γ

(x− c)2 + Γ2 , (I.2)

4This was not discovered by the author but by Björn Fåk, CEA INAC SPSMS, Grenoble
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their convolution is approximated using the tabulated function K(a, b) [270]:

(G⊗ L)(x) = 1√
2π · σ

·K(a, b) (I.3)

where a and b have to be

a = x− c√
2σ

and b = Γ√
2σ

. (I.4)

The resulting function fulfills the checks to have (i) an area of 1 (within 1%) and
(ii) a full width at half maximum of 3.6 with the following combinations of (σ, Γ):
(0, 1.8), (0.01, 1.8), (1.0, 1.0), (1.3, 0.5), (1.53, 0.01), (1.53, 0).

Plotting functions that are convolved online with a vanadium measurement as
resolution function have sometimes wild oscillations which is obviously wrong.
However, also when looking reasonable, they are often wrong, in all observed cases
being plotted too low. This does not occur when the convolution is performed
explicitly.

The error bars of the fitted parameters can be corrected for correlations between
the parameters by diagonalizing the covariance matrix. This is attempted but the
output of the corresponding routine is processed wrongly, multiplying with the
double of the reduced χ2 which the routine does already. As the reduced χ2 is too
small due to the wrong data error bars (see above), the parameter error bars are
calculated too small.

When calculating the average value of N values yi with error bars ∆yi, the average
value ȳ is calculated correctly as

ȳ =
N∑

i=1

yi

N
(I.5)

but the error bar of the averaged value ∆ȳ is calculated as5

∆ȳ =

√√√√ N∑
i=1

∆y2
i

N
(I.6)

instead of

∆ȳ =

√∑N
i=1 ∆y2

i

N
. (I.7)

5This was discovered in collaboration with Humphrey Morhenn, FRM II, Technische Universität
München, Munich
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The new neutron time-of-flight scattering data reduction library sihl. An object-
oriented library for the data reduction of time-of-flight neutron scattering data, named
sihl [271], has been implemented in Python 2.5 based on the packages scipy [272], the
also self-written chaste [273], and optionally matplotlib [274]. Whereas the scipy and
matplotlib are standard Python libraries, chaste is a self-written collection of tools to
handle data with error bars, it makes for example sure that the error bars are correctly
propagated during addition etc.

chaste introduces a general class for variables, Var, that is the parent for the five
types of variables that can be found in a typical experiment: AddVar is normally the
dependent variable of a measurement that must be e. g. be added when adding different
measurements, propagating the error bar. EquVar is normally the independent variable
of the measurement – in order to add two measurements, these values must be equal.
Apart from these, there are values like the temperature that must be averaged when
two measurements are added, AvgVar, values that can exist only once like the name or
starting time, WinVar, and a history of data manipulations in a LogVar.

Most experiments are performed in a series of varying x and measuring the corre-
sponding y values. Such a series can have a further independent variable, called z. It
is represented in the Dataset class which in turn can be combined with other Datasets
into measurements of y as a function of x and z in the class Data.

sihl is the specialization of these concepts for neutron scattering measurements. While a
Detector inherits from Dataset as it contains for example counts as a function of time-of-
flight, the result of many Detectors is combined in a Measurement which correspondingly
inherits from Data.

A Measurement contains algorithms needed at all spectrometers, for example normal-
ization to the monitor counts. This is then further specialized in TofMeasurement which
inherits from Measurement and adds time-of-flight specific capabilities, for example
the conversion from time-of-flight to energy transfer. ToftofMeasurement inherits from
TofMeasurement, adding TOFTOF specifics, for example reading the TOFTOF data file
format.

These packages are now ready for active use and are already employed for data
treatment in the soft matter group at TOFTOF. However, the measurements presented in
this thesis were still reduced with the old Frida 1.

I.2. Data Reduction Procedure
In any data reduction program, a certain procedure is followed which varies only slightly
between the different programs. In the following, the procedure implemented in sihl is
described in detail.
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Basic operations on all TOFTOF measurements.

One measurement is often distributed over several files. Read all TOFTOF data files
that contain the measurement. Take the sum of the counts of the different files –
as if a single long measurement would have been performed.

Delete the signal of detectors which are not installed.

For powder samples: take the absolute value of the scattering angle.

Sort the detectors by increasing scattering angle.

Set error bars for all detectors and the monitor to the square root of the number
of counts in the respective detector – if no neutron was counted, set the error bar
to 1. It should be noted that the use of Gaussian statistics is in this case is not
justified [G]. Luckily, the signals that are evaluated in practice are much stronger
because using Poisson statistics would not only complicate the error propagation
very much but would also require different approaches to fitting the data [G].

Divide the counts in the detectors by the one in the monitor, propagating the error
bar and respecting the wavelength-dependence of the monitor efficiency.

Delete all channels in the frame which are empty, as described in section 3.2.

Multiply the last channel which was only partially filled to get a measure for the
number of neutrons it would have seen if the instrument had filled it the same time
as the others. This procedure has the advantage over deleting this channel when
channels are moved from one end of the frame to the other that there is no gap
between two channels.

If the time-of-flight of the elastically scattered neutrons is longer than the total
length of the frame, add the total number of channels in the frame to each frame
number until the elastic peak is within the frame.

Convert the channel numbers to time-of-flight by multiplying the channel number
with the length of one channel (which is given by the instrument in units of 50 ns).

It is practical to avoid that the first channel has a time-of-flight of zero because
this translates into an infinitely large energy. Therefore, the first couple of channels
are moved to the end of the frame.

Convert the time-of-flight tof to energy transfer dE. Using the length of the
secondary spectrometer l = 4 m, the tof-axis is changed according to

dE = Ef − Ei = 1
2mn

l2

tof2
− 1

2mn
l2

tof(elastic)2 . (I.8)
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Because the scattering function is a density in energy (as discussed in section 2.1,
this can be seen on the unit which is energy-1), the intensity axis has to be changed
with

d2σ

dΩ dE
= d2σ

dΩ dtof ·
dtof
dE

(I.9)

and
dE

dtof = mnl2

tof3
. (I.10)

Sort the channels by increasing energy transfer.

Correct the energy-dependence of the detector efficiency using the formula and
TOFTOF-specific parameters [211].

Optional: Apply the detailed balance correction.

Optional: Subtract the scattering of the container.

At this point, the double differential cross section d2σ/d(2θ) dE would be obtained if
the detectors were calibrated on an absolute scale. They are not, making the normalisation
to an isotropic scatterer, often vanadium, necessary.

Correcting the detector sensitivities.

Read the vanadium data and treat as described above.

Integrate the elastic line, correct this number with the Q-dependent Debye-Waller
factor and save it per detector. Alternatively, it is possible to integrate the intensity
scattered at the same Q over all E. However, in this case the intensity that is
scattered into the theoretically accessible but practically uncovered dynamical
range (cf. figure 3.9) is lost.

Normalize the detector sensitivity by dividing the spectrum of every detector by
this number.

The result is the double differential cross section d2σ/d(2θ) dE up to a scaling factor
due to the normalization to the vanadium standard.

Option 1: Calculating the diffraction pattern.

Integrate the double differential cross section over all energies, resulting in the
differential cross section dσ/dΩ(2θ) up to the aforementioned scaling factor.

This diffraction pattern is very similar to the differential cross section dσ/dΩ that is
measured at dedicated diffractometers which do not analyze the energy of the neutrons
after the scattering event. When measured at a diffractometer, Plazcek corrections can
be used to account for the energy-dependent sensitivity of the detectors [160] – this effect
is already corrected in the TOFTOF data as described above.
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Figure I.2.: The trajectory of detectors at
TOFTOF in Q-ω-space, using an incident
wavelength of 6 Å. Shown are representa-
tive detectors with an equidistant spac-
ing of 10° starting at the first detector
which has a scattering angle of 7.6°. The
energy transfer is shown in the quasi-
elastic region of ±1 meV. The compres-
sion at large values of Q brings about
that the angular range between 140° and
180° corresponds only to a relatively
small area in Q-ω-space. This is also
visible in figure 3.9 which gives a bigger
overview of the dynamical range.
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What is not corrected is the Lorentz factor – because it is different for coherent and
incoherent scattering. The corresponding signals would need to be separated before this
correction. The reason is that incoherent scattering results in equal intensity in equal
dΩ. Because all detectors have the same size and are at the same distance l = 4 m from
the sample, no correction factor is needed. Coherent scattering of powder samples is
distributed on Debye-Scherrer cones and therefore on different lengths U depending on
the scattering angle 2θ:

U = 2πr = 2πl sin(2θ) . (I.11)
The coherent scattering signal would need to be divided by this number. As the intensities
of the Bragg peaks are not evaluated, this correction was not performed.

It can be seen in figure I.2 that this integration of intensities at a fixed scattering angle
2θ does not integrate intensities at a fixed Q. The transformation from the obtained
dσ/dΩ(2θ) via the Bragg equation

Q = 4π

λ
sin

(
2θ

2

)
(I.12)

to an dσ/dΩ(Q) is therefore not correct. This was nevertheless done in this thesis
because the resulting errors are expected to be very small and the scattering angle is not
a physically meaningful axis.

Alternatively, one could perform a proper transformation of the double differential cross
section from scattering angle to Q as shown below and integrate then. This procedure
has however the drawback that intensity is lost which is scattered into regions of the
dynamical range which are accessible theoretically but not experimentally, cf. figure 3.9.

Option 2: Calculating the scattering function.
Convert the double differential cross section to the scattering function by multiplying
the double differential cross section with ki/kf . This conversion is correct up to an
overall scaling factor which contains the scattering cross sections of the vanadium
and the sample.
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Convert the scattering angle 2θ to the modulus of the scattering vector Q using

Q =
√

2mn

~2

(
Ei − 2

√
EiEf · cos(2θ) + Ef

)
. (I.13)

The corresponding trajectories of the detectors at constant 2θ after the transforma-
tion to Q are shown in figure I.2. A rescaling of the intensity axis is in this case
not necessary because the scattering function is not a density in Q but a normal
function. This is expressed in the unit, [S(Q, ω)] = energy-1: It is a density in the
energy transfer but not in the momentum transfer, cf. section 2.1.

In order to facilitate the comparison between theory and data, rebin into slices of
constant Q. Stop at energy transfers when not the whole Q range is covered by
the dynamical range any more. As can be seen in figure I.2, this happens at small
Q (negative and positive energy transfer) as well as at large Q (negative energy
transfer).

I.3. Effective Scattering Cross Section
The algorithm of Paalman and Pings [221] to correct the absorption or multiple scattering
of neutrons on their way through the sample requires the scattering cross sections of
the sample. It will be recalled in the following that this scattering cross section is not
necessarily one of the tabulated values [189]. While a thorough correction of these
effects requires the full scattering function of the sample as input, a simple way will be
demonstrated that can be used to get an approximation of the effective scattering cross

section. This value is introduced as the integrated differential cross section, i. e. as the
probability that a neutron is scattered in the sample.

The need for an effective scattering cross section can be easily seen at the example of
aluminium which has σcoh = 1.495 barn, σinc = 0.0082 barn, and σabs = 0.231 barn. The
coherent cross section dominates by far and yields a substantial scattering power. However,
given the crystal structure of aluminium (fcc) with a lattice spacing of a = 4.05 Å [275],
the coherent cross section has to be taken into account only if the wavelength is equal
or shorter than necessary to reach Q = 3.10 Å-1, λ = 4π/Q6 4.05 Å. Similarly holds for
vanadium (bcc, a = 3.02 Å) with the cross sections σcoh = 0.0184 barn, σinc = 5.08 barn,
and σabs = 5.08 barn that there is no coherent scattering before Q = 2.94 Å-1.

In fact, even when there is no coherent scattering, the effective scattering cross section
cannot be simply calculated as the sum of the tabulated scattering cross sections if the
sample contains several isotopes or elements due to the mixing of the nuclei. It would be
possible to calculate the contributions of coherent and incoherent scattering using the
scattering lengths of the nuclei and taking the structure of the molecules into account.

However, there is also a simpler approach that approximates the effective scattering
cross section, assuming that not much intensity is lost into regions of Q-ω-space that are
kinematically accessible but not covered by the spectrometer’s detectors (cf. figure 3.9).
The vanadium standard is better known than the samples, it scatters incoherently with
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5.08 barn. The level of this incoherent scattering in the differential cross section can
therefore be used to get the reference of 5.08 barn, provided that self absorption and
multiple scattering are corrected. This knowledge can be used to calibrate the differential
cross sections of the measured samples in absolute units and to obtain their effective
scattering cross section by integrating over all scattering angles.

This simple approximation allows to determine the probability that a neutron is
scattered in the sample without any knowledge of its composition or fractions of coherent
or incoherent scattering. It can be used for a basic correction of the data of the samples
for absorption and multiple scattering effects. This correction is based on the assumption
that also the neutrons which are scattered again are effectively absorbed and do not
reach a detector. Therefore, as stated above, a full treatment of multiple scattering
effects based on a physical model of the scattering function would be preferable. Such a
treatment will be available soon.6

6Joachim Wuttke, JCNS
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